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CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-40 

Rough Notes of Staff Loan Co eld on 
Monday, September 11, 1961 at 2:30 p.m. in the Board Room 

PERU 

Sir William Iliff - There were three points to be considered: (1) Peru's 
creditworthiness; (2) the invitation of negotiators for the loan for the 
highway project; and (3) the continuation of the Bank's work on three other 
projects . 

As reg~s the first point, he felt all agreed that Peru's creditworthiness 
justified further lending by the Bank. 

Mr. Cope - He was a little worried about the nature of the project. It had not 
been the Bank ' s practice to finance recurrent maintenance. He realized that it 

as difficult to draw the line . What were they doing about recurrent maintenance? 
Why we they always in arr s? 

Mr. van Held - In these cases we set the goal and usually the Governments did 
not ach1eve 1t. Maintenance was difficult to control and was scattered over a 
large area . It took time to train local skill, etc. 

Our first loan for maintenance had beon a start and did not cover the whole 
count~ . Before you could put an area on routine maintenance you often had to 
make improvementso 

Our first loan had not been successful in all respects. The actual amount 
available for use in the field had been less than anticipatedo Since then the 
Government had increased the amount allocated for maintenance and they now had 
a suitable program. 

We would not financ local currency expenditures . This would come out of the 
budget . 

Mro Schmidt - In most of these countries , when we started vnth them they had 
no maintenance project or conception of it . We had educated them for five 
years in Peru before they had accepted our maintenance concept part way. The 
present Government, hmrever, appreciated the importance of maintenance and 
said that it now sees that the Bank was right about this . This project would 
take them a good part of the rest of the way on the necessa~ m~intenance and 
what we had done had been an important contribution. 

As the Government ras now willing and appreciated the need of maintenance, we 
should follow through on this . 

Mr. Cope - Normally we were financing arrears. If Peru was not financing 
recurrent maintenanc we were not making any real progress. 

ere they going to car~ out this loan effectively? There was the problem 
of organization and we needed to be satisfied about thato Did we see an end 
to their being in arrears? Were we satisfied that they were providing enough 
other recurrent revenues for normal maintenance? 
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Mr. van Helden - The willingness of the Government to put up so much more was 
an indication of their willingness. He was satisfied that the Government was 
now~are of the needo They would obtain more technical assist nee than under 
the first loan and the new loan would cover a wider network. 

We could not draw the line between maintenance and improvements but it was 
clear that they were working in the right direction. However, it was difficult 
to give the guarantees that Mr. Cope wanted. 

¥~. Stevenson - He felt we were doing rehabilitation and not maintenance. 

Sir William - ~fuat we were doing was to prevent them from slipping back. 

nr. Schmidt - And assisting in improving the condition of the secondar,y roads. 

Mr. de Wilde - One of the tables in the annex gave the impression of savings 
of $11 ~i11ion from longer 1"ves for tires and motor vehicles. Possibly there 
was room for . the ste~te t capitalize on some of these benefits by higher taxes 
on the road users. 

Mr. van Helden - TOO had discussed this point. The economic justification was 
a very rough one. The possible cost of vehicles, i .e. cars and trucks, as 
assumed in the table 1 ight be too high. 

The Government put up the money for the intenance cost. If fewer cars were 
imported, there would be a loss of income to the Government . Also, if the 
roads were improved it might be possible to use cheaper cars. In the final 
report perhaps we s· ould be m r conservative. The transportation survey 
group ·was studying the final figures that should be shown here and its report 
might say that the Government could tax the users more. 

Hro Cope - Uas this a problem to which we sa\T an end? He did not see normal 
maintenance figures included as a charge in the budget. He felt that a few 
tables sh~rlng recurrent maintenance charges and ton miles of transportation 
would give a measure of the normal maintenance needed. 

Sir 1.Villiam - The equipment was going to exhaust its life in some years. ~ould 
they then come back to us for refinancing? 

Mr. van Helden - It had been up to us# to start this. We might suggest that 
depreciation charges for equipment should be put in a fund for the provision 
of new equipment . They would get to a second peak after four years and then 
to lovrer peaks but in the long run these would flatten out, i.e. in about 10 
years , and then the Bank should move out of the pictureo 

To build up a fund for the replacement of equipment vras very nice in theory but 
if the Government had a deficit in its budget it would be rather unrealistic to 
have $2 or $3 mil]bn in a depreciation fund. 

Mr. de Wilde -He did not share Mr. Cope's doubts. We had started out with a 
deficienc.y of resources in Peru which had to be made good by some form of 
external financing and he felt that the Bank's loans should be applied where 
the Bank felt they would do the most go9d. He felt that we might influence them 
more in the right direction by financing road maintenance. · 
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Mr. Kheradjou - He had a question about the financing of the transportation 
survey and had the feeling that some of the cost should be financed by the 
country. 

Sir William - They were paying for half the cost and this was the common 
practiceo 

Mr . Kheradjou - If a project were revenue~producing, we often required that 
the cahs generated by the project should take care of the maintenance . In the 
case of roads there were benefits to the economy at large . 

Mr Schmidt - He thought it was important that vre should continue to exercise 
our influence with the financing of maintenance and the import of equipment. 
If we were only going to do this maintenance loan and then get out, we should 
make a longer-term loan . 

11r. van Helden - The life of the loan was only nine years and it would take 
about t~enty years to depreciate the equipment. 

Hr. Demuth - Had the survey group said anything a bout this yet? as it likely 
to make rec~~endations before the proposed loan was negotiated? 

¥~. van Helden - This was possible but not lik~ly . TOD would keep in touch 
with them about this ~ 

Mr. Kheradjou - The private investment figure of 3% of GNP was high. Is it 
suggested that private investment should be decreased. He felt that the total 
investment could not be increased much more. Was the idea then to divert some 
private investment to the public sector? 

~W o Tobiesen - Public investment had risen in 1956 and 1957 and had then fallen o 
There was need for public investment and he felt that there should be some 
addition here. 

Mro Stevenson - Why should public investment fall? 

Mro Schmidt - They had been tightening dmm and ca rying out financial reforms 
in order to achieve financial stability. Also they had been applying higher 
standards to ~rhat 'tfent fortv-ard. 

Sir 1A7illiam - As regards our future lending policy in Peru, we would have the 
new econom~c report~ 

Hr. de T.f.i.lde - What Has the proportion of capital equipment to labor for the 
project? Was the labor component low? Was it the right proportion of labor to 
the use of equipment? 

Mr. van Helden - You had to distinguish two types of operations. In one they 
could o most by hand and mechanization was not very high and labor was lowo 
It was hard to establish a comparisono We were satisfied that the consultant 
had made a good analysis relating the number of people to the amoun~ of equip
ment. 
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Sir William - 1vere w satisfi_ed th~t the soles cost 1-rould be forthcoming? 

Mro Schmidt - We would have to get undertakings o 

Sir William - We would then go ahead on this basiso 

The meeting adjourned at 3:10 p .M. 

HGAW/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Wednesdaz, July 19, 1961 at 3:00 p.m. in Board Room 

HAITI 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-28 

Mr. Diamond - Mr. Gonzales, the Fund Resident Representative in Haiti, who had 
been visiting Washington last week, had been elated about the improvement in the 
financial administration, including customs and other aspects of tax collection, 
in Haiti. They had told us well in advance about their new budget. In this 
biennial good year $3 million would be added to the Government's income. Thie 
would be devoted to debt service and was not to be used to increase the Govern
ment's expenditureso • 
He had talked to Mr. Leddy about the position of the u.s. Government and Mr. Leddy 
had felt that the u.s. Government would welcO!Jle lending by others in H iti. 
The Eximbank had no objectio but would like to see IDA credits and not Bank 
lending. DLF was discussing with Haiti the provision of fUnds for the study of 
an important road project but would not provide these funds unless the Bank 
financing for the maintenanc organization were forthcoming • 

The German Minister in Haiti had written to Mr. Donner an Mr. Bochensld suggest
ing that all the national and international agencies operating in Haiti should 
get together about the provision of funds and for the more important purpose of 
imposing discipline on Haiti's financial policies. 

The Germans had told Mr. Gonzales that th~ would be interested in investing 
$5 to $6 million in Haiti, but that .they wanted an international group to take 
the responsibilit,y of where this money should be used. 

The u.s. State Department had talked to Mr. Bochenski somewhat on these same 
lines. 

Sir William Uiff - Re the suppliers' and contractors 1 debts referred to in 
c!aus~ (a) on p. 3 of the Area Memorandum, was this external debt? 

Mr. Diamond - Yes. 

Sir William - How much? 

Mr. Simmons - $2e 7 million of principal and a dubious figure of $1.35 million of 
wterest. 

Sir William - This was a sizeable amount. 

Mr. Bochensld - 'l'h1t .figure was based on the maximum and some of this was disputedo 

Sir William - Was there likely to be trouble about that? 

Mr. Diamond - One of the suppliers had been raising a fuss and Senator Dirksfn 
had spoken about thie on the floor of the Senate No one had made ~ Objection 
to the Bank. The credit to which Senator Dirksin-had referred had been one made 
by a u.s. firm for $295,000 for a housing project. 

• 
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Sir William - Had we had a similar situation before where objections had been 
rai ed by suppliers be for we had made a loan? 

Mr. Clark - No. 

Sir William - He would like a note on this. 

Mr. Bochenski - The subject was covered partJ.y in the report and h would give 
sir wfiiiam a full summary. 

Sir William - What was the political situation? 

Mr. Diamond - The President had recently fraudulently re-elected himself and thus 
Haiti had been able to avoid the stress and strain usual prior to an election. 

There w s pressure on the Government. It was upset about the Dominican situation 
and by criticisms about the election and the general situation in Haiti and the 
Government was a little uncertain of itself. There was no evidence of ~ 
substantial effective opposition in Haiti. If the present Government collapsed, 
there was 1ik ly to be a vacuum and no immediate altern ti ve appeared to be 
availableo 

Mr. Bochenski - For the last 150 years all the Haitian elections had been either 
rraudU!ent or dubious. This had been so in the case of the former President, 
Gen. Magloire, at the time the Bank had made its loan to Haiti. 

The present administration suffered from graft but more from lack of experience. 
In President Magloire's time they had more experience and more graft. 

The present President was a country doctor and while it was doubtful that h~as 
really a good President, he should probably be credited with more good intentions 
than his predecessor. 

In the past the Government's stability had been affected by invasions from 
outside and a~ coups d'etats. 

The President had a policy of reshuffling the army command and had created a 
police organization nearly as strong to keep the army in che&ko In Haiti this 
increased the chances of stabilit.y. 

Sir William - To what extent was Haiti making contributions to its own develop
ment? 

Mr. Di nd - This was referred in para. (b) of the Memorandum. 

Mr. de Wilde - It had been said that there was little opposition to the present 
~vernment. If this were so, why had 23% of the budget to be spent on defense? 

Mr. Bocnenski - The Haitians were apprehensive about the Dominican Republic; 
ala during the last ~ ars there had been two invasions, one from Cuba and one 
from Florida. 
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Mr. Diamond - There was no doubt that the repressive measures did reflect fairly 
~despeead dissatisfactioh with the Gover.nment, but there was no power on the 
horizon to replace the present administration. 

Mr. Iverson - Haiti generally spent 25% of its budget on defense and it would 
be a reaJ. problem for them if they tried to reduce this. 

Mr o Diamond - The Ministe~ of Finance, with the approval of the President, had 
given Mr. Gonzales authority to discuss with U.S. military representatives in 
Haiti the possibility of reductions in the defense budget. However, it should 
not be overlooked that if such r eductions were made they might be added to the 
budget for the secret police or militia. 

Si·r Wil~ - Could they do anything in the way of contributing? 

Mr. Diamond - It was difficult to see how tnv could do much more. 

Mr. Bochenski - The current budget was cut to the co and practically no funds 
were provided for development programs by the Government itself. 18 million 
gourdes was provided for projects with the Bank and ICA. 

Mr. Collier - In the economic report, it was stated that perhaps the wealthy 
Haitians should be more highly taxed. If this were done, would it make any 
real difference? 

Mr. Bochenski - There were few"WBalthy Haitians and the para. was not intended 
to give the idea that this would make any significant difference. 

Sir William - If' we went ahead in the way suggested, could Haiti make any 
contribution? 

Mr. Diamond - Haiti was contributing 260,000 gourdes a month for the present 
project and provision had been made for this for the next year. There was no 
reason why they could not do this and more in addition. 

The Area Department was not proposing more than 75% of the cost of the project 
should be provided by IDA. 

Mr. de Wilde - Would the balance come from u.s. aid? 

Mr. Diamond - It might come this way ever,y other year when there was not a good 
coffee yearo The situation might be compared with that of Jordan. 

Mro Rucinski - He did not think this parallel was a good argument for the 
Western Hemisphere or a good argument against his proposals for Jordan. 

Mr. Diamond - He expected that Haiti would put up part of the cost. 

Sir William - Our agreement to go ahead was conditional on that. 
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Mr. Diamond -Yes. We felt it was too early to say how much and would make 
recommendations when and if they came up with a suitable project. This would 
apply to the maintenance project. He was not so sure about the road project. 

Sir William - Would the maintenance project involve recurring expenditures? 

Mr. Bochenski - The Bank had financed maintenance equipment which had not been 
available on the spot and also the service of consultants. 

e have financed and wo d continue to finance shops and trainingo A certain 
amount might be for ren wal of equipment. 

Mro Aldewereld - It was not the intention that we should finance recurrent 
expenditures, but the 'know-how' of foreigners to train them and maintenance 
equipment. 

Area Memorandum 

Mr. de Wilde- He would like to criticise the facts about Haiti's contribution 
'Eo its own economic development. He felt that we should look on the whole of 
the field of development. Haiti showed a sorr,y spectacle of incompetence and 
inability. No attempt had been made to attack the agricultural problems of land 
erosion. No efforts had been made to establish an effective extension service. 

Their major project in the Artibonite Valley had been mismanaged. No attempt 
had been made to set up a professional civil service. They were spending an 
undue proportion of their budget on defense• We might make excuses for them as 
a poor countr,r with a poor Government. But in Asian countries we had expected 
a great deal more. 

He agre d that perhaps we should not drop the maintenance project, but felt 
there was merit in a conunon approach to insure financial discipline with the 
others concerned and he telt that there would be more effective action if they 
cooperated and a ttac~ed the Haitians jointly. 

Mro Aldewereld - He did not share the conclusion that an attempt to a common 
approach woUld effect much in Haiti. He doubted that the Governments would get 
together on this and he ~ndered what would happen if they failed to do so. 

He felt that it was a pretty disorganized jungle and questioned whether it was· 
proper for IDA to get involved. He wondered whether the aid should not cane in 
the form of pure charity from another country rather than fran IDA o 

Mr. Diamond -While he agreed with Mr. de Wilde in a good deal of what he had 
said, he felt that the situation in Haiti was not hopeless. The Bank had been 
d9ing institutional building which had been effecting same economic benefit to 
the country. 

Some Haitians were worried about the present situation and it was possible that 
th~ might find their way into the administration and also into the political 
field. 

If through these modest means we could effect increased production by setting 
up something, he felt that we should do so. 
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Sir William - Were the Haitians congenitally ignorant? 

Mr. Bochenski - Most Haitians were worried about the situation, but did not 
ki'iow what to do. They had not always been given the best advice. Dealers and 
contractors had been inclined to take a fast buck and undoubtedly some of the 
fault that had arisen were due to highly objectionable and unscrupulous 
contractors. He felt that Mr. Aldewereld had made an overstatement about the 
situation. 

It should be noted that there had been improvement in their budget, taxes and 
reserves after a difficult year and they should not be condemned completely. 
While he agreed it was a difficult situation, he felt that the negative side 
should not. be overstressed. 

Sir William - If Haiti had a conventional development program, would the 
projects proposed by the Area Department e of top priority? 

Mr. Bochenski - Jointly with other projects under way, they would be of top 
priority:. 

Mr. Diamond - Last Janua~ we had had discussions with the Government authoritieso 
They had all cited the high priority of the highway system. In talks with the 
Government we had continued to stress the importance of matching the development 
of the highways with more effective and intensive activity on the agricultural 
side. 

Bir William -Mr. Aldewereld and Mro de Wilde's ideas were that until more drastic 
over-an discipline were imposed, we should not go into these projects at all? 

Mr. de Wilde - A modest amO'Wlt could be said in favor of institutional building. 
The interested governments would like to get together with the Government to 
see what could be done about agriculture, power, etc. 

Mr. Rucinski - l"as Mr. de Wilde advising that we ould not do the proposed 
operations? 

Mr. de ~de - He felt that we should go on with the loan maintenance project 
and supplement this by trying to get a coordinated approach to the Haitian 
problem. We could not hold up our hands hopelessly. 

Sir William - There was sane merit to an approach on the basis of putting one 
or two pieces into a jigsaw puzzle in the hope that eventually you could fill 
a wider and wider field. 

Mr. Diamond - He welcomed Mr. de Wilde's suggestione It was planned to exPbre 
the possibility of a joint approaCh with the other agencies but weT6 not sure 
o£ the outcan and had to remember that we were a small tail to the dog9 and 
that the u.s. was the big dogo 

The u.s. was favorable to the idea but we did not knQgwhat other projects they 
might have in mind or other general views they might hav on the Caribbean 
which might affect their actions. 
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Sir William - Would the Haitians accept a developmental adviser? 

Mr. Bochenski - He thought so but they had had too many advisers in the past. 
They had, amongst others, one from the Inter-American Development Bank which 
had made a loan of 3.2 million for the Haitian Development Bank on the condition 
that IDB should provide its managem nt. 

The Fund had an adviser thefe and practically nothing could be done in the 
financial field without his concurrence. 

The idea of a coordinated approach had been put to practice as a modest 
in 1958 but had petered out with the changes in the Cabinet; the Germans wanted 
to revive this. 

It might be better if one voice were raised in meetings with the Haitian 
Ministers instead of a number of a number of smaller ones. He felt that Haiti 
would accept a permanent representativ from the Bank, but he did not feel that we 
could recommend this as we would not be a major partner in 1heir financing. 

Mr. Diamond - He was not sure about the matter. 

Sir William - Should they have an adviser like this? 

Mr. Diamond - He did not know. The collective approach suggested might be 
better, ~e. a committee represe timg the national and international agencies 
now operating in Haiti as an advisor.r group to the Government. The u.s. felt 
that this should meet monthly but the matter had not been discussed in detail 
with them. 

Mr. Iverson -Was this to be a resident committee and how was the Bank to fit in? 

Mr. Bochenski - It was thought that they would meet in Haiti. 

Sir William - It seemed to him that they needed someone there continuously. 

Mr. Rucinski - He did not belleve that a commit tee could assist the Government 
to run its economic affairs. Was the proposed approach that we should go ahead 
anyhow? 

Mr. Diamond - The Area Department proposal was that they should proceed while 
exploring the possibilit,y of coordinated pressure on the Government. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - He was worried about the calls for th settlement of outstanding 
suppliers* credits which had been made to him in a number of instances in this 
case. He felt that we should go ahead if we felt that the reorganization had 
helped and that the debt matter would not backfire. However, he felt that we 
might get some very serious backfiring. 

Sir William - W s there any policr.y precedent in connection with this? 

Mr o Rucinski - What ab t Turkey? 
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Mr. Collier - In their case their debts had been refunded and were out of the 
way. 

Sir William - Were these Government obligations? 

Mr. Bochensld. - Yes. 

Mr. DiamonA - See Annex I. 

Mr. de Wilde - Were the U.K. and the u.s. pushing their claims? 

Mr. Diamond - In January he had spoken about this to the u.s. and U.K. repre
sentatives and they had raised no particular objection. The u.s. was not 
paying much attention to Senator Dirksen on the subject. 

Sir William - We would have to think about the debt question and the point of 
over-all discipline. He felt that we needed to do something and that the 
committee approach would not effect very much. He felt the need for a perma
nent representative, to sit side by side with the President, either from the 
Bank or another institution and that simultaneously the Batik should go ahead 
lrl.th its modest approach and show them how to tackle the matter the right way. 

Mr. de Wilde - Should this apply to the credit for the wharf? 

Sir William - Wou:j.d this be a top priority item? 

Mr. Diamond - Mr. Canniehael had just come back fran there and believed the 
project to be of great importance. 

Mr. Bochenski - Mr. Carmichael felt the need to do something. We should create 
an autonomous port authority to run the port and this wagld create another 
enclave excluded from political influemce. 

Mr. Diamond - The port was now adJnipistered by the Central Bank. 

Sir William - Should we say at this time that we would only go ahead with the 
road maintenance project and keep -our bargaining pos tion? 

Mr. Diamond - He would like to go ahead with all three. Our bargaining position 
was small. They depended on u.s. advice and weighed this much more heavily 
than they did ours. If we did these three wet ould contribute further to 
institutional building. 

Mr. Rucinski - Should this be presented as a package? We were in a more 
exposed position than the U.S. about the unsettled debt. 

Sir William - Was Mr. Rucinskd. saying that we should insist on settlement of 
the outstanding debt be~ore we went in? 

Hr. Rucinski - If we financed one of the projects and they were not paying their 
debts, there would be repercussions from other countries. 

Sir William - He felt there was a difference between a default to contractors 
and a default on a public bond issue. 
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Mr. Diamond - Discussions on the debt to the u.s. were now going on with the 
J&i)ort-Import Bank. They would work out something, possibly a new schedule. 
The real question was the outstanding suppliers credits. 

Mr. de Wilde - Our usual policy had not ext~nded beyond pulhlic loans. Should 
we extend it to suppliers' credits? If the u.s., the U.K. and Fiance did not 
insist, then he suggested we should not defer our lending until these debts were 
settJ.ed. 

Sir William - It would seem hard that Haiti should be denied IDA assistance 
because it had been exploited by unscrupulous contractorsl 

Mr. Rucinski - He did not feel we should wait until settJ.ement had been made. 
our polic,y had incmuded payment to owners of enterprises nationalize in Egypto 

Sir William - He felt that they were in a different categor,y. 

Mr. Rucinski - He felt that the degree of willingness to settle was important. 

Sir William - We had to be satisfied of their ability to pay. He did not 
believe that they could pay. If arrangements could be made with their creditors, 
we could go ahead. 

Mr. Clark - Also we had the condition in this case that some of the debt was in 
dispute. 

Mr. de Wilde - He questioned whether the unsettled claims caused a dispute 
between Haiti and other governments. 

Sir William - The u.s. Government had never taken any interest in the default 
on their foreign bonds. 

Mro Kheradjou - He did not feel we should encourage these creditors too far. 

Mr. Aldewereld - He was worried about lending to a countr.y without discipline 
that coUld be duped by unscrupulous contractors. Was there any mo . to develop 
discipline in Haiti? If so, he did not see it. 

Mro Rucinski - Then Mr. Aldewereld felt that we should take this as a package? 

Mr. Aldewereld - That was righto 

Sir William - He agreed with Mr. Rucinski an this pointo Couldn't we invent 
the machiner.y to induce willingness on the part of the Government? 

Mr. Aldel-lenid - He felt we should not do this lending without strings attached 
and should tr.y to achieve something along the lines we wanted. 

Sir W1lliam - Had we discussed with Haiti their defaulted debts? 
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Mr. Diamond - We had told them that their existence would raise a ver.1 serious 
obstacle to our lending. We had not put the he&¢ on them to pay because they 
could not do so. It was the intention of the Government to put its surplus into 
debt service and some payment to suppliers but not to all of them in view of the 
disputed debts. 

Mr. Diamond - He would be shy of a package deal and this had not been discussed 
with the others concerned, and would take twice. He would hate to see the 
maintenance and better projects postponed. 

Sir William - Should we go ahead with the maintenance project and leave the rest 
to depend on a package approach? 

Mr. Collier - If ;bhe u.s. had the real bargaining power, he agreed with 
Mr. Diamond. The situation depended on the u.s. Government. He felt that we 
could give better technical assistance to Haiti if we were doing something. 

Sir William - The u.s. Government was influenced by the general political 
situation in the Caribbean and he doubted whether they would undertake what we 
wanted. 

Mr. COllier - Our carrot was not big and he felt that it would be a shame to 
abandon ifie little enclaves that we had set up. 

Mr. Rucinski - He suggested that the two things should go forward simultaneously. 
It would be best to push the discussions with the u.s. as far as possible. If 
the question on maintenance was urgent and we felt we were making progress with 
the discussions, we should go ahead. We might do the maintenance project and 
wait till we saw some progresso 

Sir William - We should go ahead with the road maintenance program and discuss 
with the others interested in development investment in Haiti, an approach to 
the Government. We should tr,y to get the Government to do something about its 
defaulted debt and we should tr.1 to persuade others interested in Haiti's 
development to use such influence as they had to introduce over-all discipline 
in their economic and financial policies. 

We should tell them that in our view the best way would b~ to station an expert 
there as adviser and to defer the two projects till we saw progress on these 
lines. 

Mr. Diamond - He felt that this should be discussed with them before we went 
into it. 

Sir William - He felt that we would not get far unless we had someone there. 

Mr. Bochenski - They had had an adviser there all the time. The Fund had 
control over the issue of checks and their financial monetar.y policy and progress 
with u.s. aid required his green light. 

They had advisers from ICA in other fields in arery Ministry. No one individual 
had great influence on the Government's everyday economic policr,y. 
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Sir William - He felt the need for a special adviser. 

Mr. Aldewereld - They needed to ~e some start on a logical plan of investment, 
etc. 

Mr. Diamond - He was not lukewann to what was proposed, but he had an uncanny 
feeling that too much emphasis was being made on over-all advice to the President 
as opposed to getting the development service agen~ working in the field. 

Mr. Alter - There was no indication at the highest level of the Government that 
their in ention was wrong. Tha.y needed stimulation of the right kind more at 
the bottom. The matter would not be solved by advice to their top pol tical 
leaders. We should push financial assistance for the extension service. They 
needed to get a lot of technical assistance on a massive seal at all levels and 
the u.s. was pushing this. 

He felt that we might be overstressing the top development adviser as the means 
of solving all these problems. 

Sir William - But the u.s. wanted a committee for this. 

Mr. de Wilde - They needed a good adviser plus simultaneous activity all 
levels. The Area Department might discuss with the various governments concerned 
what could be done and in the line of the discussion what would be the best 
method for a coordinated approach. 

Mr. Diamond - He would like that better. 

Sir William - Had any of the advisers t ed about the settlement of their debt? 

Mrc Diamond - Yes, Mr. Gonzal s. He doubted that the U.So had done so. 

Mr. Bochenski - And the Bank had done so repeatedly. 

Sir William - He considered that for the moment we should concentrate only on 
the maintenance project and that the Area Department should talk to th u.s. 
Gove nt and others concerned and tell them our views that something was 
needed to pull together the external aid and also to pull together the external 
and internal activities of the Haitian Government and the various advisers they 
had there, and whether the best way to achieve this would not be by the appoint
ment of a per.manent adviser to the Haitian Government. 

We should say that we expected Haiti to make a reasonable effort to settle 
their external c:Bfaul t debt. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m. 

HGAWoolley/mrd 
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Mr. Knapp - At the last Staff Loan eting on Taiwan we discussed the question 
ot the relending tems1 which raised questions on IDA policy. Because I now 
think e went, in those discussions, beyond a point reached in earlier discussions 
on IDA poliey 1 I thought we should hav: another meeting to revi this question. 

The purpose of the so-called concessional. tems of IDA was to provide balanc of 
payments relief for ·· a country 1 but as a side effect this may provide buigetary 
relief or would give relief to another beneficiary if the credit were relent by 
the govemmellt on the same terms. The latter was not the intended purpose of 
IDA credits. At the last meeting, said that for the dredging project, while 
the Provincial Government would be using the fUnds provided on a non-self-liquida
tion basis, it would be performing an economic service and, therefore, th 
Provincial Government should service the credit received on conventional terms, 
20 years at 12%. However, the 12% rate would apply over tb entire 20-year period. 
If the monetary situation improves, it might be assumed that the customary rate 
will decrease 1 outmoding the 121 rate. I suggest therefore that rather than 
holding th to 12% over the entire period or the loan, have a letter agree-
ment saying that the 12% rate is proper now in the light of existing condliione 
but would be subject to reconsideration if monetary conditions in Taiwan should 
change. Thi8 point should furnish valuable propaganda for IDA. 

Mr. BiF -Would this suggestion apply to other credit su.ch as those granted 
by idl 

Mr. Knapp - I don't know whether there are any others. 

Mro Ripnan- It is possible that existing ICA credits already have such a clause. 

Mr. KnadE - Since the custca has been for the Provincia1 Government to provide 
moneythe National Government, I doubt whether there is any precedent for the 
cours we are now proposing. 

Mr. Letzune - We already have a precedent or Bank loans relent at lower rates 
th8li t customary rate in the country com erned. 

Mr. Knapp- That may not be tru as most of the cases did not involve the foreign 
exchange risk. Here the 12% rate covers the exchange risk. It could be that if 
the Gove~nt took the exchange risk, we could use a 6% rate for relending. 

Mr. Schmidt - And part were for shorter periods of time. 

Mr. Knapp - The Groundwater Develepnent project is more involv d because the 
money would be relent again by the Provincial Government to the four irrigation 
associations, and in that case, we said at the last meeting that the terms of 
the loan fran the National Govermnent to the Provincial Government should be 12% 
for 20 years and the provision Of funds to the other beneficiaries I the irrigation 
associations, shoul.d be on the same basis except that to the extent that a case 
is made far a public subsidy the rate might be lo ro Such a public subsidy 
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would preferably tak the form ot grant but might possibly take form ot a 
reduction in the rate of interest below 12%. The justi.tication for the subsidiza
tion is bas on the present high tax rate paid by the farmers, which actually 
offsets the aid received by the farmers. 

The Chinese representati vas h :ve indicated that they cannot agree to this proposal, 
that the t ers pay only 6% and the Provincial Gove nt 12%. Overlooking th 
indirect beneti ts t the Provincial Government, they maintain that the Provincial 
Government cannot bear this expense. As an alternative, the Chine e propos 
that the ational Government advance the proe ds of the IDA credit t th 
Irrigation Developnent Fund on IDA te s, 50 years at no interest, and J/4 of 1% 
to cover expenses, with the exchange risk to be underwritten by the Provincial 
Government since the.y do benefit indirectly f tbe rogram; the proceeds to 
be relent by th Irrigation Development Fund to the larmar 1 irrigation 

ssociations at 12% for 20 years, except to the extent that a ca e can be mad 
f r some degree of public subsidy as wa discussed t our last eeting. 

The problem here is the r lationsbip between th N tional Gov rnment, the 
Provincial Government and the Irrigation Fundo ~ have a pecial situation in 
that the ational Govermnent and Provincial Government cover the same geographical 
territory'.. If there were no duplication of government of this nature and the 
Irrigation Fund were eanpletely at the n tional level, we would w lc the fact 
that counterpart funds would be generated for the use of the National Government 
and Irrigation Fund. However, in the pre t case, insistence by th Bank that 
the counterpart funds go to the ational Government would have the unfavorable 
r sul t that th counterpart funds would not be used on th develop ntal. level 
but for the national budget which is eoncerend with militar.y d administrative 
expenditures rather than developmental xpenditnres. 

Mr. Schmidt - Ho would the Provincial Government recoup arr:r outlays to cover 
exchange sses? 

Mr. Knapp - ot out of the Irrigation Fund. 

Mr. Cargill - Under the proposal of the Chines , the Irr.ig tion Developm nt Fund 
wOUld rec ! .from the farmers over and above wh t it now gets fr various 
sources, including the Provincial and ational Governments. 

Mr. Iverson - Why do arrange for th Provincial Govermnent to tak the exchange 
risk in tli8 case of the counterpart dev lopment project and not in the other 
projects? 

Mr. CarSll - Actually, we haven't discussed t~t proble • It would probably be 
better they were the same. · 

Mr. LejeUDe - I have two thoughts on this. Fi t, tb same problem of duplication 
ol government appears in saland s that we must bear in mind that we may be 
setting precedent. Secondly, would it be possible for he Irrigation Develop. 
ment Fund to repay the loan fr the National Government on cust rr t s and 
for the ational Government then to invest the proceeds in tb Irrigation 
Development Fund? The result would b tb same in the nd, and the pattern of 
not passing IDA terms on to the beneficiaries would not be stablishedo 

Mr. Cargill - Her we accomplish what want at the d velopnental level without 
getting involved in the relationship between the ·diff rent governmen in Taiwan. 
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Mr. Le~eune - I am worried about the precedent. We have been preaching that the 
othereneficiar,y of IDA credits should service these credits at conventional 
rates aDi now we are suggesting that this need not be done in this case. 

Mr. CreUl - No, that's not right. The tamers' irrigation associations would 
lie pa ng at the conventional rate. 

Mr. Broches - The sugsestion being made here, is not, I believe contrary to the 
decisions taken at our earlier meetings on IDA. In stating that the National 
Government should pass the funds to the other beneficiary on conventional tenns, 
we always lll8de the exception for the case where we wanted to make concessions in 
order to benefit a particular user other than the State. We did not rule out the 
possibilit,y that capital be placed at a point other than the National Gover.nmento 
The discussions focused on avoiding a situation where a private or public 
financially viable entit.r reo ived a windfall because credit to the government 
was passed on to it on IDA's terms, but did not exclude passing credits on on 
IDA's terms it doing so would put the cheap capital where we believed it should 
go. We spoke particularly or money- going by such means to development banks. 

Mr. Kna~ - '!'hat's an interesting camnent. I had forgotten this point. Although 
now th& you mention it, I do remember the discussion about funds going to the 
developnent banks. Certainly, there is no point in getting caught in our own 
rules to the extent that we are prevented from putting money where ve think it 
will do the most good. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - My initial. reaction is that we should maintain the position 
that enterprises benefiting from IDA credits should pay for themselves. Aa the 
funds are in such short supply, they should not be used for projects which are 
not self-supporting. However, I have not .fully made up my mind. 

Mr. Kna~- The belief that irriga~on projects should charge users sufficient 
amounts be salt-supporting is certainly not unifom throughout the world, so 
this suggestion would not be in violation of the Bank's polic.y. 

Mr. Broches - As we agreed at the last meeting or the starr Loan Committee on 
dhiili that sOMe degree ot public subsidy could be given to the farmers because 
of the situation in Taiwan, I think we should now focus on the relations between 
the National and Provincial Governments and the Irrigation Fund, and not on the 
question of charges to the farmerso 

Mr. Car~- We are not suggesting a departure from th decision taken at the 
last me~ on the ter.ms to the farmers' irrigation associations, but rather we 
are concerned with the question as to whether the funds would acc'WIItllate at the 
Cent,ral Government level with the Irrigation Development Fund. 

Mro Leieune - The suggestion means tying up fums for a long period of time in 
an irr gation program which may not, over the long period ot repayment, be the 
most beneficial to the country economically. 

Mr. Khera~ou - That problem is not so serious as the Irrigation Fund is not 
fiidepend8n, being dependent upon in-put ot funds by the National and Provincial 
Govemm.ents. The ability or the National and Provincial Govemments to change 
the rates of these in-puts gives flexibility which can be used to avoid the 
difficulty you mentioned. The Irrigation Development Fund is only an accounting 
agency of the National and Provincial Governmenteo 
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Mr. Cargill -Mr. Lejeune is correct theoretically, but we are sure that irriga
tion is going to be one of the most important sectors for investment during the 
next 20 years. 

Mr. Ri~ - This suggestion involves .putting strings on the use ot counterpart 
flii'ide, though we agreed we wcmld not do so f'or IDA credits. Otherwise, I have 
no objection. 

Mr. Knapp - We haven't put strings. They are suggesting, we are not imposing 
anYthingo 

Mr. Lejeune • · I favor the accumulation of investment funds in the hands of' the 
P.rOViDciil Government rather than the National Government. On the decision 
between the Provincial Government and Irrigation Development Fund, I don't have 
any pref'erenceo Why can•t IDA lend to the Provincial Government? 

Mr. Cargill - That would upsei; the whole balance of payments benefit purpose of 
credit. 

Mr. Knapp- And ve would have to have the guarantee of the Cedral Government 
anyway. 

Mr. Ripnan • Is the proposal o:t the Chinese linked to a reduced contribution by 
thi Provilicial and National Governments to the Irrigation Development Fund? 

Mr. Kheradjou - No. But the Central Government has been talHng about other 
moves whiCh might have the errect of reducing their in-put to the Irrigation 
Develop11ent Fund. 

Mr. Knapp • I think we have a solution here which will :not start tmiesirable 
preceden-Es. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:55 pom. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Mr. Knapp .. The question here is ne · ot IDA-worthiness. The Econoniic Report 
haws a reasonably good record on obilization ot resources but that we should 

be 1 ss complacent about their fiscal policy. China i cle rly not eligible tor 
1 b cause of the balance of payments situation. SEC has concluded that 

IDA assistance should be provided. The dstence of u.s. aid make Taiwan 
ore attr eti ve for IDA aid but this 1 not to an that they oul.d not b 

eligible far IDA aid if u.s. aid were topped. 

Mr. 'l'oll~- I wish to emphasiz that the past year has been encour ging in tb 
1Dcreas utput and the reduction ot inflationar.y tendencies, and having 
looked at the economy, we n think a continuation of past progress can b 
expected despite the temporar,r etback. 

Mr,?! - I agree, but para. 57 seems little too strong. I think the Report 
shoul ve a littJ. less emphasis on prai and ore on exhortati o 

Mr. Cargill - I agree with that. 

Mr. de Wilde - The dangers or renewed inf'lation re underplayed e R&port, I 
believe, and I think the Bank should explain the importance of keeping this 
situati6n under proper control. 

Mr. Cargill - That t s right., particularly as their record on control 1 poor. 

Mr. Kheradjou- Actually the situation i in balance n but 
how they perform against their promise for the future. 

Mr. Stevenson - Is IDA n to replac th u.s.? 

must ai t and see 

Mr. Knapi - I said before you c e in that the xistence ·of u.s. aid made the 
proposit on attractiv but that the disappearance ot u.s. id should not bar 
Taiwan for consideration for IDA credits. 

I think th Economic Report should not hav operational conelusio and therefore 
the 1 st sentenc of the Report should be deleted. 

Mr. d Wilde - The point of that s nten s th t the position of the Staff 
Economic Committee es ore sense if the reader knows 1Jl what context the 
aecisions of the SEC were reached. 

Mr. Knapp Q I agree. I wa only talking of the &rm in which t Economic Report 
wOUld go to the Board. Your point could be covered by the minut of the SEC 
eating on the Economic Report sent to the SLC with the Economic Report. 

****** 
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On the question of th outstanding d bt ot China, tb policy ot IDA is the same 
that of the Bank. Here there are special circumstances and I suggest that 

the probl be discussed with the u.s., British, Canadian and Fr nch Executi 
Director before the eting. I under tand th t the po t ha already been 
cleared with the Canadians and they will not raise the question of det ul t ot 
debt unless som body lse does. 

Mr. Cargn - Mr. Rosen has al.r ady talked to Mr. La.rre and Mr. Pi ~bladoo Tb 
trnitedingd said that Peking, not Taiwan, is obligated to the and the French 
do not intend to rai the issue. 

Mr. Kheradjou - Th .. French are not bstaining from this question. They don't 
ant flie proble to be rai ed for fear of raising other probl • 

Mr. C~ll - should d.iscus.s the question with Mro Leddy before the meeting, 
but I rstood that th U.s. position to be: they would not rai any questions. 

Mr. Di ond - What is the size of th present outstanding debt of T an, 
disregardiiig the debt befor the ove to the island? 

Mr. Tolley- About 33 llion. The debt service ount to about 4% of export 
earnings. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Thi is proble which should h ve been cleared before we ent 
a ids ion. 

Mr. Carjill - It was t the time oft Annual eting last year. 

Mr. Knapp - I have qu tion s to what should disclose regarding the def nlt 
of debt over and above what it said in sub-para. 4 on page 20. 

Mr. Cargill - The whole external d bt picture ha been et tort;h in Tabl 19A 
but bee use thi as not clear, we h ve added bit in the eov; ring emo. 

Mr. Knapp - Tb problem should not be covered upo The question is on ot giving 
an expl8iiation which doesn 1t leave th impression that we are accepting the d bt 
situation because it is an IDA credit and not a Bank loan. 

Mr. Kheradjou - T ble l9A may be wrong becaus it is based on emory or the 
~hinese and not official list agreed with credito • will get a d bt 
repres ntation letter from them acknowledging their debt. 

Mr. Knapp - What' the purpose of a debt representation letter for IDA credit? 
Balli ioans re de the basis of its representation but it i not o important 
tor IDA. But I suppo e getting the intonnation is useful. What did do in 
Honduras? 

Mr. de Wilde - W just got one f Hondur s. re~zed there w no point as 
l'ar as IDA credit vas concern d, but decided w wOuld ask tor it whenever necessary 
to complete our info ation, and I hope to continu on this basis. 

Mr. KnapP - I agree. e y want t kn how bi the debt is. 
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Mr. Broches - Do we get a new statement each time we make a Bank loan even though 
we have received a recent statement. 

Mr. Lejeune and Mro Di81lond - We get a new statement each time. 

Mr. Diamond - The .memo raises questions about the international poll tical si tua .. 
tion but does not conclude anything, and also questions the internal political 
situation without giving . ~ definite answer. 

Mr. Kherac~J;!u - The Chinese came to Taiwan in 1945, practically as conquerors and 
the uprising took place in 1947. The U.s. complained about the treatment of the 
natives. The Governor wes changed but there vas ·really no satis:factor.y action 
until the government itself moved to Taiwan. Since then, there have been economic 
beneti ts and the Taiwanese are gradually being integrated into the econany, but 
it is a big question when they wil.l ever get a voice in their political affairs. 

Mr. Car~ - There is economic and social stability on which we can count. On 
the pol Cal side, it is more difficult to forecast. If the two Chinese govern
ments beccme permanent after the departure of Chiang Kai-Chek, the duplication 
of the government in Taiwan will probably disapper but we will just have · to await 
the resolution of the international problem. 

Mr. Kheradjou - The Premier ot China is the heir-designate of Chiang Kai-Chek, 
but the GOvernor of Taiwan ay actually win out. 

Mr. Kn:ri - At the Executive ·Directors' meeting several problems ean be raised, 
partie arly as some or the member governments o not recognize Taiwan. First, 
the question of Red China's entrance into the UN, which does not affect the Bank. 
Second, the question of what happens if T i wan becomes province of Red China. 
Third, what happens if Red China is admitted to the UN and the · Republic of China 
is out. 

***** * 
Ports and Harbors 

Mr. Knapp - This is also an interesting report but I don •t see any serious 
questions. we do have to settle the question of the terms of relending to the 
Provincial Government by the National Government 1 bearing in mind that this may 
set a precedent for :future IDA operations. 

Mr. Khera~oi - As the Provincial Government covers the same area as the 
Nationaivernment, it is assumed that the Provincial Government would receive 
funds on the same terms as the National Government. 

Mr. Cargill - That would aet a very bad precedent. Preswnably, we can't do it. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The same question arises "in India where we have a very similar 
project. There we said that the relending tems should be related to the economic 
lite ot the project. 

Mro Car~l - O.K., but what rate? I auggest the Bank rate of interest on 20 
years 6 , inasmuch as the exchange risk would b8 borne by the National Government. 

Mr. Broohes - I have trouble understanding what the project is legally, as it has 
been described as the provision of operational equipmento Why don't we use the 
dredging program as a project? 
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Mr. ·Cargill - I agree to that. 

Mr. Knapp - I agree that this is similar to a highway aintenance project in 
Which we use the maintenance progr as th proj ct to b finance.d. 

Mr. Lovdon - The working party has agreed to a similar change in the Philippine 
proposa:L. As a program of maintenance i on that i subject to change for 
various re sons, usually dredging expenses are not capitaliz d and it is a 
dif'fiaul t tter to inspect the program, TOD sugge ted, as a practical tter, 
that the purchase of the equipment be considered the project. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The question is wh ther th Bank can make a loan for a project 
of a 81iitenance natu e. 

Mr. Knapp - I think we passed that one. 

Mr. de Wilde - Another question is whether the project should be self-liquidating. 
The Chinese have port revenues which could support the debt service on the 
dredging program. Why don't we lend to the ports? 

Mr. Kheradjou - That's impossible as the ports are not legal entities. 

Mr. Stevenso -Would an explanation of the ational and Provincia1 Govennnents 
coveriilg the same area be spelled out in the President' Report? 

Mr. C!{ill - This is already in one of th annexes in the Report b t it would 
be spe ed out. 

Mr. Kheradtou- As the two governments do not always see eye to eye, I think the 
BantC W1i1 av to be fiexible to meet the proble inherent in this very special 
ituation. The ODfJY' could go to the project itself' on conventional tenns but 

the Provincial Government should not necessarily be treat d that way. 

Mr. Cargill - It is important to avoid th precedent of relending on IDA tenns. 
I think w can adjust between the Central and Provincial Governments by means 
ot the financial payments betwe n them without disturbing the precedent. The 
Provincial Government usually operates on a surplus and generally lends to the 
National Government rather than the other w y around~ 

Mr. Aldawereld - In the c se of the dredge, it is true are talking bookkeeping, 
but lor the groundwater research project, we are talking about a revenue project 
hich hould be on a sound financial basis. 

Mr~ Cargill - I agree, but e still have the precedent problemo 

Mr. ~I}P - I have question about one credit being relent t 6% and another t 
12% 81t ough I realize that the 12% is still tentative and ubject to .further 
discussion. 
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Mr. Motheral - The Central Gove ent has lent to the .farmers' irrigation 
sociat1ons tor gricultural projects through th Provincial Government at 6%. 

Recently~ it has decided to shift to 12% and drop a subsidy that the fa ers 
were getting. e think this is not a firm decision and we also think should be 
reopened as farmer resentment to the increased rate may jeopardize the success 
ot tb project. Therefore, the 12% rate used in tb Technical Report vas erely 
to illustrate the thinking of the t • 

Mr. Knapp - Getting back to the interest rate f'or relending, earlier discussions 
on this ubject were rather .fuzzy where the relendi.ng was to b done without 
covering the exchange risk, and particularly the discussion didn't cover the 
situation where the local pattern was f'or rates of 10% or 12% bee us or onetary 
instability. I thi ve shoUld discuss thi question further. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Here we are talking about a 20-year loan at 12% and in India e 
are talking a~out a 12~ar loans at 4-1/8% because the government generally 
mak s .funds available at that rate. 

Mr. Knapp - The rate in India is certainly arbitJtary. 

Mr. Cars - The rate of 12% in Taiwan is artificially low taking into account 
the element of in£1 tion discount. 

Mr. de ilde - Why do have different rate for different projects? 

Mr. Cargill - The 12% wa assumed for illustration only and it hasn't been settled. 

Mro Knapp - We could require a 6% rate to th r rs 1 irrigation associations 
fran the Provincial. Government and 12% rate to the Provincial Government fro 
the ational. Government; b t, ICA puts in great deal more money and has taken 
a very tit£ line that th government should ot continue subsidies and charge 
12% to the tamers' irrigation associations. 

Mr. Knapp - What are we considering on th salt-supporting water works? 

~· Rip;an _- a assuming a 12% basis there. 

Mr. Tollez - There is no established rket for 1ong-te 
determiD the r te. 

oney. It iS hard to 

Mr. Knapp - Agreed, but I have heard that 12% is the normal rate in Taiwan and 
wonder wqy it should not be adopted unless adequate reasons can be put forward 
for deviating .trom this. Do · agree that the Provincial Govemment hould pay 
12% to the Central Government for fUnds for self-liquid ting water projects and 
that the consumer should pq rates to support this debt service? 

Mr. de Wilde - On the dredging project, it there were an independent port authority, 
I woUld expect that that woul receive funds at 12% alsoo Therefore, I don't 
understand wby we don't charge 12% to th ultimate ben ficiar.y - the port users -
merely because there is no authorit;ro The Provincial Government should certainly 
be ble to raise enough to ervic th debt at 12%. 

Mr. Khera~ou - The troubl is that the Provincial Government is subsidizing the 
Rational vernment alreadyo . 
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Mr. lnapp - I think t 12% should be O.K. 

Mr. Broches - I would make a di tinction between the ra at which funds are 
passed lr the Central Government to the Provincial Government and between the 
Provincia1 Government to the authority. 

Mr. Car~ - The dredg re difficult because they will be operated by a part 
ol the ~ncial Government nd consequently~ there is not the n ed for the 
maintenance of financial discipline on the part of the ultimat beneficiary. 

Mr. Al.dewereld - Our dif'fioul ty is that the Bank has no stablished line on the 
proper financial policies .of ports and irrigation projects as i do in the ease 
of power projects. can't turn to established in titutions, for example, as 
many different practices are followed in different part of the world. 

Mro Knapp - I still say that we should relend on the 12% basi £or the precedent 
r ason. 

Mr. de Wilde - I don't think we should depart from this unless a clear c se , can 
be made for subsidy. 

Mr. Cargill ... I would agree to leave it at 12% unless e ·bump into trouble and 
can't reac6 greement with the Chinese. 

****** 
Groundwat r Resources Development 

Mr. Knapp - I take it that the main point is that of the self-liquidating nature 
ot the project and that may not be an issue if the government stiCks to its 
present position that the .funds should be lent to th farmers 1 irrigation 
associ tiona at 12% provided~ of course, that the farmers will go along with this. 

Mr. de Wilde - Here there is also a question th t the project may be economically 
viluabl de ite the subsidie 1 which cannot be re oved b cau of the t ers' 
violent feelings toward that matter, and, therefore, must be accepted - and can 
be accepted becaus the project is econanical neverthel es. The fa ers would 
never gree that they would be abl to make a profit without the subsidy. 

Mr. Motheral - Th fanners have been axed very heavily and are~ understandably, 
ery restive. 

Mro Reid - It 1s possibl the fa rs might ccept tb payment by them of 12% if 
part of this was held i the reserves of their associations and the ICA might 
accept n arrangement where the fanners' associations paid only 10% rather than 
the 12% t the Provincial Governmento 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I have trouble agreeing that should change our rule about th 
relending charges becaus the f nners do not agree. 

Mr. Motheral - I agree, but thi is a very worthwhile project and a needed 
project. The support of the fa ers is required tor it execution. 
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Mr o B:~roches - My question is whether the charg i re sonable in th light of 
the other charges now borne by the farmers in the form or the high taxes. 

Mr. d Wilde - The farmers already are subsidizing the government by being over
charged on other things so the insistenc on the rate to the fa rs doesn't se 
right. 

Mr. Aldewereld- For $6 million, how can e expect to chang the whol agricul
tural pattern of China? e haven't rais the question in other countries and I 
don't see why we should here, particularly as we can b satisfied with the 
genezal conomic benefi s of the project. 

Mr. Knapp - O.K., but the Provincial Government should pass the 12% on to the 
Cantril Government a the Provincial Government gets increased revenues resulting 
r the increas d production. 

To sum up, the Central Government should relend to the Provincial Goverment for 
20 year at 12%. The Provincia1 Goverrnnent should rel nd to th fanners' irriga
tion associations for 20 years ither t: 

(i) 12% w1 th no subsidy; or 
(ii) 12% with capital subsiqy to offset the high taxes; 

(iii) a lower rate of intlr st as a form of subsidy. 

This would mean so latitude for th farmers but should hold the lin on the 
Provincial Government because s t ey stand to gain. 

Mr o Cargill - can try. 

Mr. Kheradjou - This is going to stop all developnent financing if' the onery 
goes to the Central Governmento The Provincial Gover nt 1 concemed with 
developmental xpenditures, not the Central Gove nt. 

Mr. de W.Ude - Thatas question of what the Central Govemment d s with the 
oney received. 

Mr. KnapP - I suggest e try 12% across th bo rd. with a pos ibl concession, as 
w discussed, to the fa ers, it that' neededo 

Mr. earfUl - If the Provincial Government is upset by this, it is always possible 
for it o cut down on its subsidy to th Central Government, so that there might 
not be net increas in the ount that the Provincial Government passe to th 
Central Gov; rnment. 

Mr.~ une - I had a question whether th te of the IDA credit to Taiwan 
sho it. be stiffer than IDA has used he tofore, given th&ir central earnings 
and their reasonable favorable prospects. 

Mr. Kn pp- I think that the suggestor of deviation tro the established IDA 
lending pattem should bear the burden r proving the necessity of th devi tion 
suggest do 

Mr. Lejeune - Th point is that Ta± offers special situ tion and is, the ~ 
fore, a good case tor exceptions to the normal pattern. 



Mr. de Wilde ... I think that the special military political situation there 
upsets the argument for stiffer terms tor IDA. 

Mr. Knapp - I would think that we would stiffen the terms for IDA. in those 
countries where we are considering a blend of Bank and IDA operations because 
the creditworthiness ot the country is such to warrant consideration of Bank as 
well as IDA operations. 

Several people - It could be done either way. 

Mr. Lej8lUle - The point is that if a countr.r is eligible for Bank operations but 
cannot be considered for the Bank loan for some special. reason, it might be 
considered by IDA but not under the normal IDA lending pattem. 

Mr. Knapp - I euggest we continue on the present pattem. 

I do have one question. Would the UN Special Fund team on water resources 
development continue? 

Mr. Motheral -Yes, we would expect to handle the finance of this through the 
Contingency Fund allowed in the proposed list of goods and to include a require
ment in the Loan Agreement that they continue to receive expert advice. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:45 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Friday, June 16, 1961 at 3:00 p.m. in Board Room 

INDIA - Project for Private Coal Indust;r 

Appraisal Report 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-25 

Mr. Knap~ - This is a most interesting project and pattern but I do have only a 
coup! o questions to discuss t y. Since this project has alread,y been 
discussed at a Department Head Meeting earlier, I don't think it's necessary 
to go back over the project or the terms unless others want to. 

First I suggest that the words nbalance of payments loanu be deleted in the 
report, not because it's not true that this is a balance of payments loan, but 
because the word has come to have a derogatory sense. Actually this is a balance 
of payments loan with the proceeds earmarked for a particularly productive sector, 
unlike the Australian loans which were balance of payments loans directed toward 
the whole economy of the country with the trading amnmuni ty detennining which 
sectors of the edonamy would benefito Here the particular sector chosen is ver.r 
important1 giving weight to the point that the loan is not for the econ~ in 
general but for the coal sector in particula,r. 

Also1 I wanted to note that this was a very well written report by Mr. Van Dine 
whfj is leaving us today. 

Thirdly 1 I do not think the report should blink the past treatment of the coal 
industry by the Govermnent, but sane of the statements in the report are rather 
sever and I suggest that before going to the Board these statements be toned 
down without changing the basic facts. 

Does aQYbcqy have any questions on the Technical Report? 

Mr. de Wilde - , At the risk of disclosing the fact that I haven't read the report, 
who i going to pay the interest on the loan? 

Mr. Knapp - The Indian Government. 

Mr. Diamond - Para. 122 suggests that assurances be obtained that prices will 
be maintained at a level sufficient to assure the private coal industry a 
reasonable return on its investment. My question is what is intended here, 
over and above what we have already received or would r .eceive in negotiations 
to satisf.y ourselves# and, secondly1 who is going to determine what is reasonable? 

Mr. Van Dine- You are quite right tbat it's not possible to apply a formula, 
but the worid.ng party thought that sane general language might be possible which 
would pennit the Bank to raise the question in the future if prices go down. 
Up until now the return has been too low 1 but it is expected to increase now a 
a result of subsidies. In two or three years 1 tim the Bank should review the 
ituatian and might wish to raise the question with the Government on the basis 

of the general assur-ances received. 
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Mr. Mason - Actually the biggest factor in the compan,y 1s return is labor cost 
for which an utomatic adjustment in pric is provided. 

Mr. de ilde - I take it that it 1 not intended to justify pric increases to 
cover unproductive work. 

Mr. Van Din - That's correct. 

Mr. Hottman - I in sympathy with th conclusion, but I wondered why the 
report did not recommend th t they do a: ay with the pric controls completely. 
However, I think that the recommendati is on sound ground as long as the Bank 
continues to keep the problem in mind. 

Mr. Van Dine - As you can guess, w thought it useless to recamm nd abolition. 

Mr. Hoffm - That is probably right. 

Mr. Kn ~ - On p. 29 the report refers to procedures followed by the DLF and the 
&port- port Bank. What were these? 

Mr. Van Dia -This technical procedure was '~loyed with several credits for 
industr.y. Some of those loans actually h d allocati e for the public sector 
of the coal industry but ier not used and wer shifted to the private sector. 

Are Paper 

Mr. Rucinski - The amount of th loan I sugg at ving to the negotiators, as 
I understand the Indians do not want the full $60 million. 

Mr. Knapp - I take it that para. 1 of your memorandum means that a particular 
mine must be financed ntirely in the first tranche or the second tranche of the 
loan and not that all of the equipment for the new mines should be financed in 
the first or the second tranche. 

Mr. Rucinski - That 1 s correct. 

Mr. Mason - It's questionable whether we can work on this basis because they 
may not have the information availabl for any of the new mines. 

Mr. Aldewereld - As was pointed out the Department Head meeting at which this 
· project was considered earlier, the point t this is merely t t we don •t want 

any individual mine started unless its complete financing is assured. 

Mr. Kn pp - t all agree that no new mine should be considered for Bank financ
Ing un:teSs th finance for aJ.l of the mines i8 assured. The only question is 
whether plans for some mines are far enough advanced at this point to make that 
determination. I suggest that this be left to th negotiators. 

Mr. Rueinsld. - What if the Indians ask for reimbursement in the second loan of 
later cost of mines? 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - I would object on th grounds that this is merely a d vice to 
avoid commitment Charge. 

Mr. Knapp - If' you are talking about another mine ent:trely,. we certainly could 
include it in the second loan, but we cannot at the time w make the first loan 
make any commitment for a second loan. Consequently, we should ply down when 
we talk about reimbursem nt. 

There is another question o£ reimbursement in the second tranche of additional 
exp ndi tures on mines financed under the .first tranche. This is S)Mething for 
negotiators to keep an eye out for. 

Mr. Mason - I£ all of the new mines are included and the first two years .for the 
other categories the arithmetic shows that there isn't involved, .e., 
50 million versus $60 million. 

Mr. Rucin 1d - I was talking of $10 milliot), .for instance, .for 10 new mine and 
after thi first loan the cost goes up requiring the Indian Government to put up 
additional funds for these 10 mines for which they might request reimbursement 
in the second tranche. 

Mr. Knapp - That would all depend upon whether we can get their agreement on a 
definition of a project. The case you oppos might be considered but I doubt 
if w will be able to get any such agreement which would nable us to determine 
increas d costs. 

Mr. Lejeune - How much has been oommi tted for this second tranche? 

Mr. Knar - Ther is no commitment. We are talking about $60 million and they 
may wis to cut that down to $50 million or so for th .first tranche. 

Mr. de Wilde -Why are tb expenses stretched out over five years? Is this due 
to teChnical problems or to the administration of screening projects by th 
committee? 

Mr. Van Dine - For the new mines the expenditures for the .first year will be 
a:lmost entirely local currency. The foreign exchange expenditures come later 
after the shafts have been made. Therefore .foreign exchange expenditures will 
be small f r the first year. However, it should be remembered that these 
.figures are orih,y estimates but it's assumed that the committee will pprov all 
mines as they came up for conside ion and will not space requests .for foreign 
exchange over the five years. 

Mr. Knapp - I think we should leave this to the negotiators, but I wondered 
wheitier we shouldn't have the sam requirement for Item 2 of the list, that is, 
the equipment to achi ve additional production for existing loans. 

Mr. Van Dine - To a certain extent but it depends on each individual project. 
!tis not true of category 3, which would be purchase of individual pieces of 
equipment rather than a program of a work for mine. 
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¥~. Armstrong - The completion of' the purchase of the equipment for the second 
category is not as important as it is with the first category einc the principal 
expansion of production in the existing mines will result from proper working of' 
the mines rather than from the new equipment. 

****** 
Mr. KnaPE - What are the thoughts about the term of' the loan'? 

Mro RucinSki - Power loans tQ India have been for 20 to 25 years; railway loans 
for 20 years. Since thi8 loan would be merely for the benefit of th Govern-

nt rather than the coal industry 1 it could be argued that the Bank hould go 
to 25 years in this case. 

In answer to the question why we would not make th PICIC loan for 25 years, 
which also provides foreign exchange, is that in PICIC we had the exchang risk 
problem and also the question of who would pay the interest for that long period 
of time. 

We made a statement at the Indian Consortium Meeting that the Bank loans to India 
would follow the Bank's nonnal patte of 10 to 25 years, therefore I think we 
can make this one 25 years since it ia~ not closely attached t the projecto 

Mr. de Wilde - Since this loan is not directly related to the coal industry, 
the latter will not have to repay the loan. The loan is related to th Indian 
economic situation. I think the tenn of 25 years can be justified on the basis 
of' the general economic situation. 

Mr. Knapp - I think your argument should be stated somewh t as follows: if the 
loan were related to the coal mine, and assuming a life of 8 to 10 years f'or 
the equipment, the loan should be for 8 or 10 years regardless of the Indian 
foreign exchange picture. But if 1 as I think the cas is here 1 the operation 
is not related to the coal industr,y and does not require financial discipline 
on the ultimate user of the goods acquired with the loan, I think we can make a 
distinction and agree to a longer tem. 

Mr. Rucinski - That's right and that's why thi l~an is not the same as that 
for the Chasnalah project. There, where the loan is related to the project, we 
intend to have a shorter term. 

Mro de Wilde - I am inclined to think that, even if the coal industry did n ed 
the mone.y and the operation did require financial discipline on the ultimate 
user, we should agree to a long-term maturity in view of' the ver:r serious 
problem of the foreign exchange. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The suggestion that we agree on 20 to 25 years worries me because 
we seem to ~giYing an IDA character to Bank operations. Even though the 
ultimate recipients of the loan don't need the mone.y, the life of' the equipment 
is only 10 years and there is going to be another burden on the foreign exchange 
resources of the country when they have to replac the equipment. Basically 
I am urging tha we should make a distinction between IDA-tJpe operations and 
Batik operations and not tr.y to merge the two. 
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Mr. Rucinski -We have big problem of providing foreign exchange for Indi • 
I don t t see why we can 1 t do thi loan providing fund for important ector 
ot t econ on 25-year b sis. In 10 y a from now the whol situ tion 

y hav changed, but I don't think the rgument about the cost of replacing 
the equipment is any good. Moreover, I think it's unwise for the Bank, against 
its ow.n advice, to impose ter.ms upon India which are likely to c use a further 
crisis in their balane of payments probl • 

Mr. Kna~ - In an r to Mr. Aldewereld., I would agree i! w wer talking about 
a loan or a normal project. But we are not talking about the users of the 
equi t. Actually, we are talking about a loan to assist the Indian econany 
and using the coal industr,r program as vehicle ~ r thi~ assistance. I agree 
with Mr o Rucinski that in 10 years fr now many changes re likely in the 
balance £ payments picture and in aqy event the additional burden of replacing 

quipment is likely to be a very small factor. 

Mro Aldewereld - I hav no objection to the obj ctive of reli ving a pre sure on 
the balance ol' payments of Indi , but if' this is our purpose, why don 1 t we do 
it by ana of IDA and keep the Bank in its present busine s of conventional 
development lending? 

Mr. Rucinski - T}l Bank's conmdtment to assist in the present balance of payments 
problem amounts to $200 million which is bout equal to re yments on xisting 
loans. Con quentJ.y., it doesn 1t really mak much di.t'f renee to the Bank. On 
the other hand, shifting to IDA would make a lot of differene to Indi beea'tE e 
IDA is intended to do more loeal currency financing leaving the foreign exchange 
to the Bank. If we shift this foreign exchange loan to IDA, it auld an less 
foreign exchang would be made availabl to India to ee their require an~s 
over th xt -ye · period. . ... 

Mr. Knapp - On the other hand, India i being helped because in the propos d 
project would be putting together a number of all projects which otherwis 
would not qualify for lending from externa1 sources. 

Assuming 200 million IDA credits .for Indi in the next tw years, could we fit 
this in? 

Mr. Rucinski - Yes, we could. 
Iridi 1 including BEAS. 

Mr • KnapP - Why BEAS in IDA? 

now have about 125 milli in IDA projects for 

Mr. Rucinski - Looking at BEAS w n think that is quite ppropriate for IDA. 
First, it ha large percentage o£ local currency financing and second, because 
th initial return on the investment is going t be rather low. 

Within a list of acceptable projects, we can shift anyway want between IDA 
and Bank. It doesn't make any difference to us., but it does make a lot of 
differenc to the Indians. So I ask why to IDA with this project, thereby 
hurting In4ia? 
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Mr. Knapp - There eem to be three alternatives and I would like to hear the 
committee' feelings about these three: (1} a 15-year Bank loan :for the coal 
industr.y project; (2) 25-year· Bank loan for •the balance of payments; 
(3) an IDA loan on IDA 1 nonnal terms. 

Mr. Lejeune - Logical reasons can be put forward for doing this as an IDA loan 
and also as a Bank operation. Fr practical standpoint, I think it should be 
kept in th Bank because it would be unwi to make a large IDA credit for 
balance of payments considerations at this Siag in IDA's d velopnent. To avoid 
the precedent of a long-term Bank loan t :finance goods or equipment with a 
shorter lite, I would suggest a 15-year Bank loan which I understand is the 
average life of th · equipment. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I am not as worri d about IDA 1 reputation as the Bank's, if' 
should make a 25-year loan to finance a 15-year project. If we have to give 

long-te:nn funds, IDA was supposed to provide long-tenn fundso I am afraid the 
precedent would destra,r any possibility of continuing to relate the term of Bank 
loans to the lite of equipment in the future. liSCO, for instance, does not have 
foreign exchange and exactly the same argument can be used to make a long-ter.m 
loan for the Chasnalah project. 

Mr. Cargill - I agree with Mr. Aldewereld. All of the arguments that have been 
given for deviating from Bank policy are all arguments for IDA. I don't think 
the distinction based on the requirement for financial discipline on the ultimate 
beneficia~ is going to help in the future. Th Government will offer to 
discipline the user through the terms of its loan to th ultimat benefieiar,y 
while asking for 25-year loan from the Banko It I had to vot for Bank loan 
I would vote for 1.5 years o 

Mr. Iverson - It appear to me th t we would not make a long-tenn Bank loan if 
IDA did not exist. 

Mr. Rucinski - No, that's not true. Wi have made loans to Australia on a long
term basi for balance of payments purposes, but I think that th fact that 
are using the coal industr,y as a vehicle for this loan should not blind us to 
the fact that the Government sorely n eds for ign exchange on a long-term ba is 

d that is the important problem here. 

Mr. Ca[fll - I thought t t the connnitment of 200 million for the Bank and 
$200 m lio fran mA over the next tw years was made particularly so th Bank 
would not have to d viate from its usual practices in providing money £ r India. 
I don't understand why abandonment of thos practices is· now being urged.on one 
of the first Bank proj eta considered to fulfill the 200 million commitment. 

Mr. Diamond - I am in sympathy with Mr. Cargill' position, but sine we are 
providing funds for th Government I would prefer to see an IDA credit rather 
than a Bank loan. 

Mr. Lejeune- I wouldn't disagree with that, but I recommended a . short-term Bank 
loan from the practical standpoint of IDA's reputation. 
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I agree with Mr. Rucinski. The financing of local currency 
exp na!tur s n a large scale will be necessar.r and, therefore, w should reserve 
the IDA funds for the local currency projects. 

I agree with what h s been said that a long-ter.m loan granted for balano of 
payment purposes will~ad to requests for the same thing from others with the 
Government taking over the role of di oiplining the borrower. However, I think 
that this is omething that have to accept 1n order th t the terms of the 
loan are reali tic in tenns of the country's ability to repay considering the 
balanc of paym nts position. 

Mr. Cavanaufh - I would favor a Bank loan for 15 years. The First of Boston 
repre entat ve visiting the Bank have been asking whether the IDA philosophy 
would spread to the Bank in view of th shortage of IDA funds o I think that 
this recommendation far a longer-term loan illustrates exactly the fear that 
they expressed am will be seriously damaging to the Bank in the long run. 

Mr. Clar - I agree that it should be an IDA loan. 

Mr. H ffman - I s,y pathize with Mr. Rucinski. Ir IDA had a lot of funds for 
IDdia, I wOu+d gree that IDA financ this project. In the absenc of fund , 
I think IDA should be rese~ d for projects which a not fully foreign exchang 
projects. Mr. Aldewereld' s argument is a good one, but where th 1 an is 
divorced from the goods financed, as it i in this case, I think th argument 
loses fore , particularly when so much can take place b tw en now and repayment. 
It certainly is not as important a consideration at the present time as the 
over-all Indian econo~ and th balance of paym nts difficulties. Thirdly, I 
think that the question of India' uccess in solving its difficulties is so 
important that th precedent ar nt doesn't make much differenc • If Indi 
does not succeed, the catastrophic results will b immeasurably greater than the 
difficulties created by the precedent of a long-term Bank loan for short-lived 
equipnent. 

Mr. Iverson - If it were possible to shift the Indian projects between Bank and 
IDA, I woUld suggest that this go to IDA, and if it has to stay in the Bank, 
I would prefer 15 years. 

Mr. Cargill - As I understand it, th Bank has argued that the other members of 
the Consortium should lengthen the terms of their loans to India, thus reducing 
th burden on India, because the Bank could not lengthen its ter.m. I don't 
tmderstand why we are now arguing that the Bani: should lengthen the terms of its 
loans. 

Mr. Rucinski - In the Cons ~tium Meeting w w re argu!ng tor softne s or the loans 
of the other m mbers urged long r terms because India could not repay tfue 
suggested rate but no consideration has be n giv n to changing the Bank t rms. 

Mr. C rgill - That's exactly what I just said. 

Mr. Clark - Do w not hav enougH 25-year projects t fill th B 
million commitment? 

Mr. Rucinski - Yes. 

's $200 
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Mr. Knapp - To summarize the discussion, I would like to say three things: 

(1) We certainly made it clear in the Indian Consortium Meeting that the 
Bank would not distort its nonnal lending pattern for India, but we would do all 
possible within the framework of' our exisi ting policies. 

(2) I think Mr. Rucinski is right that this is not a normal Bank project. 
Because there is no financial discipline on the ultimate borrower we would be 
justified in setting a tenn unrelated to the life of' the equipment. However, 
as the discussion here today has indicated that the members of the Staff Loan 
Committee are not convinced that this is not a normal Bank operation, I am 
convinced that we should stick to our conventional pattern, which in this case 
would mean a 1.5-year loan. · 

(3) I don't think that we have to decide now whether to finance this 
project with an IDA credit. We can reserve that question until we have had a 
review of the whole program of' investment by the Bank and IDA in India. 
Initially my reaction is that $60 million for the highways and $60 million for 
this coal project is a little too fast for IDA. 

Mr. Rucisnki - I think that this should be a Bank project because of the local 
currenc.y problem. 

Mr. Hoffman - I agree. The question of free foreign exchange is a very crucial 
one. 

Mr. Knapp - Certainly we should do. what we can but we do not have to settle 
India's free fore~exchange problems regardl ss of the consequences for the 
Bank. I think that is a problem that the Consortium members have to settle, not 
the Bank and IDA. Also we should remember that financing this project is a 
contribution for India as we would be picking up in this program numerous small 
expenditures which would otherwise be lost. 

Mr. Rucisnki - I wasn't arguing that the Bank has to settle India's foreign 
exchange problem. I was merely arguing that India's need for fore~ exchange 
is so impo~t that in considering our lending it outweighs other cons!derations. 

Mr. Knapp - It is possible that the Indians may wish the Bank funds reserved 
for other long-term projects thus getting long-term repayment rather than a 
short-term loan now, and would welcome IDA financing for this project. 

Mr. Rucinski - The immediate foreign exchange problem is more important than the 
problem of repayment in· future years. . 

Mr. Knapp - I sug~est that the minutes should note that the Committee agreed a 
~arik loan of 1.5 years is appropriate to finance the coal industr,r program but 
if it later appeared desirable because of' other general considerations to shift 
the financing to IDA this would be satisfactor,y. 
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TRINIDAD and TOBAGO 

Economic Report -

Mr. Kn ~ - I take it the only creditworthiness question is why th Bank is 
fending o British Guiana? 

Mr. Cavanauth - W sold participations amounting to 1 million out of $1.25 
iniiiion Bri ish Guiana loan and were turned down for the balance or the loan 
only bee use the maturities were too long and the rate was too low. Non of 
the purchasers raised any questions about the creditworthiness of British Guiana. 

Mr. Knaw - That's my point. If we sold $1 million of the $1.25 million loan at 
yield of 5-1/2%, one may ask why the Bank makes a loan t 5-3'f4%. 

Mr. Leieune - Trinidad could not borroit without th Bank's particip ti n in the 
operat on. 

Mr. Knape - The questi6n could be asked, Why not change rules so th t these 
borrowers could borrow in the market with a U.K. guarante without going through 
the Bank's operation?" 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I think that they wouJ.d have to pay much more it the Bank were 
not in the picture. The purchasers of the British Guiana participation had 
special reasons for their purchases, and bought the participations because the 
U.K. guarantee was attache~ to them and the Bank was in the picture. 

Mr. Lejeune - Th U.K. i not like~ to guarantee loans from the u.s. 

Mr. Knapt - I am not objecting but m rely pointing out that it does seem a 
iittl s rang • 

Mr. F jans - The U.K. authorized Trinidad last fall to borrow in the New York 
market for paciage deal involving a sanitation project. Howev r, the operation 
never came off. A rinidad mortgage agency is about to borrow in the U.K., at a 
rate of 6-1/2%, to !inane housing projects, but the transaction has not been 
finaliz d as yet. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - While probalbil.y would be able to sell some participations in 
the proposed loan to Trinidad, we could not sell the entire $23.5 million. 

Mr. Knapp - I agree that we may be able to sell some. 

I take it tha the economic paper has been reviewed by he SEC. 

Mr. de Wilde - Yes. 

Project Report 

Mro Knapp - Th project report is also rather straightforwardo 
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Mr. White - That is true xcept for the problem of the gas pipeline. A telegram 
has just been received stating that agreement has been reached on the supply of 
natural gas . No details are given. However, last week we were informed that 
the greement would provide for the purchase of gas at a price 20% below the 
figure us d in the Technical Report. 

Mr. Diamond - Why is th price for gas as high in Trinidad as in the u.s.A.? 

Mr. White - In the u.s.A. the average price is 15¢ per thousand cubic feet. 
Assuming the information received last week is correct, the rate in Trinidad 
would be about that of Venezuela. 

Mr. Knapp - I suggest that in para. 35 of the Technical port it shoua be 
clarified that the price per thousand cubic feet is the well-head price. 

It would appear then that the telegram fills the last r maining gap in the 
picture. 

I have a question as to why in para. 76 use of an operating ratio covenant was 
suggested. 

Mr. Aldewe ld - The circumstances here call for the operating revenue cov nant 
becaus there will be unutilized capacit,y which would make a cov nant on the 
rate of return on investment unreasonable. In order to reaCh a satisfactor,r rate 
or turn, the rates charged for power would hav to be unnecessarily high. The 
alternative of using the operating revenue covenant is one suggested in the 
paper prepared by the special working par;ty establish d to consider the Bank 1 s 
revenue covenants. 

Mr. Knapp - The paper of th working party is stuck with m • I have not had a 
chance to read it, but will do so as soon as possible, and it will then go to 
the SLC for consideration. This seems an interesting way of working out the 
problem. 

Mr. Dian'ond - In view of the unc rtainties inherent in a constitutional change, 
has any thought been given to requiring consultation for a change in the mana
gement of the Commission? 

Mr. Cargill - Ther would be a normal covenant requiring the Commission to 
operate in accordance with sound utility practice. 

Mr. Fajans - The working part,y has discussed this matter and thought that a 
side letter providing for consultation on proposed changes in the top personnel 
would be appropriate. In reaching this conclusion the working party was partly 
guided by the thought that the Bank' contribution would repres nt a larg 
percentage of the total cost of the project. 

Mr. Knapp - Normally such a letter is not used unless e situation confronts 
us at the time of negotiations. There isn't a~ reason w~ we couldn't insist 
on assurances if ther is any possibility that the situation might arise later. 
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Mr. Lejeune - It is quite probable that th standards of the past may look good 
iii th futureo Over th uncertain years ahe d th quality of the management of 
the C ssion will probably decrease. Therefor a letter would appear advi ble. 

Mr. Cargill - If that's th case, a general covenan would be a better v hicle 
of protection than side letter. 

Mr. Clark - It • the Legal Depar11nent view that liance on the general covenant 
i to be preferred becau e tb specific letters dilute the power of the general 
covenant. 

Mr. Knapp - In the Volta River project agreement wouldnit there be a covenant 
that the management must be atisfactory to the Bank? 

Mr. Clark - That's so much bigger that it's not compar ble. It may not be any 
bigger ffi percenta ~ than this, but in absolute amounts it's so much bigger 
that it changes the value and cannot be compared. 

Mr. Knapp - I question whether we should have a covenant on management in the 
Loan Agr ement. 

Mr. Fajans -We could tr.y during negotiations. This point hasn't been discussed 
at ali. 

Mr. Lejeune - I am satisfied with the present management but I am afraid that 
this migijt be a weak spot in the future after the present management has gone. 
Since we would have a big stake in the enterprise, I think we ·should hav a side 
letter although I realize that one can question how eff ctiv this would be. 

Mr. Knapp - I think that you should cover this management problem, but I don't 
car how it 1s done. 

Mro Clark - We could cover the management problem in the standard covenant, but 
I do object to a covenant that the management must be satisfactor,y to the Bank. 

Mr. Knapp - No. That's not what I meant. Wi only want something on which to 
hinge later consultation on managernento 

The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Mr. Knapp - As I understand it, we are discussing credi tworthin s and IDA
worthiness for Ecuador and not approving the projects at this time? 

Mr. SChmidt - Right. If th projects materializ we would come back to SLC 
for permission to proce d. 

Politi~ Situation 

Mr. Knapp - Judging from the newspapers, Ecuador would appear to be the next 
country on th list to go "Fidelistic" and th papere have point d to Mr. Araujo 
as th pos ibl leader of the revolt. As the mission report gives a much calmer 
picture, I would be interested to he r comments on this. 

Mr. Davies - It is true that Mr. Araujo is a very powerful and dangerous man and 
it is reported that the Soviet Ambassador to Mexico, bearing large sums of money, 
has been in contact with Mr. Araujo. The bit · question appears to be wh t 
President Velasco will do. So -far -he has neutralized Mr. Araujo by removing him 
fr the C binet. However, there is always the possibility that, under pressure 
fr the right, the President may tur to the left for support. 

Mr. Broch s - I was not particularly relieved by the statement in the Report 
that bankers d businessmen ere the main influence on th present administration 
since they may not be sufficiently objective and sufficiently foresighted to 
avoid difficulties and may not expr ss the desires of the bulk of the people. 

Mr. Schmidt - Ecuador has always been difficult, with a long history of political 
instabiii tY. The present President is in· his fourth tern but th first two 
tenns were n ver finished. Howev r, there h s been some impro ent in recent 
years. First, the last three Presidents have manag d to complete their elected 
terms. Second, the radical talk of Presid nt Vel sco may serv as a safety valve. 
Third, Ecuador does have a record of economic development and there are oppor
tunities for future development which might serve to relieve social pressures. 
The situation is certainly not perfect and requires watching but is not such 
that we should cease operations. 

Mr. Kn Pt, - What is the political risk of the submerged Indians, representing 
hSlf or wo-thirds of the population, who re till c pletely out of the 
political and economic picturel 

Mr. Davie - The leftist movement has originat d in the town and ci tie and not 
in the rural areas. The Indian el ment is till inactive although the incre sed 
vote in the last 1 ction indicated that so e political feeling is pen trating 
into the country. However, the total vot was only 3001 000 or 400,000 out of 
4.4 million. 
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Mr. Demuth- Is the leftist movement of loc . rigin or part of th international 
Communist movement? 

Mro D vies - Tb leader is Mr. raujo but he has certainly been in touch with 
Cuba and E s been reported to have be n i touch with th Soviet Ambassador in 
Mexico, as I pr viously stated. 

Mr. Knapp - On the basis of the economic factors, it would appear that Ecuador 
h a some margin of creditworthiness, but lookin at the political risk, it 
appears to me that are moving into pretty shak,y ground. 

Mr. de Wilde - Ecuador has a good record of economic and financial performance 
considering their size and situation and actually has had some economic growth 
but they are now facing a lower rate of growth which creates a ver.y difficult 
situation politically for the Governmento I wonder whether this isn't 

. strategic tim for agenci s interested in development, such as the Bank, to step 
into the picture in ord r , o maintain the rate of growth and thus try t prevent 
deterioration in the political situation. · 

Mr. Knapt - That would be a better argument for the u.s. to go into Ecuador. 
'!'hat .is he sort of alvage job that the u.s. must perform. 

Mr. de Wilde - I don't consider this a salvage job. Ecuador has a good record, 
although it does need DeW capital n to avoid a decrease in the rate of growth. 
On economic grounds a. case can be made for the Bank going in and I think that the 
Bank should take the political risk. 

Mro Broches - Where does Ecuador st nd on the index of social injustices 
Mr. K nneey has been referring to? 

Mro Schmidt - While there is great dispari ;y in the distribution of wealth in 
Ecuador, this is less · so than in other countries in Latin America. Also, 
Ecuador has resources o£ new land along the coast which can be tapped. It is 
not like Peru which has only a few valleys coming down to the sea. The Indians 
up the mountains are still quiet although the Government has aot really been 
doing very much on their behalf • 

Mr. Demuth - In loojing at the Latin American feudal countries, and I believe 
we have to consider Ecuador a member of this list, to be r alistic we must 
assume that revolutions are going to ccur and only hope that tb revolution 
will result in a new politically stable society which will honor the obligations 
r fonner Governments and with which can live. 

Mro Knapp - The recent Cuban experience would not indicate that hopes should be 
very great. 

Mr. Demuth - I don't think t revolution in Cuba i over yet. It is to early 
to judge. We can only hope that finally the revolution will result not in 
Castro but in the necessary reforms which Castro was demanding when he was 
challenging the Batista regimeo 
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Mr. Schmidt - I have two comments to make on that. First, I think all the Latin 
American countries are in a process or revolution and possibly the most the Bank 
can do to ssure that the eventual outcome will be a society the Bank can live 
with i to finance projects, as it has done so far, which will help the general 
welf'are of the countries conce · d, thus 1 admg to a gradual ev ~ution rather 
than violent social ruptions. The projects w have in mind for Ecuador are 
continuation or just suCh projects as e have financed in the past. 

S cond, it is not intended to rush into thea projects. 
and would t h the situation very ~los ly. 

would move slowly 

Mr. Knapp - Castro not shown a~ ppreciation for foreign investment. 
However, you are prgbably right in saying that th good projects uld survive 
the revOlution• 

Mr. de Wild - And in addition, the revolution may be peaceful as result of 
the Wid r distribution of benefits resulting from the pro~eot. 

Mr. Aldewereld- Colonialism i certainly bad in Ecuadoro I suppose I can even 
say it iB worse than that in the Far East. Something violent is going to happen. 
The question is, "What can w do about it? I think that our projects do se" 
to relieve internal pressures but the country is still faced with external pressures. 
These I think the Bank has to ccept. 

Mro Knapp - There are several things we could do about it. One, stop considera
tion of any Bank loan. Two, shift over to IDA operations completely. Three, 
pull out what we have invested. Four, avoid def ult by setting up grace period 
extending b yond the period of possible revolution. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I agree that we might consider more IDA mone,r because of these 
poiiticil risks. · 

Mr. · Rucinski - I am inclin d to sympathyze with Mr. de Wilde and beli ve that, 
ir we had done more i Ecuador fro 1958, the political situation would e less 
serious today, and suggest that we don't make the same mistake now.. But I 
agree that we might do more IDA business than Bank because or the political 
risks. In sum, I suggest that we go ahead on a larger scale than ha been 
uggested by the mission, welcoming the u.s. as a partner in this venture. 

Mr. Kna~p - In conn ction with a larger program, tb minutes of the SEC eating 
spoke o the necessity for help in development programming and the formul tion 
of proj cts. How much progress has been made in these fields? Would th y be 
able to handle larger amounts? 

Mr. -Schmidt- They have made progress. (1) Th highway program that the,y have 
submitted now is a big improvement over that submitted sev n years ag • At that 
time they violated ever,y concept of the Bank and would not listen to any argu
ments. Now they are proposing a sensible program or five roads, three of which 
th u.s. is financing. (2) They have started a planning office which is headed 
by an abl man. (3) They have canmenced a study of a national power program. 
In g neral the performanc has been a tisfactor, recently and they are moving in 
the right direction. 

However, it would be hard to mak large number of loans to Ecuador rapidly, 
particularly with the u.s. picking up 1 the gocxl projects. How ver, I believ 
that w can wield considerable influ nee even though we do not contrib te great 
deal of money. 
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Mr. Kher dj - Th problem of "revolutions is new to the Western Hemisphere 
aiii therefOre may b over-emphasized. Communist pressure has existed on countries 
in other parts of the · orld for s time and has not prevented us :rr doing 
busine s. 

Mr. Knapp - That is correct, but w aile t the JTtoment not doing any business in 
Viet-Nam. 

Mr. D uth - But w did considerable business in Iran, which has been under 
pressure. 

Mr. Collier- I agree with Mr. Kheradjou and I think it is not a question of 
volution but the n ture of the society that com s out of the revolution. In 

Iraq, as far as I 1m 1 the investors a able to g t along with the new Govern
manto Moreover, Government which take a neutralistic stand do not necessarily 
create risks for the investor. 

I also concerned about hat arguments can be used to refuse a loan because 
of the external pressures and the i mal political situation. 

Mr~ & Wilde - If the political situation were bad and the economic situation 
were bad, tliere would be justification for refusing to consider 1 nding oper -
tiona. In Ecuador the economic situation is satisfactory and I think that the 
Bank was set up to take the political risko Therefor we should go ahead. 

Mr. Knapp - That is true, but political situations do lead to def ult • The 
recent semi-annual. report of the Eximbank surprisingly enough listed their loans 
in d fault, practically all of which were in Latin America, with Cub heading 
the list. 

Economic Report 

The Economic Report is very interesting and 11-done but the economic situation 
is not the issue here. Do we have a.ny- questions or connnentv? 

Mr. Weiner - I should report that a $10 million stand-by credit had be n received 
?ram the fund and the countr,y has undertaken a currency stabilization program. 
The underlying ba1ance of payments situation iw fairly goodo 

Mro Knadf - I suggest that para. 85 might be clarified. If there is d finite 
possib l. ty of American and Foreign Pow r lendin for hydroelectric p r 
f cilities, I think the report should s y so, d if not , the reference to the 
possibili ;y should be deleted. · 

A:re emorandum 

The conclusion of the Area paper that there should b n IDA-Bank bl nd with two 
projects for th Bank and one for IDA i somewhat inconsistent with th other 
conclusions that .the Bank consider lending $10 to 20 million tor high priority 
projects in the . next year or o1 inasmuch as th Quito power project ould 
require a loan of about $6.5 million and the Comite de Vialidad highway project 

loan of about $.3 million for a total of less than $10 million. 
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Mro Schmidt - That is right. Th $1.0 million figure was for the two present 
projects and the additional $10 million had in .mind using for oth r projects 
which might come along. 

Mr. Knatp - I think we should hold the decision on whether the other projects 
should Bank or IDA. At the present ti e w agree to conftier 10 million for 
Bank loans. 

Is there any other question on parao 17? I am prepared to cd pt these thr e 
projects on the basis on which we have been talking. 

Mro Broche - There .. is a qu ation whether we should 'fry for a broader scope, 
particUlarly whether we should move into agriculture. The two projects 
suggested are continuations of present projects. 

Mr. Schmidt - I agree. A we said in the Report w intend to continue to explore 
the agricUltural possibilities. 

Mro Knapp - My question is hawo hav been trying Eor five years. Let us see 
if we can get something don ~owo 

Mr. SChmidt -We have been trying to find a vehicle for agricultural credit. 
Klein and Saks, now working on thi problem, are trying to sell an idea to the 
Government, we understand, of starting a new organization. We have not seen 
the report. 

Mr. Knapp - I think the Bank should be helping to put over their suggestion if' 
it is a good one. We certainly ought to study their proposal and make a decision. 

Mr. de" Wilde - 'Jhe problem of agricultural credit cannot b solved merely by 
organization of a new institution. What we need is a properly supervised 
agricultural credit systemo 

Mr. Knapp - I agree with that but let's get some action. 

Mr. Demuth - Since an agricultural project is likely to involve a large percent
age of local expenditure financing which is more appropriate for IDA than the 
Bank and since the political problems originate in the agricultural area helped 
by an agricultural loan, wouldn 1t it be better for the Bank to finance all the 
road and power projects and hold IDA financing for the agricultural projects, 
using the promised credit as a bait for setting up a proper organization to carry 
out th project? 

Mr. Knapp - The radicalism d not originate in the rural areas. It comes from 
the urban areas. I certainly favor the agricultural credit but I think that if 
we are ever able to do that we could use additional IDA money above the amount 
we are now talking about for th national highway program. 

Speaking of difficulties of ever doing this project, it i quite likely th t the 
Inter-American Dev lopment Bank wiJ.l preempt this field and probably make a mess 
of it, thus preventing achievement of worthwhil programo 
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Mr. Schmidt - That is possible. It's true that the inj ction of PL 480 money 
whenever the existing agricultur credit organization g t in trouble ha 
ffectively prevented the necessar,y reform of the organization in the past. 

Mr. Broches - Is our existing loan to the Canite in default? Th orand1m1 
mentions that the proposed loan would be to assist in canpmting five unfini hed 
roads financed by Loan 94 EC. 

Mr. Schmidt - While it is true they haven't completed the roads, even . rter 
s veril adjustments had been made in th agreement, on cannot say that they re 
in default on their perfonnance under the agreement. To b frank, the ppraisal 
made by the Bank at the time was not good. The cost stimate wae too low so 
that it w s impossible for the borrower to complete the project t th stimated 
cost in the time allowed. ~n after the adjustment made, certain sections 
remain unfinished but they are usable and we have considered the perform~e 
acceptable in the circumstances. 

Mr. Kheradjou - I have a question as to why one of th non-revenue producing 
projects was suggested for th Bank rather than IDA. 

Mr. Knapp - In general it is probably a good idea to consider non-revenue 
producing projects for IDA and I started that way but here th Comite has had a 
lon8 struggle, supported by the Bank, to maintain its itxlependenc which might 
be jeopardized if an IDA credit were made to the Government. 

Mr. KheradJ ou - Frcm a tactical standpoint it might be wise to put the revenue 
producing project in IDA to prove what we have been saying, that IDA would look 
at projects with the same critical eye as the Banko 

Mr. Kna! - That may be so but it is offset by the disadvantage, I think, that 
they wo d expect easier treatment in IDAo 

Mro Rucinski - I have the same question as Mr. Kheradjou as to why not put both 
highWays iii IDA. -

Mro Knapp - As I said, the problem of maintaining the ind pendence of the Comite 
convinced me, particularly as the small amount of 3 mill.ion is not enough to 
justity a shift to IDA for creditworthiness reasons. 

Mr. Rucinski - If it were in IDA, it would pennit the financing of higher 
percentage of local currency. 

Mr. Knapp - Not much because we have been financing 45% of the total cost under 
th present loan. A th tandard procedure for IDA is to finance 50% of the total 
cost, not muc would b gained this point by shifting to IDA. . 

I ace pt the rero mmendation of the Memoranda~. 

The eting adjourn d at 12:10 p •• 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
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Proposed ew Program of Development 
Advis~ Services and Training 

Introduction 

Mr. Kna~ - This is·· a very interesting and important papero The question 
raised the paper was considered at the Lost Weekend and, as I recall, we 
ag.reed that because of the Bank 1 s strategic position, 1 t should play a prominent 
role in development programming, although its contribution might be only a small 
percentage of the total. effort, and the necessary staff to carry out this func
tion should be added. The reeormnendations we are considering today are step 
along the road toward realization of that decision. 

I suggest that we consider the paper in two stages: first, the ppraisal of 
the problem; s cond, the organization of the proposal. 

Mr. Demuth - On ppraising the problem there wer di.ff rences or opinion in 
the committee as to the relative importance of development programming and the 
evaluation and preparation of projects. I think 11 agreed that both are 
needed and in varying degrees in different countries. 

The committee was in agreement that the Bank should expand its activities in 
this field but discussion centered on the difficulties of such expansiono 
Recruit ent will be very dif'ficul t and the effect upon the existing staff will 
be disturbing. The process of expansion will not b easy or smooth no matter 
how it is done. The recommendation as to organization wa suggested by the com
mittee in the hopes of minimizing these difficulties but we do not d ny that 
they will be great. Despite the difficulties of expansion, the committee 
greed that the Bank must proceed and therefore must face up to the di.fficulti s. 

Appraisal of the Progr 

Mr. Knapp - On p. 6 the report speaks of providing advice on important economic 
arid financial problems. This seems to me to be work of a short-tenn nature 
which the Bank should not attempt to do. 

Mr. Demuth - The report w s written to cover the case of the mission to Peru 
as it actually turned out. Although it was intended that the mission would 
work on long-range problems, it actually handled the important current economic 
problems because Peru had not worked out a long-range program. 



Mr. Schmidt - That illustrates one ot the problems in this field. A country 
sincerely wants programming but in actual practice the leaders of the country 
are too occupied with their day-to-day problems to consider long-range pro
gram planning and turn to the advisors for assistance on their day-t~ay 
problems. 

Mr. de Wilde .. The Bank has in the past appointed advisors to help ori current 
problems. In Pakistan, for instance, the Harvard University group was con .. 
cerned with long-range planning. The Bank man advised on economic policies. 
The paper tried to emphasize the importance of gearing economic and financial 
policies to the long-range ·development plans. The right policies must b 
taken and implemented in order to make the progr move forward. This does 
not necessarily ean taking over the role of IMF. 

Mro Diamond - Th point raised by Mr. Knapp is related to a broader question 
as to Which fields the Bank should direct 1 ts advisory work. Even limiting 
the Bank's role to developmental work, there still is wide rang of possi~ 
bilities. Did the committee reach a decision as to the fields in which the 
Bank is best qualified to give advice or in which the Bank's advice would be 
most effecti e? I raise the question because the paper leaves the impression 
that the decision of the committee is based on the needs of the develop 
countries rather than on evaluation of what the Bank is most qualified to provide. 

Mr. Demuth - The UN and, to lesser extent,. the Ford FoulXlation are not, as a 
general rule, able to empl~ high-level people, principally because the appoint-
ants are temporar,y and there is no possibility of a long-term attracti 

caree in this portion of the UN's work. Therefore the UN often has to ccept 
second-rate older people or younger people who have not acquired sufficient 
experience or judgment. The UN admits that it cannot attract the people re
quired to provide a high-level advisor,y service in this field. 

I think that the Bank should not attempt to do the whole job, but should con
centrate on this high-level field which cannot be done by the other agencies 
and leave the other less difficult fields to the other agencies, while at the 
same time maintaining as much flexibility as possible in order to shift the 
Bank's function to meet the need required on a particular case. 

Mr. Schmidt - In order to do a proper job, a development programming mission 
must be able to call on a large reservoir of technical skills. The high-1 el 
advisor cannot do his job without the technical ad ce. Do we intend to maintain 
a reservoir of people qualified to handle the technical aspecte~ of the problem 
in programming as well as the top economic advisors discussed in the paper? 

Mr. Hoffman • The final para. on p. 5 was designed to nswer that particular 
pointo 

Mr. Knapp - 'While the pa~ • referred to relates to the point, it does not 
specifiCally cover the question of providing technicians. 

Mr. Cargill - That certainly is fair critici o The discussions of the 
committee were on the fUnctions of high-level economists and the problem of 
finding such high-level economists. 



Mr. Demuth .. The paper was not intended to down-grade technical talent. 
However, Unlike senior-leyel general developnent economists, we have been 
able to find capabJ.e technical talent on a short-term basis. Therefore, the 
paper is directed toward the problem we have not solved. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I believe that Mr. Schmidt has a valid question and I hav 
some questions about Mr. Demuth's analysis of the problem. As a general rule, 
most countries have pretty good men at the top but the officer corps belov the 
top man is lacking in qualification. Consequently, countries need help at th 
officer corps level in their planning organizations. 

I am not arguing that we shouldn't supply top-level men but that this is only 
a .first step. 

Mr. Knatp .. Certainly" a cauntry needs more than just a new top man in charge 
of dave opment planning and the Bank should try to find the lower level people 
for the country. The question is whether we maintain a corps or technical 
people in addition to the top man. 

Mr. Cargill - I think there is a demand for the technical people and it would 
appear to me that this demand can properly be met by TOD. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I have the same question Mro Diamond raised. With 20 people 
suppi!ed by the Bank working with many other people from other agencies and 
from the countries themselves, there is a big question as to how effective we 
can be if the other people working under the top-level · en provided by the Bank 
are not willing to follow the Barik t s advice. This will certainly lead us to 
a policy of broad recruitment to supply complete teams o 

Mr. Broohes. • The paper does not argue that the Bank play an exclusive role in 
this tiefd. It erely says that the Bank should provide the 20 high-level 
economists which the other agencies cannot provide. It was thought that the 
other agencies w · d~·bJt:.:&lde·~ to Pr'oYide the people qualified to make a . technical 
sector analysis and that our 20 men would use the sector people from the other 
agencies. · 

Mr. Knapp .. I.f the question is whether the top-level man can do his job properly 
in isolition without staff, the answer is no. The question of coordinating 
proper staff obtained by other agencies with the top-level man provided by the 
Bank is a fair one, but not one that can be answered here today. The answer 
would depend upon the quality and ability of the man we provide. 

Mr. de Wilde - Top economic people doing a p,rogr · ,job, would need sector 
help but perhaps not as much as has been suggested here this morning. It might 
be possible for the general economist to get the proper answers from the local 
people by asking the proper questions, and also the general man might be able 
to make a technical judgment in some cases. The emphasis in the paper is on 
the general high-level economic job because that is what is needed, and it is 
a service which we could provide on a continuing basis. 

Mr. Hoffman - I would like to make two comments in answer to the point raised 
by Mr. Diamond and Mro Cavanaugh. First, the Ford Foundation is unhappy about 
its work in this develop:nent planning field because of its association with the 
u.s. The Foundation favors an international agency as the provider of the service. 
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Also the U.s. Government thinks that the Bank is pecUliarly qualified to pro.. 
vide this service. Therefore, there isn't a difference of opinion on this 
matter. Secondly, while I don't want to force a decision right nov on the 
question of creating a pool or technical advisors or the organization or sueh 
a pool, it was my thought .that such people would be recruited from the Technical 
Operators Department. 

Mr. Aldewereld .. I do agree that the Bank is the proper agency to provide this 
service and I don't disagree with the objectives for the proposal to organize 
a body of 20 high-level general economic advisors. My only point is that this 
is not the only thing that has to be done. 

Mr. Kna:ep - At the moment we are talking about a corps of top-level general 
advisors made up of economists with development programming experience and perhaps 
economic people who are oriented toward various technical aspects of the project. 
But we are not considering now the formation of a corps of 500 technicians to 
perform all of the supporting tasks. To the extent we must supply such technical 
support we will have to rely on our own staff' and .f.'uture recruiting. I think 
we will need additional technical talent concentrating on development programo 
! feel that we are particularly qualified on the basis of our experience in 
the evaluation of projects to provide this service. 

Mr. Demuth - '!'here is no doubt that the proposed program would create increased 
pressure on TOD and the general econcmist will be asking for help from the 
technical people. 

Mr. Hoffman - A big part of the job of the high-level man will be to find out 
what technical people are required. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Has there ever been a general economist performing the job 
contemplated in the paper? 

Mr. de Wilde - The job is really one of liaison in order to make the people 
of the country aware of' the implications of the actions being taken. 

Mr. Cargill - I think that too much emphasis has been placed on development 
advisors, while the main problem is that of providing experts for a shorter 
period of time to solve the current problems. 

Mr. de Wilde - In the past, I believe that the advisors have been concerned with 
the probiems of the country for too short a time and that after their departure 
there has not been, and there was not possible, adequate follow-up on the advice 
they had given. 

Mr. Schmidt - A follow-up from Washington is possible and in many eases 1 t may 
be more effective. 

Mr. Knapp - Here I understand we are talking about both long-term and short-term 
adVisor,y service. 

Mr. Cope - In that connection many missions are too long. Often long association 
in a country leads to loss of' power, whereas a short visit from Washington may 
accomplish much more. 

Mr. Younf - Are there any private companies who could do this job, or have they 
been exc uded from consideration because we feel that they are not doing a 
proper job? 
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Mr. Demuth - The private companies have a staffing problem simllar to that 
I have described tor the UN and the Ford Foundation, and also they have 
another serious problem in that they are not necessarily objective. Many of 
the private companies doing this sort of work are contractors or engineering 
advisory firms who are basically interested in developing markets for their 
product. I think there is agreement that there is a demand in the less--developed 
countries for a small advisory seriice and that the Bank should provide this service. 

Mr. Knapp - I think the para. at the bottan of page 10 properly desc~bes the 
type or work-that should be done by this group or high-level econami advisors, 
except that I have a question as to .whether they should serve as administrators 
of development programs. Do we all agree to accept the organization of a corps 
of development advisors as et out in that para.? 

Mr. Cope- No, I do ot agree because I object to the .word •corps". I feel 
that describing it thus denotes agreement on the proposal for the organization 
of a new special group in the Banko 

Mr. Knapp - Would you agree with the para. changing the word •corps" to •a 
number f people in the Bank?" 

Mr. Cope - Yes. 

Mr. Diamond - Are we agreed that this is the most important task that the Bank 
can perform in this field? 

Mr. Knapp -Actually we are doing this now. The question is whether we should 
increase our aetivitieso The issue has not been raised as to whether we should 
change to something else, and I think that at this time w Should stick to the 
question that has been raised. 

Mr. Diamond - My suggestion for an alternative task of the Bank is that we 
proV1de people to propose projects and to prepare them properly for presentation 
to the Bank. 

Mr. Kna~ - That I think is a proper function and purpose of the Area Department 
and one hat they should be performing now. 

Mr. d Wilde- Also one of the 'functiOns, of th 20 high-level people proposed 
here woUld be to identify projects and to stimulate the preparation of their 
presentation to lending agencies. 

Organization 

Mr. Knapp - As I understand it, while there w s agreement in the committee on the 
need for such a service and that the Bank was qualified to provide this service, 
the committee disagreed as to the method of organizing such a ervice. 

Mr. Demuth - A big probl m here is that of recruitment. Because of this problem 
some members of the committee have proposed the formation of a new corps outside 
of the regu.lar pyramidical organization of the Bank. These members of the 
committee felt that - ~orizontal organization of the advisors who would all be 
high-level and equal, standing outside of the Bank's administrative hierarchy 
meeded for operations, would help in recruiting the high-level people requiredo 
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It is believed that the required high-level people might be willing to join a 
group organized as is the faculty of a university or the partners of a law firm 
which they might not be willing to come into the existing organization of the Bank. 

Mr. Cope - I have . considerable difficulty with the proposal because of the organiza
tional set-up envisaged. The canmi ttee' s paper and the discussions of the canmi ttee 
placed mphasis on the problem of recruitment and the publicity attendant upon the 
new extension of the Bank's function in this field. I think these considerations 
are secondary. The first and most important point is to determine how to use 
thes high-level advisors most effectively. I feel that advic to its bers is 
a proper part of the Bank 1 s work, ost important part, and related to lending 
operations of the ~ank. How effectiv the Area Departments have been in performing 
the role of this advisory function is very difficult to measure. But I feel certain 
that advice from an indapendent corps outside the Bank's primary operations, it 
is likely to be less effective than advisory service coordinated _with the regular 
operations. 

A 

The authors ot the report object to the pyramidical organization or the Areas on 
the grounds that it prevents emplo ent or high-level persons for this dvisory 
service. The history of the Bank shows that this is not true. I think it's 
possible t ·o have th advi ory service center d in the Area Departments provided 
the people concerned could b shifted around in different Departments and I see 
no reason to cut~ the technical people orr from TOD. The argument that the 
advice ~d be secondary to the o,erating function of the Bank depends entirely 
on how many people are involved in the service. I also think that th re is a 
good argument for maintaining high-level economists on the Economic Staff who 
would be members of a group without assigmnent of definite rank ready for service 
outside the normal work or the loan operations, and who could be shifted to one 
Area Department or another in connection with their assignment to advisory work 
around the world. By having such a group in the Econ ic Staff, integration and 
coordination of the advisory s rviee with the Bank 1 other operations could be 
achievedo I think that the suggestion made by the paper for a separate inde
pendent corps or high-leve 1 economic specialist advisors would lead to confiict 
between the Bank's operating groups. For th oment I do not think that the 
paper adequately-faces up to this proble • 

Mr. Knapp - I did not think that the suggestion in the paper to set up an inter.. 
national advisory center ant that the primary responsibility of the Area 
D partments for the member countries and development in the member countries 
would be lowered. Perhaps th paper does not cover this point adequately, '6ut 
I did not think there was any question about this. 

Mr. Demuth - The canmittee was unanimous on this point, and this point was 
covered J.D p. 13 of the report. Perh ps the wording could be expanded. 

Mr. Co~ - The report does refer to the r ponsibilityc:t the Area Departments. 
Nevert~less once a separate organization has been est blished there will be 
separat la,yalties and separate outlooks toward the member countries' progress. 
The conflict I entioned would be inevitable regardless of what is said in the 
paper. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I gree there would be disagreements. 
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Mr. Car~ll - This is particularly so as the recruitment ot the special corps 
of deve Opment adVisors would be made on the basis of their very independent 
status. 

Mr. Aldewe ld - Mr. Cope, in speaking against the proposed organizational set-up, 
has referred to the possible operational problems. I think there is another 
problem which is also importanto We have in the Bank a very good group of develoP"' 
mental economists, perhaps the best in the world, which has been recruited over 
a very long period of time. 

I think that th proposal for an elite corps, independent ot the Bank starr, 
would have a fatal effect upon the morale of this very qualified existing staffo 

Mr. Howell -What would be the effect on morale if a special corps were set up 
in the Economic Staff? 

Mr. Aldewereld - It would probably be less difficult if the corps were attached to 
the Area Departments. 

Mr. Cope - There re advantages of h ving the corps attached to the Areas or to 
the Economic Staff, but I think the advantage of having these special economists 
attached to the Economic Staff and participating in the economic thinking of the 
Bank can be gained and at the same time the c'onflict with Areas can be avoided 
if the special corps people can be assigned to th Area. To work properly, 1;here 
will have to be a very great degree of obili ty between th Are s and the 
Econanic Staff. 

Mr. Broches - Mr. Al.dewe:reld and Mr. Cope have raised the problem of the comparison 
of salary between the special corps and the regular s ff. It the salaries of 
the members of the special corps were to be high, I agree we will have a ,~llllorale 
problem which we must face up to. However, I think the safest solution to this 
morale problem would be to put the special corps in a separate segregated c~ 
partment labeled with separate, particularly difficult assignments which justif.y 
the salary differential. 

Mr. Aldewereld - That arrangement assumes that the bers of this elite corps 
are going to be better than the present staff. I have seen a number of so
called experts that definitely were not as good as our staff members. It depends 
upon the person. If the special corps member is definitely of high caliber, I 
don't think any of the other staff members in TOD or Area Departments are going 
to object to the fact that ~Jhe ge;ts very high salary. 

Mr. Broches ... Mr. Aldewereld is really Rising question as to whether it is 
possible to hire 20 highly qualified people for this elite corps. 

Mr. Kna~ - I am a little surprised at this bee use I thought that our own senior 
economis s would be the first candidates for this new corps. · 

Mr. de Wilde - That's right. It's not a point of finding more superior people 
to the economists we now have, but finding moreo It is quite possible that 
recruitments fran the academic world might lead to .failure becaus of the candidates' 
inexperience with actual operations. We will have to work out an rrangement for 
definite cooperation with the Bank's Economic Staff' and this will require a period 
o:t screening the candidates for the elite corps during a period of work on the 
Economic Staff of the Bank. 
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.. 
Also I want to say that the Ep_oncmdc Starr agrees that the Areas should have 
the respon~iQ.ility for determing what advice Should be given to the member 
.countries and when and where. But also e should mber that the type of 

en w ha in mind for these high-level jobs hould not be looking back to the 
Bank for constSnt guidance. Having picked a highly-qualified person, we would 
expect to rely .. on his judgmento 

Mr. C rgill - That's perfectly all right for the resident repre entative dealing 
with current ,, problems, but I am concerned with the other aspects of this. That 
is the long-term development program. It would certainly be necessary for tb 
advisor to keep in ver.y close contact with the Area Departments. 

Mr. Knapp- I ~e it that you have in mind that the Far East.. D partment has had 
teams in the field which h ve been vetting devel ent programs and actually 
formulating programs for ember countries. 

Mr. Schmidt - The chief argument for this separate org iz tion appears to be 
based on thought that it would ppeal to top-level people being cruitedo 
I am not sure that this is true and think that it would create certain dangers. 
The people in the Bank coming along, ready to take on this type of work would 
be dist11rbed by the new group, particularly during the training periodo There
fore, I think additional personnel recruited should be closely ti d in with the 
regular operations. I think that a group tied in with operations could do a 
more effective job when they return to the Bank after assignment as dvisors 
in a member country o 

Mr. Diamond ~ P. 9 says that the management decided to authoriz a few senior 
economists in each Area Department, but this has not be n done. 

Mr. Knapp - Both statements re correct. 

Mro Schmidt - In the last budget eating, I was told th t we couldn't hire 
additional senior economic staff. 

Mr. Howell - It was agreed around Christmas time that the Areas could each get 
two more s nior economists, but actually not a single one has been hired since. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Perhaps they haven't, but that does not ean that they could not 
Eeo In TOD hav taken on two people recently to do this t~ of planning work. 

Mr. Cope - The p per is based on the erroneous ssumption that no hiring is possibl 
with the present arrangement bu with the ne set-up, ould be possible. 

Mr. Demuth - That is not fair. The jority opinion expre s d in the paper w 
tfiat it might be easier to hire senior economist for separate organization, but 
they did not Slf!.Y it would be easier. Disregard the probl of public relation , 
the recrui entis definitely going to be the problem and without being ble to 
get the people we won't have any problem as to where to put them. 

ro Kna~ - This has been an interesting discussion. It wasn't the intention to 
reach a ecision on this point now. Th decision ust be made by th management 
and the Administration Department, having in mind th needs for the s rvice and 
fact that th Area Departments are primarily responsible for the relations with 
our mber countries. 

The me ting adjourned at 12:40 p •• 
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Mr. Knapp - This is an interesting paper. I take it the main question is 
1-1hether or not IDA s ould make credits to these Terri ories, given the unusual 
financial and econoMic situation. Also it is a mare's n st politically now 
that South Africa has become a republico 

Mr. Cope - The situation of the Territories is unusual and their ability to 
service cradits will depend upon the tolerance of South Afric • 

lofr. Collier - I discussed the constitutional problem l-Tith the Commornveal th 
Relations Office . Their answer was that the situation was anomalous anyway and 
South Africa ' s departure from the Commonwealth would merely make it somewhat 
more soo 

Mr . de Wilde - The revenues of the Territories are received from South Africa 
as a share of. customs; for on of the Territories this amounts to 5 % of the 
total revenues, so it is quite important. Would it be possible to get special 
assurances on this for the futur ? 

Mr. Collier - The receipt of the customs by the Territories stems from the 1910 
Act when the Union of South Africa was formedo While I agree with Mr . Broches 
that reliance on the Act is not very secure, I don ' t think that South Africa is 
likely to turn na$ty at the present time . If t hey did, the U.K . would make up 
the loss of revenues , as they are contrituting to the budget nowo 

l-Ir . Broches - I agree with Mr . Collier. South Africa would be in serious troul"'le 
with the U.K. if th y caused difficulties over a share of South Africa ' s customs 
and excise revenues. I don't think they will take action to destroy the small 
enclaves such as Ba utoland and Swaziland because the South Africans are contem
plating the creation of additional enclaves a a possible solution to their 
social a nd political problems . 

Mr. KnapP - I not·ce that Swaziland has become economicaJly oriented toward 
Mozambique ather than South Africa with the develo~ nt of the transportation 
and mining enterprises in cooperation with Mozambique. 

Mr. Collier - Tha.t is correct, but they are s ill under the High Commissioner 
in South Africa or, as he will probabmy be called, the Ambassador. Undoubtedly 
changes in the political structure will occur but it is not possible to say now 
just what arranp,ements will be made . 

Mr. Kna~ - It certainly is a curious pattern both politically and economically 
and w~l: be diffictut to explain to the Executive Directors . 
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Mr. de Wilde - The U.K. assists the Territories by means of grants-in-aid to the 
Territories to balance their budgets, and under the Colonial Development and 
Welfare Act (CD& of 1959 finances from CD&W loan funds expenditures which by 
their nature are not recurrento I take it that, on the latter, the Territories 
have assurance that they will receive funds into or through 196li or later. 
However, they do not have any assurance on the grants-in-aid for the years ahead 
but merely expect the U.K. to come up each year vr.ith the additional amount 
necessary to meet the gap between revenues and what the Territories have to pay, 
so the U.K. in effect .provides the revenue to service debts to itself. 

Mr. Collier - That is right . But you should add that the U.K. screens the 
budget before agreeing to fill the gap. In addition, Exchequer loan are a 
recent innovation. I do not believe that any re ayments have actually taken 
place as yet b1t, when made, the repayments will probably be made out of the 
current -budget, so in effect money is taken out of one U.K. pocket and put in 
another. 

11r. Cargill - If IDA did not provide money for these projects, wouldn't the U. K. 
lend money for them, assuming of course that the projects are needed? 

Mr . Collier- That isn't easy to an~rer. Th Ter~itories have set out to find 
other sources of finance and until it is known whether they wil+ be successful 
this problem has not been considered. If they should fail, possibly the U.K. 
dll grant additional loans, but one cannot tell. 

Mro Knanp - As I understand it, they had an agreed program and the road projects 
we are considering, r commended by the Morse Commission, are additions to the 
agreed program. Therefore, they are searching for additional funds to finance 
themo 

The Morse Mission did not draw up the entire program but, I take it, did endorse 
the. existing program while adding this additional bit. 

Mro de Wilde - Do the Territories have the capacity to carr,y out the planned 
investment program, including the road projects which have been added to the 
original plan? 

Mr. Collier - The plan financed by the CD&W grants involves increasing work on 
ex~sting rograms and, therefore, I believe the Territories could ca~ out thi 
incremental work . However, the 2 million road programs for Basutoland and 
Bechuanaland would raise doubts as to their ability to absorb the funds and 
would require a build-up of the Public 't1 arks Department and th planning organi
zation. 

Mr. YounS - I certainly agree with thato There is only one man in the Highway 
Department of these two Territories, ther fore the Departments have to be 
strengthened considerably although that in &~az land is quite differen • 

Mr. Knapp - To sum up so far, we are agreed that the unusual political and 
financial relationships of.the Territories should not prohibit IDA operations 
although this i not to be taken as ruline out the considerations later of a 
Bank loan to the T rritories; for instance, for the hydroelectric project that 
is being studied for Swaziland. The projects proposed appear to be O.K. althou 
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really there is only the project in Swa.ziland o 'IDle $2 million figures for the 
other two territories are targets rather than amounts for proposed projects. 

Is there any dissent on the proposal that IDA consider providing about $2 million 
in Bechuanaland and Basutoland? 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Would South Africa get the foreign exchange on the credits and 
provide the foreign exchange for repayment? 

Mr. Collier - South Africa would get the foreign exchange and would presumably 
provide the foreign exchange for repayment. 

Mro Cope - Or the U.K. would, thDough the system of grants-in-aid, if the 
present system continues in operation. 

Mr. Knapp - This raises the question of guarantees and whether IDA should have 
some sort of commitment from South Africa on the provision of foreign exchang~ 
to meet the repayments. 

Mr. Collier - I raised this question of a commitment from South Africa with them. 
!hey said that "they saw the problem and would do some thi · ngo" All I can say 
is that they are aware of the issuet 

}~o de Wilde- In view of the uncertainties on the future relationship of the 
Terr1tor~es with South Africa, should IDA get a stand-qy agreement from the 
U.K. to supply foreign exchange in the event the Territories do not receive 
fo~eign exchange from the South Africans? 

Mr. Knapp - I thought that in organizing IDA, it had been agreed that the 
Colonial powers would not guarantee credits granted to dependencieso 

Mro de Wilde - That is true. But we have a special case where the recipient of 
IDA funds has neither foreign exchange nor its own currency. Because of this 
situation I think that consideration might be given to getting a stand-by agree
ment. 

Hr. Schmidt - Can the U.K. make such an agreement? 

Mr. Collier - I believe so. It is the same as any t>t · U.Ko territory. 

Mr. Knapp - It would be an anomalous situation to ask for a guarantee from 
South M'rica. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - It seems to me that we need some sort of assurance that the 
Territor1es will get the foreign exchange required to service the credits. 

Mr. Demuth - I think it would be best to get assurances from South Africa on 
this point but if the U.Ke objects to the anomaly, then they could provide, not 
a full guarantee, but simply a guarantee on the axchang~~ility of the Sou5h 
African rand for the currency that the Territories woula-have. 
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Mr. Cope - If the South African rand should became inconvertible, certainly it 
would be necessary to make arrangements immediately covering the normal trade 
of the Territories. I would assume that these special arrangements would app~ 
equally well to the service of debt. In the final analYsis, the ability of 
these Territories to service their debt depends on their balance of payUents 
and not on this unusual currency situation. 

Mro Knapp - The problem is not one of inconvertibility of the South African 
rand but the possibility that South Africa might arbitrarily cut the Territories 
out of the distribution of rands from the cust · and excise receipts . 

Mr. Cope - Under such a cirowmstance, the Territories would presumab~ shift 
their trade to another currenc.y, perhaps pounds, and act independent~. 

Mro Knapp - That raises the question whether they should not have assurances 
from the U. K. if the Territories should shift their transactions to pounds. · 

Mr. Cope - At the present time the Territories are in fact turning aQY foreign 
exchange received over to South Africa and will continue to do so as long as 
the rand is convertibleo If it was not convertible, the Territories would no 
longer sell for South African rands and would not turn over the foreign exchanga 
to South Africa. 

Mro Collier - This turnover of foreign exchange is an informal arrangement and 
could be changed without violating a~ agreement. 

Mr. KnapEu- Since the U. K. is now putting in sterling in the form of grants-in
aid for dgetary support, wouldn't it be possible tog etassurances from them 
that pounds do not go to South Africa if the High Commission Territories are 
not allowed enough foreign exchange to service the credits? 

Mr. de Wilde - I agree with Mro Cope that trade would be shifted and this cut-off 
0,1 South Africa would not be a problemo 

lfro Cargill - I would advocate an all-out guarantee by the U. K. 

~~. Knapp - That is not consistent with the original concept of IDA financing 
that an international agency and not the mother countr.y would provide the cheap 
money for the dependent territorieso 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Does Sou h Africa have control over the borrowing power of the 
Territories? 

Mr. Collier - The Territories aren't part of South Africa. 

Yll' . Cavanaugh - South Africa must have sa ·e controlo They are not going to let 
the Territories continue to run up obligations for South Africa to provide the 
foreign exchange . 

Mr. Brochew - In the discussions on the formation of IDA it was contemplated 
that the mother count~ might guarantee a credit to dependent territories in 
those cases where the mother countr.y was on the borderline of creditworthiness 
but it was not contemplated in a case such as tQis . 
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Mr. Demuth - The general understanaing was that the mother countr,r would not 
guarantee credits to dependent territories but the question was not fully 
resolved and was left open. Consequently the Articles do provide for such 
guarantees. 

Mro Broches ~ The main point raised in the discussions during the drafting of 
the IDA Charter was whether the mother countr.r had done enough alreaqy. If 
they had exhausted their resources there would be no point in asking for a 
guarantee of the mother co'Wltry. Presumably they had put into the territory 
all that they could be expected to put in. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Getting back to the earlier question, it appears to me that as 
South Africa gets the balance of payments help and has to provide the foreign 
exchange for repayUent, we should be looking to them for the assurance . 

Mr. Cope - That isn ' t correcto Because the U. K. puts in funds through the 
grants-in-aid program, the South Africans are receiving sterling. At the same 
timS they pay out for the service on the debt. The result is a wash for South 
Africa and the U.K. is, in effect, providing the foreign exchange for the credit 
service. 

Mr. Knapp - Getting assurances from South Africa on the provision of foreign 
exchange seems impractical. I wonder whether we could go to the U. Ko and ask 
that they make it available, within the limit of their usual budeetar,r subsidies, 
whenever the foreign exchange is not available to the Territoria Governments 
from the convertibility of the rand. 

Mr. Co~ I think we could. The U.K. should agree since it amounts to the 
same thing they are doing now. 

Mr. Knap¥u.- Yes, as long as the Territories are not viable and the U.K. has to 
provide nds for budget support . 

Mr. Schmidt - Do we need to know t hat the Territories "Will become viable in 
order to make credits? 

Mr. Collier - What you are doing i s raising a question as to whether a countr.y 
can be so non- creditwortny that 1 is not eligible even for IDA financing . 

Mro Knapp - The answer to that one is "Yes . " 

Mr. Demuth - I don ' t know as I agree. I thought we said that we would never 
hold back IDA funds; that we could always find some · arrangement by Which IDA 
could assit even the most sorely pressed country? 

Mr. Knapp - Well, I agree but certainly there could be countries which are not 
creditworthy for IDA assistance on the terms we have used for IDA so far and 
we would have to make other arrangements . 

Mr. Cope - I think the risk of what happens when the territories become viable 
is the sort that IDA should take . 
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Mr. Knapp - I thought we had agreed a moment ago that to the extent that the 
countries are getting subsidies we should get assurances from the U.K. that they 
would provide the foreign exchange to service the credit. 

Mr. Cope - I did agree and I don 1t go back on that. But I merely say that IDA 
should take the risk after the Territories become viable and the U.K. would not 
provide subsidies. 

Mr. Schmidt - What if we do not think that they will ever hecome viable? 

Mr. Knapp - They are not viable but they do.have the subsidies. We are nearly 
back to asking for an assurance on the continuation of the subsidies (as you 
stated), but it is not quite that as we would be asking for assurances on the 
provision of foreign exchange to the extent of the budgetary subsidy if these 
Territories could not get the foreign exchange for South Africa. 

Mr. Larsen - Wouldn't it be possible to avoid this difficulty by r,etting a 
commitment on this point from the Borrower? 

Mrc Demuth - I question whether we should ask the U.K. for this as this would 
mean asking them not to discri.l'l'linate against IDA. 

Mr. Cope · - I suggest that we explore the question with the U.K. and see what 
might be possible. 

Mro Broches - Assurances as to carrying out the project would be of more value 
than those on the availability of foreign exchange to service the credit, I 
think, but I agree that it might be worthwhile to explore this matter 1Nith the 
U.Ko authorities. 

Mr. Knapp - It is agreed then that we would not require that the credit be 
~1aranteed by the U.K. but that we would tr,y to ohtain assurances that the U.K. 
would provide foreign exchange within the limits of their present subsidy 
arrangements for the Terr·torial budgets. 

On the project, I question whether we should not ·add the other road project 
being carried out in Swaziland, to which '· the memorandum refers, in order to 
lower the percentage of the contribution of IDA. 

Mr. vas Halden - The other p~oject has been under way for a year. 

I1ro Collier - While the project has been under way, I understand that about 
$700,000 of orders are yet to be placed on the easternmost part of the Pulp Mill 
Road and it might be possible to combine it ~dth the project we are considering 
for IDA. 

Mr. de Wilde - I think that we should face up to a 100% contribution because the 
Territories do not have funds to cover their own operating expenses, let alone 
contribute toward capital costs. 

Mro Knapp - I realize that situation but local contribution to IDA projects is 
very important and I would like to see an arrange!"}ent worked out l>rhich would 
maintain the precedent of local contributiono 



Mr. de Wilde - Many new countries are not going to be able to meet their current 
requireMents and share ~he costs of capital re~irements . As ong as they are 
doing all that they possibly can in the best possi le way, I question why e 
should insist th t they contribute toward projects financed by IDA. 

Mr. Car "11 - Actually the local contribution would be coming from the U.K. and 
not from t e Territorie • 

Mr. Collier - The possibility of adding other roads to the project and thus 
decreasing the percentage of the total financed by IDA is unique to Swaziland. 
We would not necessarily find th" solution in the other two Territories. 

It will be pa nful for the Ter-,...itories to ~ontribnt toward th IDA rojects as 
they want to 11se the money th~y have for other thingso They think, and possibly 
quite rightly, that they would not e making the best us of the funds available 
to them if the many small projects they have under co sideration ar left undone. 

Mr. Knapt - Why are we considering financing roads if this project does not 
presen the most import t use of the money? 

Mr. Collier - They have many small projects which would be starved if they have 
to contri .ute substantial sums to the road project and they will probably ask to 
be relieved of financing their part of the road program if IDA comes in to 
finance roads o 

~1r o Cope - I agree vdth Mr. de 1~ilde that we should not necessarily insist upon 
a contribution by small countries which are not in a position to switch funds 
from one project to another. 

Hr. Kna - I think you will agree that the worst cases of mismanagement n the 
.A. aid program have occurred where the u.s. has contributed 100% of the cost of 

the project, simply because this contribution to the complete project cut off 
all loc~l interest and objective evaluation of the project. 

Mr. Collier - With our excellent supervisors I hardly think the example i 
comparable . 

Mro Alde ereld - I agree l>Tith Mr. Collier about our ability to supervise but 
neverthel s I am worried about the precedent that would be set if we contributed 
100% of the project . 

Mr. Knapp - We have the problem that a loan for a full amount of the cost may 
e considered as a present which cannot be questioned. The result is that the 

recipient count~ is inclined to permit uneconomic, unnecessa~ projects to go 
forward merely because they are free o 

Mr . Demuth - This is admittedly a ~eal dilemma. e have been talking in terms 
of a 70% IDA contribution following the discussions on the Jordan water projectso 
I think that i we used 100% here it would be .used as a standard for the future . 
Therefore, we need a clear r ason for deviating from the matching arrangement 
and the reason should be put forward clearly in the presentation. 

Mro Co e - It is a very difficult problem, particularly here as they have no 
fUnds and no possibilities for substitution. . 
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Mr. Knapp - We have a solution for Swazilandp The problem is what to do with the 
other Territories . This means tha,y would have to put up a small amount to 
provide 25% toward the cost of a $2 million program in each Territor,y. 

Mro de Wilde - Since the money comes from U.K. grants and not from the Territories, 
what di ference does it make? 

Mr. Knapp - vle want part of the grants to go to the IDA road program to indicate 
participation of the Territories in the program. The trouble with it is that in 
doing so, it means cutting out other projects . 

Mr. Cargill - Why is .. an IDA credit necessary for these small amounts? I should 
think the U.K. wouldn ' t need the assistance . 

Mr. Knapp - If the U.K. picks up ~2 million here and there for many territories 
sooner or later it adds up to quite a substantial contribution on the part of IDAo 

Mr. Cargill - Why did the U.K. lend to Singapore which is creditworthy for 
loans and approach IDA for these? 

Mr. Knapp - That is an interesting question but what can we do about it? 

In Swaziland is it correct that we can do a project as part of a larger program, 
as we are contemplating for the Indian Highways? 

Mr. van Halden - It is possible . 

Mr. Cope - I agree that would be all right in Swaziland. 

Mr. Knapp - Do we then insist on the matching arrangements for $2 million programs 
in the other Territories? 

Mro de Wilde - If we do, we must watch to see that we do not push the size of 
the projects beyond their economical point in order to make room for the contri
bution of the Territories . 

Mr . Knapp - If the projects only amount to $2 million, IDA ' s contribution would 
be reduced to alla~ for participation of the Territories. By participation here 
I really mean only a token participationo ~le I tbdnk the standard for IDA 
operations should be a 50/50 arrangement, due to the special circumstances here, 
the IDA contribution might be more than 70%o We started IDA on the concept of 
matching evenly and we need special justification to go higher than that . ~fuat 
about 20% for the Territories ' contribution in this case? 

Mr. Aldewerel d - 20% is too small. 

Mr. Broches - I think it would be O. K. if a proper explanation, giving full 
details of the reasons for the deviation~~OM the standard policy, is included 
in the President's Report: A short statement not fully disclosing the positioh, 
I believe, would be more dangerous. 
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Mr. van Halden - It is possible that the foreign exchange cosP of the project 
wOUld b ore than 75%. 

Mr. Knapp - Then it would be appropriate for IDA to finance 75% of the total. 
cost or the foreign exchange costs, whichever is greater. If you can prove that 
the foreign exchang costs are equal to the IDA contribution, w do not n ed any 
.further reason. In this connection I am t alking about the principle and not about 
the 2 million figures suggested on page 8 of the Mission Report. 

Mr. Co~ - The foreign exchange cost is not really relat d to the problem of 
particl.p tion. 

Mr. Knapt - I agree. While it is not logical it at least gives an answer to 
avoid s ting up a precedent for deviation from the matching concept. 

The meeting adjourned at 5:55 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough otes of Staff Loan Committ e Meeting held on 
Friday, May 26, 1961 t 4:00 p.m. in the Board Roam 

CHTI.E 

Economic Report 

CONFIDENJJ.'IAL 

SLC/M/61-21 

Mro Kna~S - The minutes of th SEC eting appeared to be fully explanatory. 
wonder w ether the Committe has anything to add. 

I 

Mr. de Wilde - No. I think th minutes fully explain the positbn of th Committee. 

Mr. Broch s - I did not fUlly und rstand the reference in the SEC minutes to 
ria modest amount of conventional lending". Does this refer to $6 million for the 
highways or $26 million for highways and grieul ture. 

Mr. de Wild - The figure is modest in relation to the total possible amount of 
capita! itih , which will be required. 

Mro Schmidt - I gree that it 1s modest, 
will be paid off in the next few years. 

w nat re ember th t $214 million 

Mr. Kna~ - I everyon satisfied with the economic report, ( ) that ·it adequately 
statese case for a n ed for IDA assistance and (b) that Chile is cr ditworthy 
for a $6 million Bank loan? 

( o dis ent.) 

I have s comments on presentation, but I think the report h s ucc ssfully 
negotiated the narrow channel required to justi:t';y both IDA and Bank operations. 

Mr. Broches • I am still not clear a to what the modest ount of conventional 
!ending fn the minutes of the SEC refers to. Is illion or 26 million a 

odest amount? 

Mr. Kn pP - Really w are t lking about 31 million and not 26 million becaus 
$5 million must be add d for the development bank, and in thi connection I have 
a question about 20 million for livestock. I wonder whether they will be able 
to use th t amount of oney. 

Mr. Schmidt - We have always t:~aid that agriculture i important and here we are 
merely putting up range of 10- 20 million which we might look at a we don't 
have any definite figur at the present time. In fact, we haven't even seen the 
project report e yet. Thi is merely range of possibility. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The report is being translated nowo 

Mr. Chautournier - Actually the agricultural project would include 1nduatrial 
processing of agricultural products and consequently may absorb these amounts. 

Mr. Knap2 - I doubt whether we can go that fast or whether we could find use for 
the funds th t fa t. 

Mr. d Wilde - Th amount for the whol program of fi v years is modesto 
thiilk w can go ahead without any fearo 
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Mr. Knapp - We are not trying to work out a whole loan program. I am sur we 
will have to reconsider our lendinp 1 its after we have had a ehanc to look t 
the report of the mission and have had a chance to s tudy the policies of the 
Government _designed to follow up the program suggested by the mission. Ha.rever, 
we must give the Chileans credit for having moved slowly on suppliers' credits 
recently. 

Mr. Rosa - The Chi~eans h ve refus d to us 300 million Deutsche Mark of 
suppliers' credits granted to the because the Chileans did nit think th terms 
w re sufficiently long. 

MrG Knapp - It s emed to m that the price of copper, 26 l/2tf per pound, sumed 
in the r port is rather conservative. 

lir. Ross -Perhaps, this prie is f.o.b. Chile, which is not out of lin with 
current figur s. 

Mr. Kna~ln- I am sorry, I thought it was the New York pric o To prevent others 
from rna g the same mistake, I suggest that footnote be added giving the 
New York price as well. 

The chart showing Bank loans nd commitments should be modified to de let th 
propoe d IDA credit. 

Mr. Schmidt - I agree. 

Project Report 

Mr. Knapp - After driving th ough that part of Chile» Mr. Duran-Ballen, 
Mr. Diamond and myself can confir.m the need for and importance of the transversal 
roads and for improvement or existing roads. 

I did not see much in the technical report about th earth'IUake damage. While 
I realiJthat the proposed Bank loan and IDA credit would not be for the 
purposes of repairing earthquake damage, I think for purposes or presentation to 
the Executive Directors, it should be placed in the proper perspective. 

Mr. Broches - Will the proposed operations finance the import cost of new 
machiner,y or depreciation on old maehiner.y or a combination of both. 

Mr. Geolot - For the construction project to be financed by IDA the credit would 
finance the calculated foreign xchange cost of the project and thus would 
include depreciation in the calcul tion on both new and old equipment. For the 
maintenanc project financed by th Bank, the loan would cover aetual disburse
ments for purchase of new equipment. 

Mr. Broche - This is not made entirely clear in the report and I suggest that 
1 t might be cleared up, particularly as there is a difference between th loan 
and the credit. It is a question that is likely to came up at the Board meeting. 
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Mr. Hoffman - Why are we making a distinction between the two operations, since 
'6oth are for foreign exchange costs 1 which 1 ads ue to a breakdown of 19 and 
$6 million? 

Mr. Kna'Pf - Admittedly the breakdown was arrived at somewhat arbitrarily by 
detennin ng the amount that could b allocated to Chile fran IDA. The foreign 
exchange cost over and above that limiting amount were considered for a Bank 
loan. 

Mr. Hoffman - And then, I take it, we found a 19 million foreign exchange 
project wh!ch would_ fit the amount allocated -e Chile from IDA. ~- -

Mr. Knapp - To a certain extent; but given an open-ended project, suCh as the 
highWay, we were able to make the size of the credit fit the amount aimed for by 
changing the size of th project merely by adding or dropping the highway 
sections. 

Mr. Demuth - Why do we have a differ nt system for handling the foreign exchange 
component for each operation? 

Mro Knapp - They are not the same. The maintenance project continues on in time 
and the construction project does not. The answer I gave to Mro Hoffman's 
question would not, of course, be satisfactor.y for presentation to the Executive 
Directors without some modification. 

Mr. Schmidt -Actually the situation is not as ald as you have put it. We did 
look at projects befor~ reaching a decision on allocation of funds for IDA and 
came up w1 th what we thought was the best project. Surprisingly enOQ.gh, the 
amount of foreign exchange requir d was pretty close to the figure w decided on 
f r IDA, making the adjustment by extension or contraction of the project referred 
to by Mr. Knapp unnecessary. 

Mr. Demuth - In the Roseires project we are splitting expenditures between the 
Balik and tDA on a ingl project. Why don 1t do the same thing here, why are 
we making two projects here? 

Mr. Knapp - This arrangement is much simpler particularly s we will not be 
disbursing on the basis of depreciation for ~he maintenance project. We are 
satisfied with the 6 : 9 ratio. 

I havj om question about the recommendation in para. 62 of the technical 
report, that representative of the Association be stationed in Chile for the 
execution of the project". I don't see why this is necessar.y and certainly if 
it is, he shouldn't be called a coordinator because that's not what he would be 
doing. 

Mr. Geolot - This is a very big project physically. The cost estimates are not 
firm, the design work is not completed; the amount and location of the paving 
work has not been decided. We felt that all thes problems could not be super
vised properly from a distance and therefore a man should be on the spot to 
handle these matters in order to speed up execution of the project. Leaving 
aside the problem of whether a Government will have one team of consultant or 
several individuals, the matter of engineering services will present an additional 
large problem which could be handl. d by a man on the spot. 
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Mr o Aldewereld - I wou1d like to add that the thought behind this recommendation 
arises fran our experience in Colombia where projects are also speead over w:i:i e 
geographical area and involve a large number of small decisionso The recommenda
tion is made merely to facilitate the administrative division. 

Mr. Knatp - That's certainly a good case for stationing a representative in 
Chile~ ut couldn't the sam case be made for other projects? Why i this 
different? Is it because this project is worse than others or because we are 
in at an earlier stage? 

Mr. Aldewereld - Basically the reason is lack of physical concentration of the 
project. It is spread all up and down th area of the southern zon of Chile. 

Mr. Geolot - It's true; as has been suggested, that there fewer roads in 
this project than in Iran and the lack of physical concentration ma,y be equally 
bad, but there, it must be remembered, four different consulting firms re 
supervising the construction of the project. 

Mr. Hoffman - Are you less confident than usual in the cost estimate for this 
project? . . 

Mr. Geolot - It's certainly true that using fixed cost lor kilometers, as we 
are here, i not the best system for calculating cost, but we have done this 
beforeo However, the Chilean organization charged with executing thi project 
has never done anything like this project, either in size or in complexity, 
requiring a high degree of coordinationo 

Mr. Cope - It would appear that there is a good case for the use of a consulting 
f'irm. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I agree . Consulting firms can b us d here as they are for the 
Indus project, acting as agents for us. 

Mro Knapp - I take it that you do not wish to imply that the n ed for stationing 
a represen~tive i because IDA is involved with the project. 

Mr. Benrubi - Since roads are likely to be subject to political pressures, would 
it not be likely that our representative would get into political questions and 
would hav to refer back to Washington . anyway? 

Mr. Knapp - I agree there are difficulties. That is why I suggest that we 
strike out the last sentence on the function of the representa,ive. That will 
be taken care of later in the t :nn of r ference anyway o 

Mr. Geol t - In nswer to Mr. Hoffman's question , the Chileans probably do not 
object to a representative being stationed there, but we und rstand th~ would 
object to the employment of a consulting finn to do thi work~ 

One more thing. Does everyb~ understand that the engineering services included 
in the co tructian project to be financed by' IDA would also apply to the project 
financed by the Bank? For administrative purposes, we have lumped both in the 
IDA operation merely to avoid the problems of separating cost allocations 
between maint nance and constructiono 
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Mr. Knapp - Tbat will be all right. 

Mr. D.:l.anond - The last para. of the report will, I take it, b modified to make 
clear that the maintenance project is to be financed by the Bank. 

Mr. Hoffman - Am I correct that the insistence on meChanization stems from the 
need to meet specification standards and time schedules? 

Mr. Geolot - That is correct. 

Mro Bergan - The mechanization is a matter of degree. While we feel that 
impacting must be done by mechanized equipment, we are not objecting to the 
loading and unloading of materials by hand. We are not insisting upon canplete 
mechanization, but we are insisting on a degree of mechanization for the reason 
you gaVi o 

Mro Cope - In view of the load on the Print Ship, I think there were a few too 
many tables in this report. Table 6, far instance, does not mean much to me. 

Mr. Knapp - I am not so sure that data on desired standards is not import•t• 
However, it certainly would be advisable to go through the report carefully 
with the view to cutting out tables whenever.possible. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Tuesday, May 161 1961 at 3:00 p.m. in Room 927 

TURKEY 

Over-All CreditwortRiness 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-20 

Mr. Knapp - I must confe s that I have had time only to read the covering paper, 
but it appears to me that the only real issue is wheth r th economic policies 
of Turkey are suffic'ientJ.y sound to :pass th test for IDA assistance. The 
mission's anSl er is yesJand no one has objected to this answer up to this point. 
Turkey cert inly passes the debt burden test for IDA assistance and probably the 
per capita income test as well. So the question boils to that of the soundness 
of their policie • Is there any dis ent from the opinion of the mission that 
Turkey does pass the test? 

Mr. Lejeune - One word of caution is in order. We are n dealing with an 
interim Gov~rnment. We are not in a osi n now to jud e the soundness of the 
n~~ Government which will probably be installed the last quarter of this year. 

}~. Schmidt - I was going to question whether it w s the intention to sign loans 
or credits before the installation of a new Government. 

Mro Lejeune - I think it would be unwise to sign a loan just befo the lection. 
u g a loan imm di tely after the election is not a dequate soluti n to 

our question as to the soundness of th new Governmento 

}~o outers - As we wouldn't investigate th project until September, the possi
bility of a loan before th new Government is not great. 

Mr. Groenveld - ~~ do not contemplate an appraisal mission until September because 
t as1c information on the irrigation project will not be available until 
August. This will ve to be studi d before the mission look t the proj ct in 
the fieldo 

Mr. Knapp - But wouldn't it be possible to proceed earlier with the power reject. 

In ddition to the reasons given by Mr. Lejeune for not making a loan before the 
ne Government is instal1 i, don't we hav a constitutional p oblem as well whiCh 
would probably prev nt making a loan to the present inter Gov rnment? 

we all agree that Turl<ey is eligible for IDA credits? 

Mr. Demuth - Yes, but th amount ha some bearing. The minutes of the SEC 
meet' speak of $5 to $10 million. I do not understand whether the figure was 
m ant o indicate what's needed for projects which are ready or as a limit on 
IDA credits o I would not like to see a lind. tin figure. 
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Mr. de Wilde - The figure g ·ven in the minutes of the SEC meeting is only 
intended as background to give the order of magnitude of exp cted oper tions . 

M r . Knapt - Let ' s not concern ourselves about the amount. The question is, do 
we agree~t Turkey will get IDA credit at all . W don't have sufficient 
information available for a discussion on the amount. 

Mr. Collier - Is th que ion of changing the proposed IDA amortization policie 
discussabfe~ I rais this question after looking at the chedule of debt service 
on the existing Turkish debt . After 1972 the service ismther low. 

Mr. Knapp - ~ certainly have not clos d the door on fl xibility of IDA ter.ms, 
but the burden would be on the suggester of the change. 

Mr. Demuth - We have to assume that the present debt service schedule would be 
adjusted. 

Projects 

Mr. Knapt - On the projects, I think we should discuss them on an over-all basi , 
whether hey are suitable, and assum the amounts required for each would not 
exceed the total amount which w should be illing to finance by IDA. 

Since we have always maintained that IDB was our first interest in Turkey, I was 
surprised to see that the Area has not suggested an IDB operation. 

Mr. Adle - IDB still has funds from the xi ting $10~· lion DLF loan. They 
will not require additional funds until next year an inking of anoth r DLF 
loan then. If IDA mad a developr;tent credit to IDB · would probably be in 
substitution for a DLF loan. Also, ·IFC is considering investing in the IDB 
special equities fund . 

Mr. Knapp - It appears that they need eq~ty investment anyway. The small table 
in the Area paper indicates that the deb~equity ratio is too heavy, about 
6 to l now. · 

Mr. Demuth - The last Loan Agreement provided that the ratio would not exceed 
4 to 1. 

Mr. Knapp - From the figure shown here it is higher than that n~r. 

Mr. Wouters - Part of the DLF loan has not been cammitt d so that the ratio on 
the basis of outstanding debt was not as high as thato 

Mr. Knapp - That merely means that they cannot commit any more loans to avoid 
going over the limit. 

Mr. Wouters - TOD r cently made an end-use review and found th t the r tio was 
such that IDB still had room to operate for some -tim • 
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Mr. Rannn - The figure giv n in th Are paper for IDB loanSis not correct, it 
shoUld be a lot higher and consequently the deb equity ratio would be worse if 
the other figures ar correct. 

Mr. Aldewereld - It's true these figures are not correct, same of them h v 
been calcUlated at the old rate. 

Mr. KnaEt - e should certainly take another look at the deb~equity ratio 
picture ~ore deciding on anything for IDB. 

otherwise, I take it, they are doing ver,y well and do not need additional funds 
at this time. · 

J¥Ir • .Adler - That is correct. They are doing very well and will have enough 
fUnds with a new DLF loan to cover all their operations through the end of 1961. 
However, the new DLF loan may be tied to u.s. projectso they do not 
If it were, IDB would probably come to u for a loan to cover the non-dollar 
requirements of their customers. 

Mro de \vilde - The developnent of the private sector i extrem ly important to the 
grOWth of th Turkish economy, therefore, IDB should have all the resources it 
needs to provide th private sector with adequate capital. Since the othe~ 
projects are not ready now and IDB is so important, I think it should be considered 
now. 

Mro Adler - IDB doesn't want any money now and the fact that we are now proposing 
other projects does not mean that we would oppose a loan to IDB next ye r. 

o Knapp - If they are in need of non-dollar resources, why don't we go ahead 
now? I rum not arguing to drop the other projects, I think should push all 
three and I think that if offer d IDA funds, they would jump t the opportunity. 

Mr. Adler - I think they would prefer to get IFC funds on an equity basis. 
Mr. Garner has b n talking about an investment of .5 million. 

Mr. Demuth - Fran what you describe, it ppears that thi is ce y a place 
for a mix of IFC in the equity fund and IDA credit for loans to IDB's customers. 

Mr. Lejeun - The recanm ndations of the Area paper were designed to get started 
on the two small projects and not to prevent a credit to IDB. 

Mr. Knapp - We understand, but I am not satisfied that IDB does not need more 
resources now, particularly in view of the non-dollar purchases which ·n not 
be financed by th DLF loan. 

Mr. Adler - They don't lmcw that yeto The new DLF loan hasn't even been 
discussed and they won 1t exhaust the present DLF loan until next yearo Therefore 
they haven't talked to DLF yet. The present DLF loan is not tied to dolla 
purchasesand IDB will assmne untll told otherwise that a new DLF 1 an would be 
on the same tenns as the present one. 

The existing resources of IDB are being used ver.y slowly. Principally because 
of the lack of local currency funds to finance the local currenc.y portion of 
projects financed by IDB. 
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Mr. KnaPp - All right, We should be sure that they do not need or want funds. 
If th y do, we should give IDB a ver.y high priority. 

Mr. Lejeune - I agree with that, but I would not like to give the Tur the ide 
that we were not interested in the other projects. 

Mr. Rucinski - I assume that in talking about IDB they are considering a Bank 
loan since we have never previously considered IDA ere its for development banks. 

Mr. Knapp - I don't think your ssumption is cor~ct If development banks are 
the high t economic priority and the creditworth situation of the country 
demands IDA financing, why should IDA not finance development banks? In Turkey 
we consider IDB of the very highest priority. 

Mr. Rucinski - Granting IDA credits through development banks will lead to 
demands fr other countries, which demands I would consider unfortunate. 

Mr . Knapp - We must remember that Turkey is not a blend situation. In India or 
Pakistan, which are, the decision to make Bank loans to development bank 
institutions and ID development credits for other projects makes sense, but in 
Turkey we have decided that no Bank money should be mad available, leaving only 
IDA funds which should go to the project with to priority, which happens to be 
IDB. I don't think anybody agrees with you that development bank must be 
excluded as borrowers of IDA. 

Mr. Hoffman - I agree and I am glad to know that this is the general bel ef 
particularly as w should not turn down such an old and good borrower as IDB 
when it is a project of the highest priority. 

Mr. Cargill - We are proposing an IDA credit for a development bank in Chin ~ 

Mr. Knaw - If India were not creditworthy for Bank loans and a development bank 
were the project of top priority, would Mr. Rucinski recommend that IDA not lend 
to the Development Bank? 

Mr. Rucinski - I would try to get them help fran DLF or somewhere else. If we 
i ve IDA funds to development banks, I am afraid that no p,overnment will acce t 

less than 50- year payment and the other easy terms of IDA for aid to development 
banks . 

Mr . Knapp - That is true of alh IDA operations. 

Mr. Rucinski - We should think of other ways of solving the problem. As 
example of the difficultie we create, the Pakistan GOvernment want long-term 
loans for PICIC because of their present balance of payments situationo Our 
position opposing this request would be senously jeopardized if IDA were to 
grant a cr dit to IDB. 

Mr. Knapp - If the PakistaniS are vlLling to say that they are not creditworthy 
for Bank loans, then I am sure we oula consider giving them IDA credits for 
PICIC. 
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Mr. Rucinski - The needs for IDA funds are sb Jhigh and the amounts available 
so limited that we should be sure to have the most important projects . I 
should think we could find something else in Turkey which would be more suitable. 

Mro Knapp - Does anybody else share Mr. Rucinski's doubt about IDAi credits to 
development banks? 

Mro Aldewereld - I have one concern. We are considering IDA credits because of 
our doubts over the long- ter.m balance of payments problem so I don't understand 
how a customer of IDB can take the risk of being able to acqu!re foreign exchange 
over a long period of time. 

Mr . Rucinski - That isn ' t the problem because the customer repays in a much 
shorter per~od and only has the risk during the period of his loan. 

J 
Mr. Demuth - Actually is not a foreign exchange problem for the customer of IDB 
but merely the determination of the amount of local. currency that IDB borrowers 
would have to pay. 

Mr. Knapp - In view of the balance of payments prospects; perhaps the Government 
shoUld take the exchange risk but I would assume that normally the custpmer would 
take risk as part of pis normal business . 

Mr. Adler - On Bank loans the Central Bank bears the risk. 

On the projectsJI don't think we should wait until the Turks come to us . There 
is much to be gained by our connnencing to examine projects as I think this will 
speed up the presentation by the Turks of many projects which might be worthy 
of consideration. 

Mr. Knapp - I agree there is a clear case for expediting matters particularly 
in view of the desi e to speed up IDA operations and I think we should push 
ahead as fast as we can, bearing in mind the fact that we may have a constitu
tionality problem. 

In vieli of this desire to go ahead, why does the mission only recommend a few 
projects? 

Mr. Adler - Our instructions were not to look at the projects, the few mentioned 
fiere came up in spite of this. 

Mr. Knapp - Are you sure, having not looked at all, that you have t e· best? 

Mr. Adler - I think that irrigation is most important in Turkey and that we 
shotlld go ahead with it. They are preparing many small irri~ation projects which 
will come along a lot faster if we send someone there to help them with their 
preparation. 

Mr. Lejeune - We must remember that this present exercise~s to bring Turkey out 
of cold storage to cammence IDA operations and not for purposes of producing an 
investment progr~ . We would have ~ send another mission to work out a programo 
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Mr. Knapt - I understand, but I think that an irrigation project could be a test 
mBde1 bo h for us and for the Turkso Its successful conclusion should speed the 
others. 

Mro de Wilde - I agree on the basis of the information that we have seen that 
the three projects we discussed today would be of the highest priority if the 
whole range of projects had been examined. 

Mro Rucinski - I question whether the electric power project is of sufficiently 
high priority to justify IDA financing since they can get the required funds 
from other sources. 

Mr. Lejeune - The situation in Turkey is such today that we are not tdlling to 
put in money on conventional terms nor recommend that anybody else does. 

~~ 
Mro Hoffman - Is it true that financial help other than~IDA basis is out of the 
question Isn't there some possibility for suppliers• -credits for things like 
this? 

Mr. Adler - The Minister of Finance is tr,r.ing, and,is, reducing the external 
public debt as much as possible and he is now controlling the state enterprises 
so that they don 1t increase the debt ~ehind his back, but I am sure that he will 
have to refund and roll over some of the existing debt. So we cannot say that 
there will not be more suppliers> credits. There probably will be more as the 
suppliers agree to refund their existing debts and it might be possible to get 
money for this project. 

Mr. Kna~p - As the electric project is a small fragment whiCh probably could be 
finance by suppliers' credits, is not particularly attractive and certainly not 
a model for future operations_, )~bile not enthusiastic, I am willing to go ahead 
because (1) it is a way to ge~ us started in Turkey and (2) it is connected with 
the Seyhan dam project which has high priority. 

Mr. Demuth - Do you mean unattractive or merely unattractive for IDA? 

Mro Knal) - Unattractive generally. The overhead costs, for instance, are too 
high, i s a waste of manp6wer. If we could find some other project perhaps 
we can drop this latero 

Mr. Walstedt - There are other power projects which will come along when their 
program is completely prepared but they are not ready for presentation at the 
moment. 

}~o Knapp - I would recommend that we look for something that would be less 
costly to handle. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Tuesday, May 21 1961 at 3:00 p .m. in Roam 927 

NICARAGUA 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-

Sir William Iliff - I don ' t intend to discuss this afternoon the question of 
hether this project should be financed by the Bank or IDA. That is a question 

that will h ve to be settled on broader considerations than the poStion of 
Nicaragua . Therefore the discussion will be confined to the project. 

On the project, I am concerned because the legislation will go into effect if 
50% of the farmers in the area participate but the technical report suggests that 
as a condition of effectiveness for the Bank loan, evidenc should be received 
that "a substantial and, in any case, not less than the legally-required number 
of armers in the project area are prepared to participate on a basis satisfacto
ry to the Bank. u 

Mr. Reid - In order to establish an irrigation district, a decree is required 
and the decree ould not be effective until 50% of the farmers have agreed that 
their land should become part of an irrigation district. The percentage of 
farmers needed to form the district is their political problem. ~e have told 
them that e are ver.1 concerned over the extent of participation of the farmers 
because enactment of the legislation has taken so rna~ months and the farmers 
are cynical about whether the district will ever be formed and, if so, whether 
it will be any good. Therefore we want to be sure the farmers will participate 
willingly before we go ahead. 

Mr. Cancio - Actually there would be two laws: a general law to provide for 
the establishment of irrigation districts setting forth the principles on 
which they ould be established and a second specific la for the establishment 
of each district. 

Sir William - Assuming that the 50% participation is obtained and that the 
aecree establishing this district goes forward and then we say that the parti
cipation is not adequate, I think we would be in a bad way. 

Department Heads - Agreed. 

Mr. Schmidt - I agree but I think that the proviso in the report was intended 
to refer more to the basis on which the farmers came in rather than to the 
number in excess of 50%. 

Mr. Reid - The success of this project d pends upon the willingness of the 
farmers to enter into it with the proper enthusiasm. The mere acceptance of 
half the farmers does not mean success . 

Sir William - Then the decree is wrong. 
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Mr. Reid - Under the law, if 50% of the farmers vote for the establishment of 
the district, all must came in but the actual uecess would depend upom their 
willingness. vle are thinking in terms of about two-thirds to determine whether 
the project will be a success but we don't want to put a figure on this because 
it depend s upon not how many 1 but who. If' the influential fanners in the 
community 1 cated in the center of the project are enthusiastic it will be 
successful. If the lower-status farmers on the edges of the area refuse to join, 
the effect upon the ultimate success of the project will be considerably less. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Th ltrouble is that the decree does not cover quality of the 
fanners but only quantity. 

Sir William - I should think that we should be willing to accept 50% of the 
farmers and 50% of the land. We certainly are going to be in trouble with the 
Nicaraguan Government if we agree to the proposed legislation now and refuse to 
make a loan effective later. 

Mr. Rucinski - Do we intend to tell the Nicaraguans how we proposed to judge 
whether we consider this participation satisfactory? 

Mr. Reid - We have already told them that we are concerned about this and would 
want to be satisfied that a representative number of farmers (and an adequate 
percentage of the area), including the influential were prepared to enter into 
the operation. 

Sir William - The danger is that we would end up with an abortive loan. 

Mr. Reid - The Government knows that they must pass the legislation and get the 
participation of the farmers to a decree satisfactory to the Bank before we are 
prepared to go ahead and make the loan effective. The trouble is they cannot 
get the farmers' approval to participate until they have a L w and something 
from the Bank. The farmers are skeptical aoout the Government ever doing 
anything. Eventually the farm.e rs -vdJ.l be asked to vote on the formation of a 
district but without something concret it is questionable whether an objective 
vote is possible. 

Mr o Aldewereld - This trouble is inherent in every situation where there is no 
previous experience with irrigation. The success of the whole operation depends 
on the willingness of farmers to come into it. 

Sir l•lilliam - It seems to me that you have the cart before the horse. These 
questions should be settled before we made a loan. 

Mr. Aldewereld - We had the same worry. This question has already been put to 
them, but all depends upon the farmers. The Goverrment needs the Bank's signa
ture to get the farmers started moving. There is th risk that the farmers would 
not participate after the loan is signed. 

Mr. Schmidt - This is a risk we have to take. e have to accept the judgement 
of the expe~s that this risk isn't very great and they also say that if we 
refuse to make the loan before the farmers have came in~ that will WTeck the 
deal because the farmers will think that we are backing out and that the whole 
th · would collapse o 
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Mr. de Wilde - I don't quite understand what the difficulty is about deciding on 
a number or percentage that would have to join to satisfy the Bank. On the 
basis of the data given in the report ; would think that it would be correct to 
·say that if two-thirds of the fanners '#\two~~:~irds of the land had joined, there 
would be sufficient representation to assure~enough of the influential farmers 
with properly located farms would participate in the project. 

Mr. Aldewereld - It is true we thought rougbly of using that figure but to give 
us more leewaywe did not want to make a definite requirement. 

Sir William - I favor 50% of the farners and 50% of the land. 

Mr. Cargill - Why do we have to have a loan before the legislation? 
. ~ 

Mr. Cope - The requirements of the Law and of the Bank will~ave to be the same 
necessarily. There is no reason why we have to use the 50%. On the question 
of the quality of the farmers, I am just not qualified to answer. On the 
question of whether we should decide now or wait until the project is S3t up, I 
am inclined to think that there should be legislation befor we make a loan 
but again I do not know much about it and think that the views of the Area, which 
has a closer grasp of this problem, should be weighted heavily in making this 
decision. If the Area feels that there are sufficient reasons for ~oing ahead 
before the legislation, I would be inclined to accept their belaef. 

Mr. Cargill - What are the reasons? 

Mr. Reid - We could not make a commitment before there was a district. The whole 
thing might drop. 

Sir William- I would not be sorry if we did break off. I would be happier to 
see the legislation and the results of a census of the farmers on participation 
in the project before deciding whether we go ahead. 

Mr. Schnli.dt - I suggest as an alternative we agree to negotiate the documents 
before the legislation and the census as an e amest of our intent but do not 
send the loan proposal to the Executive Directors until these things have been 
done. 

Mr. Broches - I am told by the experts that all farmers have to receive bribes 
and be coaied to do what is right, therefore the suggestion that the farmers 
have to have something in hand before proceeding is not shocking to me but I 
am not in a position to judge whether in this case they need something from the 
Bank before they start. I do agree with Mr. Cope that it isn't neoessar.y to 
make the Bank's requirements coincide with the legal requirements. 

Sir William- If the participation of 50% of the farmers is not sufficient for 
our purpose, I question whether the project should go forward at all . Should 
they be doing it? 

Mr. Schmidt - The 50% is just a mechanism to start the project to get everybody 
iD. It does not mean that only 50% are in favor once it gets started. The same 
system is used in the U.s. for s chool districts and in the West for irrigation 
districts. 
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Sir William - Let us assume thst we are -prepared to give a moral commitment to 
make a loan if the census of the farmers shows a sati factor,y pereentage of 
willing participants. What would be the reaction of the Nicaraguans? 

Mr. SChmidt - I think it would be better and safer to have negotiations in order 
to set the issues down clc::arly on paper, but to tell them that we would not put 
the documents to the Executive Directors until the legislation had beeh passed. 

Mr. Rucinski - Do they really want a loan? You don't have to have negotiations 
to reach agreements on the variou points. !f they are really interested in a 
loan there isn't any reason why they could not get started on it. I wonder 
whether the priority of this project is so high that other projects could not 
be substituted for it, which did not v thi question, particularly as there 
are other difficulties. 

Sir William - Let us hold the other difficulties for the moment. I would be 
willing to go ahead on the basis of Mr. Schmid 's suggestion. 

**** 
Para. 20 of the Technical Report shows that the present net value of production 
is 378 cordobas per hectare whereas paras. 49 and 50 say the total of amortiza
tion and operation char es for the farmers would be SS6 cordobas per hectar , 
meaning that production would have to treble in order to keep earnings for the 
farmers at their present level. Is thj' great increase requir d ossible? 

Mr. Reid - Because this is the first irrigation district, there is the possibi
lity of high-return intensive farming of bananas, sugar and vegetables, produc
ing sufficiently high returns to enable the farmers to meet the charges. We 
have already cut down on th~ est· tes of the returns as w w re s hat 
concerned about thi also. e 1lave already informed the Government that the 
farmer might have trouble in meeting these pa · nts. Th Government wants to 
run the operation in a businesslike way and insisted on the charges to cover 
all the costs, however, payment by the farmers could be extended over a longer 
period of time. We did not press this as we did not wish to encourage the 
Government at this time to back away from their commercial approach. 

Mr. Schmidt - The charges actually are l~rer than the present charges on private 
~rrigation systems in Nicaraguao 

Mr. de Wilde - Doesn't this whole question depend on how rapidly and how well 
the arme take to irrigation farming? If th~ understand th oper tion, the 
returns might well be sufficient to meet the charges as envisaged but if they 
have difficulties adjusting to the new fonn of agriculture ther may be diffi
cultieso 

Mr. Reid - There is some pump irrigation now but most of the fanners are going 
to have to learn the new operation, consequently a big training effort will 
start in the first year of the irrigation district. There is a chance that the 
payments will have to be delayed. 

Sir William - Has the Gove nt said that they would agree to extend payment? 
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Mr. Reid - We have discussed this matter with them and their attitude was to try 
on the basis proposed; the payments can al ays be later if necessary. 

,'u..~ 

Mr. de Wilde - I also share Sir William's skepticism about the ability of the 
farmers to meet the payments as scheduleCB.. It may be that payments will have to 
be revised and the production built up to the ultimate return mor8 slowly than 
envisaged in the report . 

*if-*** 

Sir William - Re parao hl, would the local currency costs to be financed by the 
Government be under ··a contract? 

Mr. Reid - Yes, and the contract would have to be acceptable to us . 

Mr. de Wilde - In para . 5 of the covering memorandum, I question whether the 
statement that the "percentage held in large holdings is not extreme" is enti ly 
accurate . This depends on one ' s measure of what is extreme. I have calculated 

that 1% of the people own 40% of the land. Also the statement that the invest
ment in the project is to be fully repaid by the land-owners who benefit from 
the project is of doubtful value as the report does not say how much of the 
increased return the Government would get . I presume that the landowners would 
get the bulk of the increase so the statement made is not meaningful. 

Possibly consideration should be given to raising the charges to increase the 
Government ' s share of the increased return or to redivide the property. 

Mr. Schmidt - We considered this problem and decided against urging redivision 
of the property because we felt that the distribution of the land was not too 
inequitable and we were anxious to get the project started. We felt it was 
better to get this under way because it will help the economy rather than to 
hold it ~P aiting revision of the land ownership pattern. 

How~ver, because of the problem we thought the Government should explore the 
possibility of other irrigation projects in order to develop aw soon as possible 
more land for the use of the people . 

Mr. de Wilde - I am not urging land reform at this point . It may be that the 
large holdings are the most economical sizeo I was merely raising the question 
whether the percentage of the Government's take in the return should be increased. 

Sir William - I suggest that in putting this project forward, you merely say 
that on balance you have concluded that the Bank should not require any change 
in land ownership as a condition to financing the project and leave it at that 
without going into the det~ls that you have presented in the paper since they 
are subject to question. 

Mr. Schmidt - The land distribution in the area of the proposed irrigation is 
not extreme compared with the situation in the rest of Latin Americao 
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Sir William - It is certainly extreme in comparison with condition in Indi and 
Pakistan. 

***** 
On the problem of the large holding of th Somoza family, I think we have to 
tell the Executive Directors of thi situation. 

Mr. Broches - I arn told that the Somoza family is in everything and it would b 
difficUlt to find anything in Nicaragu loThich did not r i this probl m. 

Mr. Bochensld. - They are in many th principally cattle, shipping, ports, 
t xtiles, sugar and, to a 1 sser extent, land. However, this project was not 
picked because of the interest of the President in this area. The lamd was 
p~cked by FAO expert aft r a long study and survey. 

Mr. Reid - It is correct it was not picked for that r ason and the int rest of 
the President was known fr m the very beginning. Thi fact worri d Mr. Ti ton, 
leader of FAO mission. With this in mind he looked for t r a as before 
de iding n thi particular one o 

Mr. de ilde - The interest of the President will probably lead to criticism of 
the Bank but I think the Bank will just have to be prepared to take the criti
cismnand-point out that this is the best re nd that lots of other farmers 
unrelated to the President stand to gain by investment in thi project. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I am concerned that we would appear to be fo t ring arrange-
ment under which people will b ur ed or required to sell land that the President 
wants. Therefore the roposal is certainly not a good one. 

Mr. Cargill - If the project itself is s tisfactor.y I don't believe that the 
interest of the ~resident is such a problem that the l-rhole thing should be held 
up. 

Mr. Cope - I agree that the interest of th President hould be fully disclosed. 
I am not ver.y enthusiastic about this operation but I think it would be hard 
to turn down at this point. 

Mr. Rucinski - I agree that it is too late to turn it down but wonder if it is 
of such high priority that it is impossible to consider substituting something 
else. It has been said that w can ' t find anything el e that Somoza is not 
connected td th but I believe the fact that this is a land project makes it 
particularly subject to criticism because the land reform question is delicate. 
I would prefer something else if e could find ito 

Mro Aldewereld - Despite the troubles we foresee in getting the project started, 
it is not a bad projecto The problem of the land holding and Samoza ownership 
is an unfortunate one but it is one that we have been aware of from the very 
start and I think it is too late to raise thi question nowo 
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Mr. Broches - I don't find it an attractive situation not so much because of 
Somoza but because of the large holdings of a few peo ae, but I don't see how 
we can get out at this point. 

Mr. Reid - On the question of the large holdings I should point out that three 
of the big holdings are on the outside edge of the area and consequently not of 
as great importance as they might be . Disregarding these, the large holdings amount 
to about a sixth of the irrigable property. This isn't anything like the 
situation in Dez where a few people owned the whole works. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I agree it is not as bad as Dez but there we had a lot of mental 
anguish before reaching a decision to go ahead and we did so in the hope that 
there would be a change for the better. 

Bir William - I will certainly have to put this situation to Mr. Black and warn 
him that there is a real likelihood of criticism. There is also a question , 
whether we should warn the Executive Directors before the project is presented 
to them formally. I vrlll first talk to Mr. Black. I would certainly prefer to 
have President Samoza go ahead and finance this project with other resources 
and we could take something else. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:05 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Monday1 April 241 1961 at 4:30 p.m. in Room 1006 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-17 

IDA Development Credit Regulations - Article III 

Sir William Iliff ~ We have not circulated to the SLC the Articles considered 
at the previous meetingo Section 3o02 has been discussed with the Executive 
Directors of the U.K., France, Netherlands, Germany and the u.s. All are ready 
to go along with the Section as drafted. If Art. III is approved by the Starr 
Loan Committee, the Credit Regulations, amended to meet the Committee's points, 
will be presented to the Executiv Directors for approval. 

S ction 3.01 

Mro Rucinski - This is the same as the Bank? 

Mr. Broches - No. Loan Regulations provide that the borrower must make efforts 
to arrange for payment in the currency or the supplier's country. This section 
is in accordance with the procedure generally followed in the Banko 

***** 
Mr. Cope - We agreed in the last meeting on more general langu.ag in Article IV 
to cover disbursements made on the basis of a percentage or total expenditures 
as well as the List of Goods. I suggest that Article III should be modified 
similarly for consistenc.y. 

Mr. Broches - We have cut down Article IV considerably in accordance with the 
recommendations of the Staff Loan Committee and 3.01 is not inconsi tent with 
Article IV as it now reads. 

***** 
Mr. Rosen - How will it be possible to maintai the plan of pro.!:!.:!?! distribu
tion of currencies without agreement with the borrower on the currencies to be 
disbursed~ 

Mr. Broches - As we can buy on currency with another we will be able to maintain 
the pro !!!! feature in the use of currencies even though we might disburse only 
a few currencies. 

Mr. Rosen -Why go through the purchase; the Borrower could do that? 

Mr. Cavanaugh - It is easier for the Borrower if we do i'b. 

We agreed earlier that IDA would undertake the conversion task and would accept 
any profit or loss on the transaction, to ease the burden on the borrowerso 
This provisio merely carries out that decision. 
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Section 3.02(a) 

Mr. Broches - Mr. Cope has suggested that we change this from passive to active. 
1 suggest: "Th Borrower shall repay the principal amount of the Creti t in any 
currencr.y or currencies of members of the Association whiCh the Association 
determines to be freely convertible or freely exchangeable for currencies or 
other member or the Association for the purpooes of its operations." 

Section 3.02(b) 

Mr. Rose - In applying this section, if there were a change in the value of 
one currency, would there be a change in the amount repayable? What is meant 
by "major currency"? I don't expect answers to these questions. I merely 
raise them because I think they will come up when we discuss this provision 
with borrowers and they may be raised by the Executive Directors. 

Mro Broches - They have already come up in our discussions with certain of the 
EXecutive Directors. The point is that we do not want. a gold clause and thereby 
put a burden on the borrowers. We are merely providing that if anything happens 
which may be burdensome, the Association will take a look. 

Mr. de Wilde- If a borrower's assets are held in sterling and sterling decreases 
in value, I take it that this provision will help the borrower. 

Sir William - No. If the change in value means a heavier burden on the borrower, 
we Will consider the matter, taking into account all the factors, to decide 
whether something should be done. 

Mr. Rosen -Would a 10% reduction in the value of the dollar, for instance, 
represent a heavy burden? 

Mr. Cavanau~h - Probably not. If linnish marks became completely valueless, th 
effect on t e borrowers would be less than 1/2 of 1%. There would have to be 
a weighted calculation taking into account the amount of the currenc.y in the 
IDA funds to reach a decision as to the burden, if any. 

Mr. Rosen - A 10% reduction in the value of the dollar would be a much bigger 
burden on Brazil than on Ceylon, for instance. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - That is right, but Brazil would be hurt for several reasons 
other than repayment to IDA. 

Hro Rosen -We are trying to provide for relief in the event of a change in the 
par v~lu of a currenc.y. But, by doing it across the board in a general way, I 
don't think the language accomplishes the purposeo The consideration by IDA of 
a reduction in the value of the French franc on a weighted basis does not help 
Morocco much •• They would be hit full force if all their reserves were in French 
francs and the value of the franc were reducedo 

Mr. Broches - The provisi6n is not intended to deal with that problem. We are 
oDly trying to keep away from a gold clause and to keeBropen the possibility of 
8fving the borrowers s0100 relief if devaluation of oneJmore currencies justifies. 
The Bank Regulations certainly would not help Morocco. 
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Mr. Rosen - Couldn't w make the language more general so t hat forocco could 
be helped? 

1r William -We have left it open for IDA to decide what to do i any particular 
case, but !n any event the burden would not be increased. 

Mr. Cope - The question is whether it would be applied discriminatorily. The 
answer that Mr. Broches has gi en is that it would be applied across the board 
without discrimination. 

Sir William - The language as drawn is not discriminatory, nor was it intended 
to be. BY "major currencies" we had in mind currencies in international trade 
which we hold (which would exclude Indian rupees). 

However, the provision as it now stands leaves the question entirely open and 
would even enable the Association to make distinctions between countries on the 
basis of how hard they are hit by a devaluation. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - The key phr se is ~ich in the opinion of the Association." 

Mr. Rosen - ould the Board pass on this? 

Sir William - Yes. 

Mr. de Wilde - The trouble is going to be in applying and explaining this. 

Mr. Rosen -We could only assure the borrowers that they would not be hurt by 
!"E. The question is explaining how much they would be helped by it. 

Mr. Cope - In practice I believe we will have to give the sam treatment to all 
borrowers. 

Mr. Broches - This provision is attempt to achieve the benefit of an index 
currency without getting into the complication of the index. 

***** 
Mr. Rucinski - Haw is the Association protected in case of currency value 
changes? 

Mro Broches - It is not protected. 

r. Rucinski - Don't aqy countries care about the erosion of the fund? 

Mr. Broches - No country has expressed care; probably because they will never 
get back any of their money anyway. 

Sir William - This is not any work of art, but .fault could be found with any 
proposal on this subject. 
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Section 3.03 

Mr. Rosen .... I wonder why we could not make the service ch~ge repayable in any 
convertible currencies, to avoid bringing dollars back into the picture after 
trying so hard to get them out. 

Mr. Broches· - We suggested dollars for the service charge, since it is to cover 
costs which are principally in dollars. There is an additional cost (2%) in 
conversion, of course. 

Sir William - I would agree to go along with convertible currencies. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - That is all right. Any convertible currency, as determined by 
IDA, woUld be acceptable. 

Mr. Broches - This would in effect then mean that this section would conf rm 
with section 3.02(a). I suggest that we change the present 3.02(a) to mae 
it 3.02, covering both principaL and service charge, and to make the present 
3.02(b), applying only to principal, a new 3.03. The present 3.03 would be 
deleted. 

Mr. Schmidt - Would the 3/4 of 1% service charge be calculated on the new 
principal amount in the event there was a recalculation of the amount due in 
accordance with Article III. 

Mr. Broches - Yes. 

Section 3.04 

Mr. Iverson - I question why the word "reasonably" is necessary in the last 
clause. 

Mre Broches - That is to furnish a basis for arbitration. Members should, I think, 
have the right to query whether the Association has been reasonable in determin
ing the value of one currency in terms of another. 

The m tin adjourned at 5:10 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 



Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Neeting held on 
Monday, April 17, 1961 at 11 :00 a .m. in Room 1006 

IDA Devel opment Credit Regulations 

CONFIDENTIA T..J 

SLC/M/61-1~ 

Mr. Broches - The Credit Regulations follow Loan Rer,ulations of the Bank except 
f or one major del etion, the Article on bonds; as Tras discussed with the staff. 

e can always later get bonds by agreement but we rould not have the right under 
the Regulations to ask for bonds . 

Section 2.04 

Mr. Rosen - ~Jhy is the last clause necessar,y? I think any type of prepayment 
would be satisfactory. 

Hrv Broches - This is only for purposes of determining where 'tve ·rould allocate a 
partial prepayment in absence of other agreement. 

Mr. D muth - I don 't see why this is needed . It is not conceivable that there 
vrould e prepayment on IDA credits . If the inconceivable happened, we c~ ld do 
what they l\Tanted. 

have to state that they have the right to prepay ev n though it is 

~~o Demuth - Then we could let them say to wh ·ch maturity to apply the prepayment o 

Mr . Broches - We could provide that , unless otherwise notified, prepayment would 
be allocated on a uro rata asis . It ould e s · · ler to chanee th entence 
to reg " ( · i) all or r-art o!" e rincipal amount of one or mor o.,:- such 
r.1aturities as spec fied by the Borrowe .n 

Section 4. 01 

Mr . Broches - This is the same as Loan Regulations . Mr. Cope has su~gest d 
mo e general language to over the credits disbursed on a percentage of total 
expenditure basis as well . 

Hr v Rosen - 4 . 01 (c) would require approval of the Board while (a) and ( ) would 
not . I question nutting these together . 

Sir Tvilliam Iliff - That is just an administrative problem. 

rro Broches - We could make a change in a proposed credit agreement so that the 
change, which I agree uould have to go to th Board, vrould go autonatically with 
the papers dealing ~it the proposed credit . There uou.ld e no diffic 1 ty about 
this o 
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Mr . Demuth - 4. 01 (b) gives me 'trouble because thP Boa d thinks "tore should be 
liberal on this pointo As drafted, these regulations would permit us to finance 
expenditures in the currency of the borrower but, presented as they are, as the 
exception to the norm, it may arouse an unfavorable reaction in the Board . 

Sir William - Since the Charter ru s up a red flag, this approach seems appro
priate . 

}~ . Demuth - This wording is too strong and the Board may attack ito I am only 
tal king psychologicallyo Mechanically,it is fine , but it may give the wrong 
impression. 

v~ . Broches - This is a mechanical point and local currency expenditures may 
be handled very simply by the List of Goods . The argument isn ' t good because 
this is all mechanics and not polic.y. Another suggestion would be to take the 
whole thing out and merely cover the right of the Borrower to withdraw according 
to the Credit Agree:roont . 

Sir Wi lliam - That is all right . Does evArybody agree with this • 

• Cavana rh - I am afraid that we then would go back too far on old items and 
too much into local currency financing . 

Mr. Broches - That still can be covered in the 6redit Agreement . 

Mro Cavanaugh - But it means that the basic ground rul s aren set down anywhere 
and we may go too far . 

Hr. Rosen - Actually the standard practice in the Bank is not as stated here 
but to go back and fi~nce items from the date when we really decided to go 
ahead with the project, not from the effective date . Th provision isn ' t right . 

Mro Cavanaufh - Historically, we were supposed to finance new, and not old, 
projects . ctually I agree we have not followed that practice but rrry question 
is vlhether we are going to stick to the policy that we have practiced. 

Mro Rosen • The sug~estions we are making now would not involve a change in 
pol icy and the removal of the section does not involve such a change . 

Sir William - Then we agree with Y~. Brodhes ' sugeestion. 

Section L.o02 

Mro Cavanaugh - We thought of making the same charge as the Bank, 1/2 of 1%. 

V~o Rosen - The situation isn ' t the same . Here we would not be holding borrowed 
mo~ y o the cost to us would not be the same . 

Mr . Broches - Also in the Bank we have a commitment charge in additiono 

Mr. Demuth - vlhen we make one of these c~itments it is the start of the 
ser~ce of IDA so Why not start to charge the service charge of 3/4 of 1%? 
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Mr. Broches - I aeree with 3/4 of 1% but I would like to keep th~m separate. 

!1r. Cope - I ~uestion the logic of arguing that this co~itment charge shmud 
be the same as the service ch rge since ve can invest the funds and therefore 
the return to IDA ·s different before disbursement and after. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - le cannot inv~~t them. The funds ere mostly in the form of 
non-negotiable notes . When t he Borrower gets a comrnitment he is getting the 
benefit of the credit right them and I agree the service should start at that 
time but I did not think I had enough support around here so I didn ' t suggest it . 

Mr . Demuth - I agree. Certainly the benefit would start when the commitment is 
ma e. 

All - Agreed. 

11r. Demuth - There is a consequent change in Section 2.02. 

Mr e~ Broches - I 'll change the last sentence by adding the lrord "same" before 
"rate' and deleting the rest of the sentence . 

Section 4.03 

Mr. Cope - The last sentence does not apply to IDA~ 

Mr. Br ches - It does not apply for the same reason as the Bank. For IDA , we 
don ' t ~ nt the large undisb r ed balance to show up when we try to go and get 
nev.r money. 

Mr. Cavenaugh - Also we don ' t want the Borrower to hold back on withdrawals for 
a long time with a view to possibly financing it somewhere elee and them coming 
in and cancelling. 

Section 5 o02 (c) 

Mr . Rosen - This covers the situation where the Bank prematures a loan but does 
not cover the situation her suspension under the Bank loan is impossible 
because disbursements have been completed but there has een default in payment 
under the Bank loan but the Bank loan has not been prematured . In such a case 
I think that IDA shonld be able to suspend. 

Mr. Broc'hes - VIe could change by ad·1 ing the Bank to (a) or by adding the thought 
to (c). We ' ll change (c) . 

Mr e~ Rosen - This does not make any distinct"on etween suspension for 30 days 
and suspension for 60 days . 

Mro Broches - That will be covered in the Credit Agreemento Also prematuring 
of the Credit Agreement is not covered here o We will put it in the Credit 
~greement in order to give us more flexibility. 
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Section 5. 02(d) 

Mr. D uth - Could not this be simplified? 

Mr. Broches - Noo The point is that rfborrower" and "Borro·rer" are not the same. 

Section 9.06 

Mro Broches - This is substantive ecause the Articles give the members the 
right to excltde Overseas Territories froM me~ ership in the Association if the 
members so desire . 

Section 9.07 

Sir 1 Tilliam - \'llhy is this needed? 

}~. Broches - It is needed to avoid spelling it out in all the Articles of the 
reement ana related documents. 

Articles III 
Currency Provis~ons 

Sir William - }~. Broches will explain that we have had talks with Executive 
Directors froM four countries: German, Netherlands, Fr noh and u.s. We 
sugge ted: (a) the amo t of the disbureement be relat d to the dollar value 
at the time of disbursement of the currency disbursed; (b) the r pa~nt be 
in ooverti le currencies in a ount of those currencies related to dollars at 
the time of repayment. 

The Executive Directors contacted did not like ito They aereed that in 
principle the repayment should be in c ertible currencies and that there should 
be some method of evenin~ out the impact of currency reva ations upon the 
vario s borrm1ers . 

Mr. Broches rill draft the Article· .. on the principi:es for further disc ssion with 
t e Executive Directors this afte oon. 

Mr . Broc~es - To restate the princi le, repayment is to e in any currency 
converti e in the op"nion of IDA . The Borrower and IDA wou d enter into 
~dministr~tive arrangements at the tim of signing to determine the currencies 
to be re~ aid. The amount of the currency disbu ed lJ'OU d be measured in dollars 
at the tim of dis urc- ment . The renaym nt vro1l.ld be in terms of p,old dollars 
at the time of repayment vri.t'-1 two exceptions: (a) if there is a un·"form reduc
tion of all currenc · e R, the amount repayable under the credit '!irould. be reduced 
proportionatelyj (b) if there is a reduction in the value of one major currency, 
for instance dollars , in the eyes of IDA then the emount of the repayment T·"ill 
be reduc d proportionately, proporti0nate to the amount of the funds of that 
currency to the total £unds of IDA. 

Articles III will also state that IDA determines the equivalent and certain 
other "border plate" rom the Loan Regulations. 
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Sir William - The problem is that all the Executive Directors will ~ant to go 
back to their Governments before approving these Credit Regulations . T is 
hold- up will probably extend beyond the signing date for the Honduras credit . 
Our proposal is to make that one in dollars and give them the right to adjust 
later if they desire o In this 1-ray it t-J'ill not be necessary to complete the 
Regulations before the Honduras credit is neeotiated and sienedo 

Mr~ CavaP~ugh - Since Germany and Italy made their first payments in dollars, 
the first 1.vi thdrawals will be in dollars . If Honduras is the first to withdraw, 
the suggestion to make their agreement in dollars will be all right. But, it 
isn ' t a question of the first loan, it is a question of the first withdra~al. 

Sir William - After Mr. Broches ' revised draft has been discussed informally 
d th the same Executive Directors , we lvill have another SLC meeting to consider 
Article III. 

The meeting adjourned at 12:10 p. m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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SE ? 4 
Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meet ng h ~d on 
Wednesday, Anril 5, 1961 at 10 :00 a .m. in Room 1006 

MEXICO 

Creditworthiness 

CONFill N~IAL 

SLC/ M/ 61-1.5 

Mr . Schmidt - Mr . Samuel of Kuhm., Loeb had informed Hr . Black t at they h d been 
asked t o f l oat large loan, coordinated with a Bank lending operation, to 
finance pmrer development in Mexico . Mr. Black had replied that the Bank was 
not interested in joining this operation as long as Mexico maintained its present 
stand on rates, but if Mexico took the action on rates requesf.ed by the Bank, 
the Bank would e willing to Make power loans or enter into Jjoint operation 
with Kuhn, Loeb . 

Mr . Knapp - T e credit~rortl • ss of Mexico is so good that thy c uld raise a lot 
of money in the market if they behaved themselves and took the necessary action 
on rates . While the Bank is preventing Mexico from orrowing at what may be 
favorabl e rates, I think we are serving Mexico ' s best interests in preventing 
them from doing so . I will discuss this matter with Hro Ortiz Mena, Minister 
of Finance and Public Credit, at the meeting of the economic mission for Latin 
America in Caracas, taking into ccount what is decided here today. 

Sir illiam ili ff - What is the status of the fore~ exchange reserves? 

Mr o Dominguez - They amount to ~420 million, the equivalent of 11 months of 
goods ~ports or about five months of goods and services o 

Appraisal of Action Taken on Power Rates 

Mr . KnaP+n - All agree that the actions taken have not been adequateo Mexico has 
defaulte on i t s obligation t o raise rates to provide a rate of return of 9% as 
measured by the Mexican formul a . We are now talking of a rate of return of 7% 
on t.e total investment in the properties of CFE, whereas the 9% commitment was 
on the major systems and was designed to off et lower earnings in the smaller 
systems and produce a rate of return of about 7% on the whole system, so actually 
ther has been no change in our requirement . I am not concerned here as to how 
they keep their ·books, but rather that there is a return of 7% calculated on 
our basis , which means including in the eorss income the "2% intero" paid by CFE 
and the 10% electrification tax on CFE ' s sales, using as the rate basis the 
revalued assets in operation and allowing for realistic depreciation of these 
revalued assets . 

r-~r . Schmidt - The CFE is now examining the whole account · ng systmrn and will 
pr obabl y come up with a revision which takes into account all that you have 
mentioned. I thi nk we sho ld suppor t this effort, but I don ' t think that we 
should make the adoption of the revised procedures a condition for a loano 

~~o Knapp - That ' s not my point . I am only talking about the determination of 
the rate of return on a basis which would nermit us to go .aheado I am not talk-
ing about how they keep their books . L 

Mr. Schmidt - We are in somewhat of a strange position in that we are not taking 
~nto account all of the 10% tax in calculat ing the rate of returno 
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Mr. Kriapp - Under our system of determ · ~ing a rate of return, a part of the tax 
goes to distr "bution and nart to generation and therefore the taxefust k n into 
account in calculating the rate of return on the investment in CFE ' s properties. 

Mro Matter - CFE is considering changing their method of calculating the rate of 
return c The valuation of the assets and the allOt-ranee for depreciation will 
probably not lead to argument but the question of the tax being included in 
reveneus will probably cause trouble since this item makes the most difference . 

Mr. Knapp - It is possible to divide the tax on the basis of the relative invest
ment in the assets of the t ,ro systems and, as counting the tax at all is a 
concession, I should not think it lrrould be difficult to ge their agreement. 
We do not have to agree with them as to the method of dividing the tax as long 
as we are satisfied with the rate of r turn calculated on the basis of our 
system. This does not Me~n that they have to adopt our calculation for purposes 
of keeping their books o 

In answer to Sir \villiam's question, we are concerned uith these pro lems of 
calculation of the rate of return in order to get CFE on a sound basis and to 
avoid future Gm~ernment contri~utions to new investment. 

Mr . Squire - Over a neriod of years CFE vrill develop into a very large operation 
and should rightfully be able to borrow on the local mark t . Our purpose is 
to make them operate on a sound commercial basis which will enable them to 
borrow. 

Hr. Rucinski - Why didn ' t they live up to their obl i gation under their last 
loan? 

Mr . Knapp - Mostly political reasons . 

Mro Cancio - The rate cove nt in the last l oan was not in the form of our usual 
rate covenant o It was based on per~ormance according to Mexican law and we 
received a letter to explain the co enant . The problem is one of interpretation 
of the Me .. ·can law. 

Mr. Schmidt - I agree that they did not act as they should have in fulfilling 
their obli gations under the 1958 loan but, on the other hand~ the.1 have not been 
as bad as we are inclined to stateo It ' s true that the Government which signed 
the letter did not act before the elections, which followed six months after 
the s "gning of the loanc However, the new Government, admittedly sl~rly, has 
now started to do something about the rate question. 

Mr. Broches - We certainly have groundsto believe that there will be some lag 
~n the raising of rates but there certainly has been a substantial increase in 
earnings . 

Mr. Rucinski How do we avoid the same trouble lie are now in? 
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Mro Knapp - We simply won ' t make aqy moves until we are satisfied with their 
actions . We 1vill have to rely on their word to increase rates to cover increased 
costs for fuel and labor and thus maintain the 7% ra of return. 

}tr . Rucinski - Is there any possibility that we may be askimg for more than is 
attainable . The 7% figure seems high compared with other countries and perhaps 
it is more than Mexico will be able to achieve . 

Mr o Knapp - The 7% seems reasonable to all who have considered this problem and 
has already been agreed. The Mexicans have not raised any objection to our 
po ition on this in the past, and as pointed out earlier, our position has not 
changed. 

Mr. Spottswood - The 7% fi~tre was arrived at by calculating the CFE's cash 
needs and working back to the rate of return required to meet these needs . 

Mr. Knap - On that calculation I have some questi n about para. 76 . Sub-para . 
3, on the generation of cash toward new investment, does not include the 10% 
tax and therefore it does them injustice . 

Mr . Matter - I agree that incl uding the tax 1 ould increase the percentage 
generated from earningsoand that they may object. Therefore we should 
recalculate this . 

Mr. Knapp - While we want a 7% return of investment calculated on our basis , 
I think we might consider some concession during the first few years when they 
are building up the plant . Otherwise rates have to be increased from year to 
ye r and then lowered at the end of the building period. 

Mro Squire - We must remember that they have a serious cash problem during the 
five years of construction and, therefore , I don ' t think we should make any 
concession. They can always _ duce the rates later if they prove to be excessive o 

Sir illiam - I f a 7% r te of return is agreed, what would happen to retail 
power rates? 

Mr . Knapp - Our position is that no increase in the wholesale return is any 
good if it is made at the expense of the retailers o The increased wholesale 
power rates must be passed on to the consumers. The increase in the consumers' 
rate would be a muc smaller percentage . But, of course, the consumers' rates 
s o ld e increased to cover the increased cost of the distribution conpanies 
as well as the increased costs of wholesale power . 

Mr. Matter - The recent increase of 54% in the CFE rates wottid equire a 10% 
increase in Mexlieht rates to pass this increase cost on to the consumers . An 
additional 15% increase would be required in the Mexli ht rates to cover the 
increase in its own costs and to put the company in good financial shape e 

Sir William - If all of this were done , what amount would be added to the 
consUMers ' bill? Isn't this the ractical problem for the Mexican Government? 

~~ o Schmidt - That ' s hard to determine . 
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Mr. Cope - vJe should really start from the retail end and determine the amount 
of revenue necessary to provide an adequate rate of return for the whole system 
on a consolidated basiso 

Mr. Matter - vJe have calculated that 7% return for both the investment of 
generation and distribution would mean raising revenues about 10% per annum for 
CFE and 3% for Hexlight. 

Mro Knapp - Mro Cope 1s com~ent relates to a point I was about to bring up. 
In the past we said that we would not make 2ny loans to CFE unless 
adequate rates were installed for both CFE and Mexlighto We had dealt with theM 
as separate systems .. and our interests were different for each. After nationali
zation of the Hexlight company the issue carne up again and vJe sort of backed 
away a little bit from our previous position. No~ we have the question again. 
Should we require adjustment of the retail rates, over and above the question of 
passing the increased CFE rate to the consumers, before going ahead with a CFE 
loan? 

Mr. Schmidt - I am still -vrorried trat part of the 10% tax docsn 't go over to 
Mexlight. 

Mr. de Wilde and other - That I don 1t understand as it was said earlier that 
we would allocate part of the tax to 1-lexlight o 

Mr. Knapp - I should explain that CFE collects the 10% tax, but in calculating 
the rate of return on investment for CFE, 1..re have included only one-third of the 
10% taxo However, as the proceeds of this tax are not actually given to 
Mexlight, we have not inCluded the other two-thirds in calculating the rate on 
the investment of the distribution system. Two-thirds of the tax has not been 
taken into account anywhereo 

Hr o Cope - That 1 s exactly vrhy I sur;eest a consolidation. 

Mr . Kn~p - I agree but we do "tr.e different systems to contend witho Certainly 
we sho d regard the two-thirds of the tax as part of the revenues for Mexlight~ 
no·r that it has been nationalize and incorporated in the Government's own 
system. 

Mro Broches - All of this is not an answer to your earlier question, although it 
has to e taken into consider.ation in reaching an ans1rrer to your questiono 1t1hile 
we did have a special objective in the past for looking at the various systems 
separa~, I agree now with Mr. Co e that there is no reason not to look at the 
system as tvhole . 

Mr. Schmidt - I suggest that we ask for a 7% return on all assets of the entire 
system, taking into account the 10% taxo 

Mr. Matter - vfe should e.lso take a look at the cash needs on a consolidated 
basis since the cash problem is very impcrtant . 

!1r. Knapp - All right, but this means a major recalculation on our part before 
we can do any c.lking to the Mexicans about anything. 
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Mr. Schmidt - I suggest that a rate lower than 7% on the investment be allowed 
during the first few years, as you mentioned earlier. 

Mr. Knapp- As I understand it, TOD wants a 7% return . on the entire system each 
year and the Area questions whether it should not be calculated over a loneer 
time period to take into account the lag in the building up of the load level . 
If the return dll eventually come up to the required level and stay there , I 
see no reason to raise rates to achieve this in each year and to lower them again 
to maintain the return at 7% . 

Mr. Squire - The cash problem is one that they have now, so the rates must go 
up to meet that problem. They can be dropped later if the rate of return 
exceeds the required amount . 

Mr o Knapp - The performance today has not been adequate because the rate 
~ncreases have not been passed on to the retail level . We will s on be asked 
what rate we would agree to . Therefore , we should make our calc tions now in 
order to be ready to answer this questiono The return should be 7% on the 
whole system calculated by our formula but not necessarily a 7% return each 
year as long as they have a program for building up to the satisfactory level 
over a short period of time . However, we would vTant to see the figures before 
deciding on any reduction from the 7% rateo 

Mr. Rucinski - Why 7%? 

Mr. de Wilde - There is a question on the justification of 7% as it has been 
stated that it was arrived at on the basis of the cash requirements . It might 
be different if there wer e no expansion program. 

Mr. Knapp - I don ' t really know why 7·%, but this figure has been worked out 
over a period of time and accented by all and I don ' t think we want to get into 
a long argument over the question you are raising . 

I think that 7% is a satisfactory figure but that we should be prepared to 
consider a propo~ al which falls short of 7% during an intPrim period to smooth 
out the curve of rate change while the system is growing~ However, I can ' t say 
how much the shortfall should be. 

Mro Squire - There are two questions : first , the amount of return we require 
as a starting point and secondly~ the problem of maintaining that rate of r t rn. 
I think the latter requires an automatic adjustment in rates nthr·the possi b:i:lrr.ty 
of-la ev r eview to cover increased fuel and wage costs . This should be covered 
by a covenant in the Loan Agreemento While it is something th8t we have not 
ever insisted on before it would be very desirable in this case . 

Mro Knapp - I agree that a covenant is needed on the maintenance of the 7% rate 
of retu~ but I question the wisdom of requiring that the rate of return be 
maintained in a particular way. I agree that the automatic adjustments in rates 
that you suggest without the necessity for an application is a desirable solution, 
but I don ' t think it 1s something we can insist upon. 
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Mr. Squire - If the Government wants to play ball with us they will have no 
difficulty on this requirement and would agreeo If th~ do not want to play 
ball, we should not be doing business . 

Mr. Knapp - I can ' t agree }(hat their refusal to agree to an automatic adjustment 
means that they are not ~ying ball . They may have other satisfactory reasons 
for not wanting an automatic adjustment . 

Mr. Broches - They ever said that an automatic rate of adjustment was not 
legally possible . This has been done in the u.s. for eas rates . What objection 
do they have to this? 

Mro Cargill - My objection is that it is too inflexible . 

Mr. Broches - I agree that there should not be a covenant but it is a desirable 
recommendation. 

Mr. Demuth - I think we should press as far as possible for satisfaction but 
this is not a point on which we would be willing to break . 

Mr. Squire - We did the same, I think, in Brazil. 

Mr . Knapp - We all agree that this is a fit:e idea, but we did not press for it 
in Brazi l . It ' s an arrangement th~t th~ have already; it wasn ' t done at our 
insistence . By insisting on your self- enforcing device, you are indicating 
that you do not trust the borrower to take the necessary steps to live up to 
the covenant to maintain rates at the level requiredo I don ' t think that this is a 
position that we can possibly take . 

Actually, I hope that they will do away with the tariff commission. In that wav 
you would achieve a solution to ypur problem. Perhaps that should be your 
condi tion. 

Mr. Broches and ~~. Cope - They still have to have a review of the rate 
increases by the Centre! Government . 

Mr. Matter - That would be provided through the membership of the Board of the 
Power Authority. Since the other Ministers sit on the Board, the Government 
would be in a position to review rate increases of the Power Aut.llority. 

Mr. de Wilde - An automatic incre~se in rates to cover wage increases raises 
the question of improper wage increases being passed on to the ultimate consumer 
without proper consideration. 

Mr. Spottswood - If there is no covenant on this point, do we get a side letter? 

MrG Knapp - The next step is for us to get their proposals. 
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Contr ct Bidding 

Mr. Knapp - It may be too early to discuss all thi as th whole situation may 
change before we reach the question, but it will probably come up in one form 
or another o we might as well revie it. The suggestion of TOD is , I take it, 
that a loan to CFE might be ade in the amount of 60 to 80 million to cover 
the foreign exchange and the foreign exchange component 
for the procurement on the basis of international bidding of goods not yet 
contracted for . 

However, there may not be 60- 80 million of procurement by the ti e we get in 
the picture. I suggest that we go to local currency purchases as we did in the 
case of the last po er loan in order to offset that part of the $60 80 million 
hich has been contr cted for by the time we lend. This ould mean picking up 

local supplies or mak the best competitive bid. 

Mr. Cope - This problem is complicated by the import tax. 

Mr. Matter - I agree we should watch the situation to be sure that the goods 
purchased locally are competitive without excessive tax protection but ~ main 
point is that the TOD position is too strong~. We should includ the purchases 
locallY which meet our requirements. These ar acceptable to the Mexicans and 
I understand that the pur chase hav been competitive. Al o, I don 1 t ee why 
we should xclude those items where a line of credit has been opened but 
purchases have not yet been made. 

Mr. Squire - There is only one of those case , a Fre cremit of 72 million. 
We have omitted that one in order to avoid offending the French. 

• Cavana gh - If finance the goods to be p chas out of the French line 
of credit, wouldn't we be violating the Bank' Al'ticle of Agre ment, given that 
this is a 14-year credit? 

Mr. Cope - W would not be taking business from the private market since the 
supplier ' credit are guaranteed by the Government and the price for the goods 
is h·gher because of the credit. The Mexicans would get better price if we 
financed the purchase. 

Mr. Rist - W should note that the rules of the Berne committee meeting are 
leaning toward much longer terms and the five-year suppliers' credit y be a 
thing of the past. Therefore, we may expect more and more of this typ of thing. 

Action 

Mr. Schmidt - On the question of timingj it may be six months or so before we 
can go ahead in which time we will rerun our f'igur s. 

Mr. Matter - Perhap we are over-estimating the effect of consolidating the 
figures and may, after doi g all the calculating, come up with the same requir -
ents h ~e now a rates, and will hav lost lot of time. 
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Mr. Knapp - That's what I meant earlier when I said that we should hurry in 
order to be ready to answer their questions. We agreed that we wouldn't be 
satisfied unless the whole system were cleared up. We don't have the figures 
now to ay what would be needed to give the 7% return on the total investment. 
I am not worried about delay because the Mexicans should ke the next ove. 
The,y have not done aQYthing about the rates. 

Mr. Schmidt - It they pass the rate to th distribution s.ystem, which they may 
do presently and accept 7% r turn then could we start to make a stuqyl 

Mr . Knapp - I say we should wait and hear their proposal. 

Mr. Squir - e could make a uggestion and see whether they could meet it. 

Mr. Schmidt. - We have sent a mission down there to look at the situation 
following the recent rate increas s and they expect some sort of comment follow
ing the report of that mi sion. 

Mr. Knapp - All right. We could tell them the bas± on which we are prepared 
to consider the whole question. 

The meeting adjourned at 1:00 Po • 

GMStreet/ d 



Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Friday, March 31, 1961 at 3 :00 p.m. in Room 1006 

ICELAND 

COUFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-14 

ES 

Mr. Knapp - The economic report was an interesting one. The Committee would 
first review Iceland's creditworthiness. A persuasive case had been made in the 
report and the SEXJ had agreed with its conclusions with some questions about the 
way the.r were expressed. 

The hot wat er project "would probably be sell-liquidating and make a net contribu
tion to the balance of payments. However, it had to be remembered that Iceland 
was a small country with a limited population and that the amount of lending 
proposed was fairly substantial in relation to Iceland's GNP, etc. 

He would like to repeat that the Economic Report was a clear and eff ective 
presentation. 

Mr. Diamond - He questioned the state nt in para. 102 of the report that it was 
a blemish on their record that the.y had been reluctant to subordinate the desire 
for rapid economic progress to the requirements of monetar,y stability. 

Mr. Cope - The report would be edited before tt went to Iceland. 

Mr. Knapp - He suggested that this statement should be removed in the revision as 
it might=oe lift ed out of context and misquotedo 

Mr. Cavanau~h - He questioned the increased consumer subsidies and the family 
allowances 1n para. 72. 

Mr. Cope - In their inflationar,y position there had been a link between the 
trade unions demands for increased ages and the rises in the ost of living and 
they had had to cover subsidies for food prices to prevent rises in wages. 

This statement could easil y be expanded to cover Mro Cavanaugh's point. 

}~. KnapE - He suggested that the explanation should be put in parenthesis. 

o Stevenson - He was not clear about their income t axes, see para. 59. 

Miss Zafiriou - They had a direct personal tax somewhat like the rates in England. 

Mr. Knapp - The Commit tee passed a $2 million vote of confidence in Iceland. 

Review of Projects 

Mr. Knapp - The Committee was only asked to look at the hot water project today. 

Mr. Lefort - They needed heat all the year round for factories as well as for 
residential buildings. 

Mr. Knapp - It was an unorthodox project. Did anyone feel that it should be 
opposed? 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - He could live with this proposal as a foreign exchange component 
was present in the project. He agreed with it. 

Mr. Kn~ - The foreign exc~ as~ect was an important consideration on the 
plus s e. 

The project might be considered similar to mining a fuel. 

He had no insuperable difficulty in accepting it. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - He had some question about para. )0. Was the report referring 
to the impact of the foreign exc~ge component? 

Mr. Knar' - They would have to import finished products (pipes, etc.) and raw 
materi s for fabrication. 

The report was not referring to the impact of the propensity of wage earners to 
b~ imported consumer goods. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - He did not understand the reference to 50%. 

Mr. Knapp - This meant 30% direct and 30% of 1(1/, which gave a total of 51%. 

mr. Cope - These figures were guesses at this stage. 

Mr. Knapp - Yes, but it was to be a foreign exchange loan and not a local currency 
one. 

Mr. Diamond - Why would we only finance 40% when 60% was required in foreign 
currency? 

Wo~ the rest of the funds be forthcoming? 

Mr. Lefort - There was a gap but Iceland expected to be able to fill it and it 
was des1rable that they should make an effort to get the money. Iceland had 
seemed satisfied with this proposal. They would obtain some financing from 
retained earnings and some from counterpart fundso 

Mr. Squire - They would still need 40 million kronurs after using the ihternal 
funds. 

Mr. Lefort - The project would take four years. 60 million kronur would come 
from earnings in the system, 25 million kronur from PL 480 counterpart in 1961 
and 80 million !ronur from the Bank. This gave a total of 165 million kronur 
leaving a 3 5 to 40 million gap. 

The gap might possibly, if necessar,r, be covered by the use of more funds from 
PL 480 counterpart. The.y were not sure they would get this counterpart in 1962-63. 

Mr. Knapp - The covering of the gap should be left for the negotiations and he felt 
that the negotiators could feel free to go up to $2o5 nd.llion. 

Mr. Cavanaugh -\~ere would the goods come from? 
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Mr. Lefo:et - The pipes would come from Germany and maybe from the U.K. 

Mr. Cavanaugh -Would the goods come from member countries? 

}~. Lefort - We expected so. 

Mr. Stevenson - What sort of List of Goods would we have? How would we know 
where they were bought? 

Mr. Coill: - V'le would have the same problem that we often had and it would not be 
partie ar to this pr~ject. 

Mr. Rosen - Re the foreign exchange savings of the project, were the people who 
were @etting hot water already getting a service involvdmg the use of c oal? 

Mr. Lefort - They now heated with fuel oil. The amount of fuel imported cost 
approxunately 14 million a year. They would save about 8% of this amount. 

Mr. Armstrong -We could notsay what proportion would be ir/savings and what would 
go in lij)ansion. 

Miss Zafiriou - They would connect 30, 000 more people to the system and there 
woUld also be new construction to be connected. 

Mr. Knapp - In any case it was a fairly sound assumption that household beating 
would be fairly high in their family budgets. 

Mr. Rosen - H thought perhaps there might be an overstatement of the actual 
saVJ.ngs. 

Mr. Armstr ong - We did not have information on the cost to the householder of 
making use of this system. There would be some additional import component if 
they converted from hot air heating. 

Miss Za!iriou - We had been told that the project would make a big saving in its 
installation in existing construction. 

Mr. Knapp - Re the covering Memorandum, p<!ra. 8 (ii), the question of the priority 
of the project in Bank lending was not covered. 

Mr. Cope - (i), (ii) and (ii£) could be rearranged in a different ordero 

Mr. Knapp - We had been over (i) and (ii) and could pass (iii) with a vote of 
confidence in the Area Department to keep in touch. 

Mr. Cope - The mission had not had a chance to investigate figures and amounts 
but wanted to get the approval of the Committee to the general idea and would get 
more exact figures late • 

Mr. Knapp - He agreed and proposed that the recommendations should be left as the,y 
were f or t he present. 

The meeting adjourned at 3:35 p.~ 

GMStr eet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
ednesday, March 221 1961 at 11 :00 a .m. in Room 927 

JOINT LENDING DISBURSEt1ENT PROBLEMS 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61- 13 

Mr. Cavanaug - Before starting, I merely want to say that the Memorandum we 
are considering is not intended to cover all of the problems involved but, I 
think it does help to point out the need for discussion on this problem in order 
that the Bank ' s policy can be established before the ouerations start and the 
Loan Officers concerned will have the proper guidance to negotiate . While we 
can, I think, establish some general policies, I feel that the arrangements made 
for each operation will have to depend upon the circumstances of the particular 
operation. 

Perhaps the most important question raised ~y the Memorandum is that of basing 
disbursement on a List of Goods . When disbursements are affected on the basis 
of a .ercentage of expenditures as reported by the borra~er in an over- all state
ment of ex enditure, I do not think that the Bank can adequately control that 
the money dis ursed is used for the nurchase of proper ROods . Hovever, if we do 
decide to base disbursements on a List of Goods , the decision raises several 
administrative problems which might be avoided ·f the disbursements w,re made 
on the basis of a percentage of total expenditures asstuning everythi entirely 
on a reimbursement basis. 

Sir William Iliff - How would the S,Ystemwork, as you see it, in the case of th 
Vol ta River project where the DLF, Exnnbank, the British, and possibly the 
Germans will be involved along with the Bank? I take it that first there would 
have to be agreement among the various lenders on the project to be financed and 
on the List of Goods required for the projecto 

Mr. Cavanaugh - That ' s corr ct. 

Mro Nurick - It would also require agreement on the division of the List of Goods 
among the various le~derso 

:r-.orr . Broches - This raises a question 'tvhich I would like to bring up now, if I 
ma~r · The Memorandum under consideration was prepared by the Treasurer and not 
by a working party made up of representativ s from other Department of the Banko 
We must remember, therefore , that the paper bears the stamp of the Treasurer who 
is interested, and rightly so, primarily in the problem of the administrative 
work load and risks to the Banko However, there are other factors which should 
be taken into consideration. My qu stion is whether e can depart from the 
technical approach of this Memorandum in our discussion todayo 

Sir William - Yes . 

Let us cohtinue with the practic~l application of the system. We have earmarked 
a part of the List of Goods to each lender . What are the problems? 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - Under that arrangement there aren't any real problems, but the 
question is whether we want to follow the nrocedures you have assumed. If we 
use a List of Goods with sections of the list earmarked for different lenders , 
each lender would go its m~ way and we would be avoiding consideration of 
certain issues ; such as whether every lender should put its funds into the 
project at an equal rate . 

Mr. Nurick - I don ' t see how you can apply the idea of a List of Goods earmarked 
among lenders in the Volta operation where there would probably be one big 
contract. 

Mro Rosen - It ' s certainly possible to divide a hydroelectric project into its 
component parts : dams , power stations , transmission lines, distribution lines, 
thermal lines , and irrigation faciliti es o All may be handled individually with 
different lenders financing the different parts o This is the actual situation 
in Thailand where the Bank is financing the Yanhee Dam, the Export- Import Bank 
is financing the power station and DLF is financing the distribution facilities . 

Mro Aldewereld - That example is not co~able as the various units are not 
being done at the same time . Where there are separate components of that nat1~e 
and the Bank agreement only covers one , we don't have any problemo In the Volta 
operation the loan of no one lender fits any particular unit of the project and 
the lenders may not wish to identify themselves with a par ticular part . 

Sir William - Is the DLF lending tied? 

Mr. Cope - The u.s. will probably tie the u.s. loans to tr.s. goods . This is 
not certain as yet and it would not necessarily mean that the loans would be 
tied to procurement of goods for the project. The u.s. loans may be tied to 
purchase of general imnorts in the U. So which purchases would free funds for 
purchase of goods required for the project . 

Sir William - Is there any merit in the idea that we take the Volta operation 
and set up a working party to consider the probl ems it presents and recommend 
a procedure to meet the requirements of that situation? 

All - That would be a good idea . 

Mr. Nurick - The Volta project would be a eood test as it probably will include 
all the various possibilities of joint operations . I have had difficulty 
trying to fit the pr inci ples set forth in this Memorandum to the Volta situation; 
ther efore, I agr ee that the problem should be approached by working out 
procedures which could be suitable for the Volta project. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - The fact that there is one large contract does not prohibit the 
use of a List of Goods approach for the Volta project. It ' s possible to break 
down the contract into different parts , something we have often done . The 
existence of a big contract does not exclude the earmarking of the List of Goods 
among the various lenders . 

Sir Wi lliam - I am afraid we will have to tailor the disbursement procedure to 
fit the particular project rather than the project to fit the proced11re. 

Mro Cavanaugh - I agree with · thato 
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~~o Aldewereld - The Volta project is further complicated because we don ' t know 
the whole story from the beginning . It will not be possible to determine the 
'what1 and 'where ' of some purchases until long after others are made . Division 
among the lenders is difficult where we don't know what is being divided and 
various lenders have preferences . 

Mr . Stevenson - While I agree with the approach that the procedure should be 
suitable for the Volta project, I would not want the Volta factors to fix a 
procedure to be used for Roseires , which I do not think will be particularly 
complicated, at least compared with Volta . For Roseires we thought we could 
do it on a straight percentage basis although we could have a List of Goods 
consisting of three "items: the contract, the consultants' fee , and the interest 
rate section. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I should have made it clear in the Memorandum what I meant in 
the List of Goods procedure . What I am calling List of Goods, I mean a procedure 
whereby we pay for the contract payments in contrast to the procedure where we 
would make payments to the borrower for reimbursement of a percentage of 
expenditures already made by the borrower, and that our documentation would 
consist of the documents arising from a particular purchase action for the List 
of Goods procedure as against a statement of the borrower summing up expendi
t11res for a period of time for the percentage of expenditure system. 

Mro Demuth - I think the working party should be seized with the Roseires 
problem as well as the Volta in making its recommendations as to disbursement 
procedures o We all recognize th~t each may have different problems . 

Sir William - Yes , I agree . 

Mr. Nurick - I think there is a problem involved here over and above the practical 
one of how to do it . Many lenders ar , or may be, in these joint operations 
because the Bank is in them. They have looked to the Bank to take the lead in 
appraising the project and making 1 satisfactory financial arrangement o There
fore , I think that it ' s right that we should tace the lead in the supervision 
of disbursement, that we should do the job withJthe other lenders following our 
instructions for payment . Such a procedure would not be inconsistent with the 
whole spirit of the Volta operation. 

Mr. Stevenson - This point actually came up in the discussions with the Germans 
on the Roseires Dam project much as you describe it. 

Mr. Broches - I agree and see no objection on their part to the Bank taking the 
lead unles it doe 't fit with the other lender~ own requirements . The u.s. 
Government, for instance, may not be in a position to pass the disbursement 
supervi ion role to the Bank. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - This suggestion runs up against the whole problem of whether the 
borrower can prefinance the expenditures so that disbursement can be made on a 
reimbursement basis . If mot, the complication of making payments to third 
parties for individual purchases from the funds of several lenders arises . 

Mr. Rosen - This whole paper seems to me to be geared to questions of avoiding 
duplication and commitments the Bank should not make. 

Sir William - Would we let someone else make disbursements for us if we were a 
very small contributor to a project? 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - Yes, I think we sho1tid if they have disbursements procedures we 
consider satisfactory. 

Mr. Aldewereld - We should really require supervision of the total project on a 
complete accounting basis to avoid any duplication. The borrower could always 
submit duplicated invoices to different lenders. 

Mr. Rosen - What do we really care as long as the total expenditures on the 
project run ahead of the total payments made by the lenders? We should be 
looking at the over- all picture, not the individual payments. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I am afraid that that approach does not give us the control we 
should haveo A situation has arisen in Ecuador which illustrates .m point. 
There, DLF has been making payments on the basis of a statement nresented by the 
bor."'wer and now it has been disclosed that the money went astray. What was 
paid by DLF never went into the projecto The Government, the contractor, and 
everybody else was involved. 

Mr. Rosen - With forged documents, no system of supervision will work. 

Mr . Cavanau~h - That may be, but with the Government in between the Bank and the 
suppliers, think the risk of trouble increases, particularly in these small 
countries. 

Sir William - Based on ~ experience with the Indus Basin, ~ feeling is that 
the other Government lenders would welcome the Bank ' s supervision and aid in 
the making of disbursements. Except perhans in the U.So where the Administration 
feels that Congressional approval is necessary. 

Mr. Clark - That ' s right . While there may not be any legal prohibition against 
turning the supervision over to another party, the u.s. authorities are reluctant 
to do so unless they have the previous blessing of the Congress . The Adminis
tration is afraid of later Congressional criticism unless the expenditures have 
been approved by the GAO. In some cases the Congressional approval to turn the 
job over to someone else l-Tas included in the enabling legislation. 

Mro Broches - The suggestion made in the Memorandum regarding the deposit of 
funds with us would encounter this problem, I am sure. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I am told that the u.s. can do it. 

Hr. Demuth - Legislation is going to the u.s. Congress this session on the whole 
question of u.s. aid. It should not be too difficult to get this point covered 
in the new legislatioh. 

v~ . Ros h - I question whether we should be the ones to propose that we take the 
lead. I have no trouble when the other lenders suggest i~ but I am not sure about 
whethe r we should go around asking that we be put in charge of all the disburse
ments . 

Sir William - We put it to the Germans in the case of the Roseires Dam and they 
welcomed the idea. 
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Mr. Alde~rereld - In the Volta project, the other friendly governments rely on 
us for appraisal and supervision of the construction of the project, so probably 
they will be willing to rely on the Bank to do the disbursement superviSbn . 

Mr. Stevenson - I don ' t think there would be any problem with the Germans on 
this point for the Roseires Dam project . After the Germans have been in the 
business a little longer and have developed their own organizations and ideas 
on supervision, they may object to turning the job over to the Bank but at the 
present time I do not think so. As notrr contemplated, we would do the super
vision for the Roseires Dam disbursements and merely instruct the Germans to 
make a payment . 

Sir William - On the question r~sed by Mr . Rosen, it seems to me to be a matter 
of presentation. As long as the uggestion is in accord with their regulations, 
I think the various countries will welcome the suggestion. 

Mr. Stevenson - The Germans were certainly glad to have us do it . They are not 
set up to do the job at the present time and th~ also save some money. 

Mr. Aldewereld - They also save embarrassment o \ve are interrB tional and can 
therefore say certain things to the borrower which another sovereign country 
might not be able to sayo 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Could we consider paras . 6, 7 and 8? 

Mr. Broches - I have a question whether the suggestion made in para. 6 whether 
the f1nd managed by the Bank is really necessary. If there are only a few 
disbursements , it ould be possible to call for the money from the other lenders 
as the occasion arises . If payments are frequent and numerous , wouldn ' t it be 
possible to make the division by periods of time? For instance , disb11rsements 
from the Bank loan would cover payments for the first six months and the next 
six months would be covered by another lender so that everJbody moves forward 
in steps . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - The question is whether there will be trouble with the other 
lenders when their time comes up after we have made payments for our six-month 
period. Perhaps the trouble we are now having on delays in payment to the Indus 
fund colors my views . \ole have not received today meney requested from the u.s. 
and Canada back in January for the Indus fund and we may never receive the 
Pakistani rupees that we have requested from the U.S. vfuile it ' s true that 
part. of this trouble arises from the difficulties of starting the operation and 
later calls for funds should be easier, I think we have to remember that other 
l enders orerate a lot slm~er than we do and will not be able to make payments on 
the day 1ve want them t o. If we are obl igated, I think we have to get the money 
from the other lenders first in order to avoid a failure to make payment when due . 

Mr. Broches - But we would not be obligated. We would merely be agents for the 
other lenders and the blame for nonpa~ent would fall on the other lenders not 

) on us . 
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Mro Cavanaugh - I am afraid that some of the blame would rub off on us and we 
certainly can't refuse to pay third parties where we have commitments to them 
or where they have taken action on their reliance that we will continue our 
business in accordance with commercial practices and our established habit. 

Mr. Broches - On the question of guaranteeing letters of credit which comes up 
in para. 7, I agree we would have to make payment. I see no reason why the Bank 
could not make commitments to commercial banks or suppliers over and above the 
amount of the loan provided we have an obligation from the other lenders. We 
certainly cannot assume that the other lenders are not going to meet the obliga
tion to pay us . If they are late in meeting their obligation, then we can charge 
them interest on the period that we were out of funds just as any other commer
cial bank doeso This is the normal confirmation process of commercial banks. 

Mr . Cavanaugh - I agree that we should take the risk of going over the amount 
or the loan. 

On theq1estion on the timing of the disbursement raised in para. 8, what do we 
do in the simplest cases where there~ only the Bank and IDA? 

Mr. Stevenson - For the Roseires project we suggested that the disbursement be 
made pro rata . The Sudanese raised no objection, but I would be interested to 
hear Mro Cavanaugh ' s argument if they had raised an objection. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I think the argument has already been made before this morning 
and that ~s that all funds are part of a single pot for the purpose of the whole 
project and its disbursement should be from the pot, not same sections of the pot~ 

Mro Nurick - The Ghana paper accepted that argument. 

Mro de Wilde - If the loans are tied, it is not possible to have pro rata 
disbursemento 

Mr. Nurick - That's generally true , but not necessarily. It might be possible 
to arrange the other disbursements to fit the rate of the Bank. 

Sir William - We should just say that this is how it is if there is any argument. 
I think all of these points should be considered by the working party. Who ~dll 
be represented on the arty? 

There was considerable discussion in which the Far East and the Western Hemisphere 
Departments asked to be excused as they had no pending joint lending operations . 
It was suggested that representatives from the European and South Asian Area 
Departments , Treasurer' s Department and Technical Operations Department and the 
Assistant General Counsels should be on the committee. 

The meeting adjourned at 12:50 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Monday, March 13 1 1961 at 3 :00 p.m. in Room 1006 

KENYA 

Creditworthiness 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61- 12 

Sir William Iliff - I understand the situation on creditworthiness is that if 
the political situation is all right, we think the creditworthiness of Kenya 
would be satisfactory. If the political situation is not all right, vre · re 
pushed back on th U. K. guarantee . 

Mr. Lejeune - As with other emerging countries, there are many imponderables and 
we cannot say much more than that . We think it ' s certain th t the quality of 
the administration would run dow.n seriously if the political situation should go 
to pot and that there would be an exodus of Europeans from Kenya which would hurt 
the economic situation. 

Sir William - Is there any dissent against making an investment under the credit
worthiness situation we have her e? 

(No connnent.) 

Project 

I take it that in principle we have decided that the general ~e of approach 
suggested here is appropriate for Bank lending in Kenya and that the question 
is whether this particular project fits the approacho Does anyone have any 
question about the project? 

Mr. id - In this case the roject report must be considered with the economic 
report since the project is only ~1 right if vre accept the political risk . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - How long is the period of disbursement and isn ' t a 20-year term 
the longest we have ever had for agricultural loans? I wonder whether this long 
term is necessary. 

Mr. Motheral - The disbursement period would be four years . The tenn of the 
!oan is based on the economic facts of the case . The farmers will obtain a 
favor able financial condition in about 12 to 15 years and as they are to repay 
the loan, the payment would not be possible before that time . This is the 
arrangement that Kenya wants . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - If the project is for two and a half ears, why ~does disbursement 
run for four years? 

Mr. Reid - The purchase of land and settlement on the land will end after two 
and a half years but farm development expenditures on the land purchased and 
settled will continue for another 12 months , so the disbursement period is really 
two and a half plus one , or three and a half years . 
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Sir William - Does the four-year grace period start from the date of approval 
of each sub-project? 

Mr. Reid - No, it starts from the loan signing. 

This would not be the longest agricultural loan. I beleive the Mexican irrigation 
and the Dez project in Iran were as long, or longer~ But here the farmers are 
going to pay 85% of the cost of the project. With this heavy burden, they need 
time to finance the payments. · 

Mr. Schmidt - I thought the loans to the farmers were to be for four or five 
years . 

Mr. Motheral - The bulk of the loans are for 15 years plus five years of grace. 
A small amount will be lent to contractors on a four to five-year basis. 

Mr . Schmidt - What is the meaning of the project in this case? 

Mr. Reid - The sub-projects are multiples of 5,000-acre blocks of l~nd which 
can be handled in six months . We expect to receive information in ashington 
regarding the blocks of land which will be processed in each six-month period 
and the documents would show the land, the staff requirement to do the job and 
the details as to the settlers . The project is the work to be performe in two 
and a alf years rather than a fixed amount of acreage to be developed, because 
of the political risk. We don't want to get in a position where definite 
number of acres required by the project could not be completed for political 
reasons. By tieing the project to work to be performed in a pe·iod of time, 
we avoid this difficulty. 

Mr. St venson - Is it only the political risk that you are concerned about? 

Mr. Reid - Other things come into the picture. We have listed f~xr differen 
possible problems in the conclusion of the report, but they depend upon the 
political situation. 

Mr. Rist - What does the Bank approve on a sub-project? The acreage, the price, 
the sett er or what? 

Mro Reid - want to be satisfied as to the quality of the land and the price 
p id for it. If this is not in line vdth the forecast, the whole scheme could 
be jeopardized. We xpect to get all the information w would require from the 
Government and make our decision in Washington on approval of the sub-project. 

¥~. Motheral - We have a pretty good idea now of the land that would be settled 
and we have made up a rather detailed questionnaire . From the an~rere we think 
we will get all the information necessary to base a decision to proceed with 
the next six-month period. 
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Mr. Lejeune - The whole background of this arrangement is that the political 
situation may change radically between the signing of the loan and the comple
tion of the project. The staff necessary for the execution of the project may 

Kenya due to political reasons . We have to know that the project can get 
the right land at the right price, that adequate staff will be available, that 
the settlers will be properly trained to take over the land; in short, that all 
of the many varied actions necessary for proper execution of the project can 
and will be taken . In view of the uncertain situation, we cannot get any 
a surance on the whole project at this time . The sub-project approach should 
give us a means of establishing that all is in train for each sub- project before 
we take each succe sive sub-project step . 

Mr. Rist - Cannot this be called end-use supervision before the fact? 

Sir William - It seems to be a sensible arrangement to take care of the special 
c~rcumstances . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Why do we have to go back to pick up expenditures from 
January 1, 1961~ Have they actually purchased any land yet? 

Mr. Reid - No land has been purchased but expenditures for basic planning have 
commenced. The Bank would pay the foreign exchange cost of the basic skeletal 
planning project expenditures since January 1, 1961. The foreign exchange 
component for these expenditures was calculated in the same way as was the 
foreign exchange cost of the nrevious project the Bank financed in Kenya. The 
formula is explained in the Report . 

Mr . Cavanaugh - If we are to operate on the basis of approving sub-projects and 
have not as yet approved any sub-projects, why do we go back and pick up old 
items from January 1? 

Mr. Reid - The Bank would pick up from January 1 the foreign expenditure component 
o the expenditures from January 1 for the first sub-projects covering thh 
period January through June 1961, if this sub- project were approved. 

Mr. Demuth - Why don ' t we approve the first project when we sign the loan? 

Mr. Lejeune - Because the sub-project may not be readyo We will ask whether 
this is possible, hm1ever. 

Mr. Cope - There is no reason really Why we could not approve the first sub
project with the signing of the loan. Btt the .fact is that we don't lmow whet her 
they will have the first sub- project ready for presentation so we have to 
provide for the possibil·ty of approving the first sub-project after the signing 
of the loano 

Mr. Schmidt - What organization will make loans to th settlers? The report 
says that the Board will have a very small staff, but that they will ndle the 
loan" Ha.r is this possible? 

Mro Reid - There will be a credit subcommittee of the Board and the Board will 
have a representative on each 5, 000-acre block of land supervising the project. 
Th e representatives will make recommendations to the Board as to loans to 
farmers . Also the Board has district agents to collect the loans. 
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Mr. Schmidt - I thought there· were many many small loans which would make a very 
difficUlt administrative task . 

Mr. Motheral - The administrative bodies dealing with this project are many and 
their relationship is a very complicated organization of several Government 
departments . We have not tried to describe this set- up. We have satisfied 
ourselves that all the interested parties give the highest priority to this 
project and we think that all the various organizations will pull together to 
see that it ' s carried out . In fact, we have seen them work satisfactorily on 
the previous Bank loan to Kenya . 

¥~. Reid - There are only two types of loans per farmers. Most of the loans to 
the fame rs w.ill be to pay Government departments for work they have done for 
the farmers, the other loans will be made to enable the farmer to improve his 
property him elf. No loans will be made to the farmers for operations . These 
are for the farmers 1 own account and explain the working capital requirements 
for each farmer . 

Sir William - ~fuat wil l the Bank loan be for? 

Mr. Reid - The foreign exchange cost of general development, on the farm develop
ment, contractors' machinery, ~overnmen~ services, overhead and completion cost . 
In other words, it is the foreign exchange cost of expenditures for everything 
except land. This includes foreign exchange cost of tools for the farmers , farm 
costs during the project period and· interest on the Bank loan. 

Mr. Schmidt - Who bears the exchange risk? 

Mr. Reid - The Government will bear that risk. As the farmers are bearing 85% 
of the total cost of the project which is unusually high for this type of 
project, we think it is reasonable for the Government to assume the exchange 
risk. 

Financing Plan 

Sir William - Can someone explain to me the problem of the short-fall of funds? 

Mr. Motheral - The amounts required exceed the available sources of finance by 
about $2 . 3 million. However, inevitably the scheduled expenditures of funds 
will not be achieved so the gap will probably not be this great, or may not 
even occur. However, this is not a very good answer, and we have to make some 
provision for the shortfall. 

Sir William - I see that para . 6 of the Area Memorandum recommends the Bank 
oP,tain assurances about covering the shortfall while in para. 7 it says that 
the Bank should consider finding other sources ·of finance , including an increase 
in the Bank loano , 
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Mr. Lejeune - This problem stems from the high target estimate . If they do not 
reach the target, they will not need the money. We can either assume right now 
that they will not need the mon~y in which case there is no problem of a gap and 
merely get general assurances, or we can get together with the other interested 
parties and notionally close the gap . It would be neater if we offered to put 
in a little more in the latter case. 

Sir William - With the s~b-project approval approach, is it necessary to close 
the gap at this time? We can discuss this question if it arises before approval 
of a sub-project. 

Mr. Lejeune - That ' s· correct. Also the project will be all right even if they 
do not get the targets completely. 

Sir William - My thought would be to stick to a 2 1/2-year period for the 
project and $8.4 million for the amount of the loanQ 

Mr. Rist - Does the Bank loan go in first, which would make periodical appraisal 
of this gap problem impossible? 

Mr. Calika - No, the U.K. loan would go in first for the purchase of the land. 
The Bank, C C and the Kenya Government funds would then follow together. Our 
tentative agreement is that we would disburse 49% of expenditures on the project 
excluding expenditures for the purchase of land. 

Mr . Cavanaugh - I 2.gree that disbursement based on expenditures would be the 
most practical way to handle it if the Government can furnish us with adequate 
reports of expenditures. 

MrG rral ika - We think the Government can give us all the documentation that we 
would require . We expect to reimburse them for expenditures made with funds 
temporarily obtained from commercial banks o overdraft facilities . But we do 
not rule out the possibili t~r of advances from the loan account for a 1-rorking 
fund . 

Mr. Cope - Para . 63 of the technical report shows that, of th proposed Bank 
oan, ) .5 million represents 37% of the foreign exchange cost~ This 37% might 

be termed the direct foreign exchange cost . The balance of the loan, up to 49% 
of the total cost excluding the purchase of land, re resents also the indirect 
foreign exchange cost . I have no question about financing these indirect foreign 
exchange costs but merely wish to point out that this is the point that caused 
comment by the Executive· Directors on the Mexican irrigation loan. 

Commitment Charge 

Sir William - The proposal is that since the loan has been divided into sub
projects, the Bank would only be committed to provide finance for a sub-project 
as it is approved, the loan account would only be credited as the sub-project is 
approved and that the commitment charge should run only from the date of approval . 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - The Bank attempts to treat all borrowers alike . We have often 
in the past qualified the borrowers ' right to withdraw, but have maintained the 
commitment charge where we have thought that the project would go through. 
If' we didn ' t think it would go through, we have not charged . ~re have used the 
commitment charge in Italy, in the Dez project in Iran and in Brazil. The one 
exception has been in the case of industrial development banks where we have not 
made a commitment charge as a special measure to foster private investment. I 
agree that conditions should be put on disbursement, in this case by approving 
sub-projects , but don ' t see why this means that we have to drop the commitment 
charge, contrary to ottr practice in other loans . 

Sir William - 'lrlhat about the Indus loan? 

Mr. Cavanaugh - There were many extenuating circumstances and we did a lot of 
things which e have never done before. 

Mr. Demuth - We were worried about the development bank loans and these worries 
led us to depart from our normal nat~ern. I am concerned now. that if ~e follow 
the suggested path and don ' t charge the commitment fee, any smart borrower can 
avoid the commitment charge by presenting loan in the form we are considering 
here for Kenya . I agree that the Indus loan was so different that it cannot be 
taken ·as a precedent for g neral Bank operations. If we do have an obligation 
to make p ~ment, we should charge a commitm nt charge. 

Mr. Cope - I don't see that we have a commitment because we have not approved 
the project . 

Mr . Demuth - Then why do we fix the interest rate? 

Mro Cope - Logically, I agree there is a very good case for a flexible interest 
rate . I would suggest that we either fix the int est nd charge a commitment 
or make the interest rate flexible and not make a commit~ent chargeo We should 
leave the choice up to the Kenyanso 

Mr. Broches - The word commitment has been used differently bt various people . 
The Treasurer-'s Department has been using it as meaning exposure to risks, which 
meaning has nothing to do with the legal obligations which depend in each case 
on the particular Loan Agreement . In the development bank type of loan the Bank 
is only legally obligated to look at a project . The present case appears to fit 
that pattern. In the list of goods type loans the Bank still has to ap ve 
the expenditure but the Bank is much more narrowly committed. 

Here we could make a case either way, but if we do not make a commitment charge, 
then the interest should be flexible . 

In the first Austrian loan all rojects were agreed so we charged the commitment. 
In the usual development bank loan there is less certainty that things will go 
forward; so, we do not apoly the commitlll3nt charge . In this case we ourselves 
do not vrant to go fonrard except by single steps . Therefore, we should not 
require a commitment charge . 
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Mr. Reid - The purpose of this loan is to 1 er tensions. If the political 
situation remains bad and the westerners leave, we would look bad pulling out 
from under the Africans . 

Mr . Schmidt - My question is whether we could get out if the political situation 
isintegrated, but the project was all right. If we could, then I can see making 

a distinction in this case from similar cases in Latin America where we have 
charged the commitment charge . 

Mr. Motheral - I should emphasize that the review of the sub-projects will be 
very strict. This would be a serious mattero If the Europeans should leave, 
the project would be seriously affected and we could not approve the next 
sub-project . The Kenyans understand this and have accepted it, particularly 
as they see the savings in the commitment charge . 

Mr. Stevenson - Here ·there seem to be strong reasons why we are not being 
conmrltted and we do not wish to be committed so I agree ~dth Mr. Broches that 
there is no reason for the commitment charge . 

Mro Cargill - The facts are that we will be committed to make the payment of 
$8.4 mil lion. I wonder, if the political situation goes t o pot, whether we will 
take the decision to step out . I sav we won ' t . 

Mr. Lejeune - That's not true . Th whole idea of the thing was to enable the 
Bank to be able to step out if the situation goes bad. The Kenyans are aware of 
this . 

Mr. Cargi ll ich Kenyans? 

Mr. Lejeu e - The Gove~ment . 

Sir William - As I see it, this differs from development bank loans . In the 
latter, the Bank has a much wider latitude of project choice and therefore 
possibilities that the loan will be absorbed are much greater. Here, it is 
more likely that the loan will not be used and therefore less reasonable to 
make a commitment charge . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Are there any reasons other than technical to refuse to approve 
the sub- projects? 

Mro Reid - We have listed four points in the technical report but they all 
depend upon the political situation. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Can we turn down approval on creditworthiness? 

Sir ·11iam - I don ' t see that that is relevant . If the political situation 
remains stable and they keep to their targets , we will disburse . The Area is 
merely saying that we want to stop getting into a commitment if there is 
political haos . What would be the situation if we did charge a commitment 
charge and political chaos should develop? 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - We would collect the commitment charge up until the time we 
cancel the loan. In Brazil we collected commitment charge on a loan that was 
never disbursed. 

Sir William - I think we would have more trouble in refusing to finance in the 
event of trouble if we had been charging a commitment charge. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I don ' t seriously disaeree, I only want to find a justification 
for actions in the future . 

Sir William - What is the justification in the case of the development bank lomms? 

Mr. Cavanaugh - There I feel that the justification is that we were fostering 
the development of private industry and we bent backwards to make this effort . 
Here it ' s not private industry but the Government that's involved. 

Mr. Cargill - I think the reasons that have been given for holding back on the 
commitment d for the use of the ub-proie ts apnroval approach are good ones, 
but th~ are also good reasons for not making the loan at all . 

Mr. Broches - It ' s not a question of not king a loan but of not making a series 
of loans . Politic lly it is better to make < one loan, but the suggested procedure 
gives us the advantage of making a series . Also, question of size iR involved. 

Mr. Cope - Also, the U. K. guarantee would be involved, if they should become 
independent. 

Sir William - What about a flexible rate of interest? 

Mr. Cope - I agree it is a logical position to take . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I agree that is logical, but it would mean that we could not 
sell any participation until after_ disbursement as no purchaser would buy 
without knowing the rate of interest . 

Mro Lejeune - There wouldn ' t be any sale here until the interest rate had been 
fix d for a sub-project becau e we could not sell any partici tion until we 
were sure we had a loan to sell. 

Mr. Demuth - The decision to start a commitment charge at the time of approval 
of the sub-project bothers me, not for this project, but for the next on where 
we want to be cormnitted. We might want to make a commitment but the country 
submits the project in tranches to avoid the c ormni tment ella rge . Th · sub
project approval procedure should not be a precedent except where we do not want 
to make a connni tment . 

Mr. Cope - The Kenyans may not want flexibility of interest. Why don't we leave 
~t open for their choice, as I suggested earlier? 

Sir William - If we charge a commitment, I am afraid it ties our hands later. 
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Mr. Rist - Leaving it to their choice makes this whole matter of commitment a 
small point of negotiations rather than a point of substance and raises the 
question as to our whole position not to charge a commitment because we are not 
committed. 

Mr. Lejeune ~ Why not agree to no commitment charge and then leave the qu stion 
of flexibility of interest up to them? 

Mr. Cavanaugh - As Mr. Rist said, this whole matter is one of substance . If 
we are not committed, the interest rate should be flexible. If there is no loan, 
how can we fix interest rate for future loans? 

Mr. Lejettne - Does it do any harm to fix the rate if th borrower so desires? 

Sir William - It may hurt us if the rate should go up. I uestion not charging 
a commitment charge ahd fixing the rate of interest. Are w all agreed on this? 

(No comment.) 

Mr. Cope - I would like to point out that the Board may raise questions over 
increasing coffee production. 

Mr. Reid - The execution of this project would increase production of coffee in 
Kenya by about 9. 7% in ten years 1~ich would increase world exports of coffee by 
about 0. 8%. Hm~ever, whether these figures may be twice as high as they should 
be because there is the alternative of producing pyrethrum and other things 
rather than coffee. 

Mr. Rist - This alternative is very important. Previously the Executive 
Directors were faced with accepting an increase in coffee production. Here it 
is a matter of increased land which may be used for coffee, anong other things. 

Cooperation with the Colonial Development Corporation 

Mr. Lejeune -We don't have anything to add on this pointo We don't really 
know how it 1~11 work out in detail, but propose to discuss the question with the 
CDC. 

Mr. Rist - Why does CDC wish to restrict the amount? ~fuat are the difficulties 
With raising their participation? 

Mr. Le3eune - There are no real difficulties. The point is that the increase of 
$640,0 0 which we have suggested vould be done easily because it is within the 
approval already given by their Board. So ething above this would require Board 
actiono 

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan ComMittee Meeting held on 
Tuesday, March 7, 1961 at 3:00p.m. in Room 1006 

HONDURAS 

CO rFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-11 

Sir William Iliff - Do you intend that the port project, referred to in parao 12 
of the memorandum, should be financed by the Bank? 

Hr. Diamond - We are thinking of a Bank loan. They may be thinking in terms of 
IDA. Since the country is creditworthy for small amounts of conventional lend
ing we don't think it would be proper that IDA should finance the port in 
addition to the $9 million highwayo 

Sir William - Are they credi tvrorthy enough for a conventional loan for the 
highways? 

Mro Diamond - If IDA had not come into existence, it is probably true that the 
highway would have come up as a Bank loan • 

.Sir William - If we go to the Executive Directors with an IDA loan novr and six 
months later ~o with a Bank loan, doesn't that create a problem? 

Mr. Demuth - I think the approach should be that Honduras is creditworthy but 
1ts cred~tworthiness is limited in rel tion to the financing needed for the 
projects which they can and should do and therefore both IDA and Bank financing 
are appropriateo Ue have decided to do IDA nmr and Bank later since it is 
obvious that we cannot do the whole program on the basis of Bank financing. 

Mr. D1 ond - That is the approach we have tried to give in the economic section 
of the paper. 

Mr. Aldewereld - We must prove to the Directors that all the lending cannot be 
done on the ba is of Bank loans. 

Mr. Diamond - In para. 7 we tried to give a picture of a blend of IDA and Bank 
financing as now suggest 

Mr. de Wilde - The financing of an economic program would certainly raise the 
debt service requirements but the figures are not given here so I cannot say 
whether the debt service lvould be raised high enough to justify shifting to an 
IDA operationo 

Mro Alter - If we consider only the progects now in sight, this project would 
not have to be financed by IDA, but, taking a longer point of view, the situation 
is such that we should consider using both IDA and the Bank. The full program 
would increase debt service to the extent that it equalled about 10% of annual 
exports. But we do not feel that we uould be prudent in u ing this figure as a 
basis for a decision because the ec amy is unstable and the prospects for coffee 
and bananas on which the ec n is based are uncertain; although one cannot 
tell for sure at the present time. Therefore we decided to move to IDA for this 
operation. 

Sir Willia:g1 - Is there any dissent from the thou~ht that this is an "IDAble" 
project? 
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Mr. Cavanaugh - If we use ratios of debt service to export earnings that we have 
been using in the past, we would have to consider this project as ineligible for 
IDA financing . 

Mr. Alter - If we wish to take the risks, we could make a Bank loan for this 
project but we have never argued thQt the economy of Honduras was good. In fact, 
we have been very cautious in the past and careful to point out that the situa
tion:was unsatisfactory. 

Sir Willia~ - It bothers me that we would have made a Bank loan for this project 
i IDA were not in ~xistence • 

. Mr. de filde - At the present time we do not appear to be pushing against the 
creditworthiness limit of Honduras and could make another Bank loan unless it 
were thought that the export earnings would decline drastically. My question 
is, " far do we look ahead to the point where we would be pushing against 
the ceilings of creditworthiness?n 

Mr. Lejeune - I don ' t think that we should be bound by r tios but Honduras does 
not appear, by measurements of per capita income, to be as poor as some other 
countries and the debt service to export earnings is not very high so I don ' t 
think that this is an outstanding IDA case . 

Mr. Rist - If we had the whole program for a future period which could and 
should be car ried out, then we could split the whole program between the Bank 
and IDA on the basis of the ability of Honduras to support the Batik- financed 
section but where we are told about only two projects then the question is, 
''VJhat is the program over- all?" 

Mr. Havlik - That was in a previous report . Including the necessary expenditures 
or social development, the program should give them considerable difficulty. 

Mr o Alter - The program that is currently contemplated of about $75 million 
calls for a modest rate of expenditures but that program will probably have to 
be expanded. 

Mr. Havlik - There i no doubt that annual expenditures will go up. The cost 
estimates are on the low side and lvith the addition of other projects which they 
are talking about, the annual ex enditur s would egin to mount up rapidly. 

Sir Tilliam - Does Honduras know we are thinking of using IDA for this project? 

Mro Diamond - The Executive Directors know because Mr. Black included it in his 
progress report so I assume that Honduras knows e Also Mr. SchMidt told them 
that IDA would finance 60% of the cost of the project . This came about because 
the Finance Minister had earlier said that he could only s1pply 10% of the cost 
and in answer Mr. Schmidt mentioned the 6 %. figure . The Finance Minister is now 
pleading that IDA put up 75% because he . , that he cannot produce more than 
25%. 

Sir William - As the per capita income of a country is low, that 'oes not give 
me any t rouble, but I do have misgivings on the debt service to export earnings 
ratio in considering this project for IDA financingo 
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Mr. Demuth - Mro Black said this morning at the Board meeting that there would 
be borderline cases and that we would give them the benefit of the doubt. The 
first case to came up will probably benefit more than later ones until we get 
shaken down a bit. Therefore, this case would not be out of line with that 
statement. However, I am concerned about thetactical question of putting this 
project up on e first IDA project. It would be much less noticeable if it 
were somewhat later along the line. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I am not worried about the percentage of the total cost that 
we woUld have to put up since studies indicate that they would have difficulty 
putting up very much. However, I do not think, first, that we have put fo ard 
a very good case for ·· a blend in Honduras and, second, I question whether Honduras 
s ould be No. 1 if it is not very well doc1mented. 

Mr. Cavanaugh- We have. said many times that there is a shortage of IDA-type funds 
ao how can v: e give IDA funds to a country which is creditworthy and would 
qualify for Bank funds which are not in short supply:? 

Sir William- It is a pity t .is first case presents this character. I would 
prefer if we could present a mix of Bank and IDA. 

Mr. Rist - Do you mean a mixed package of Bank and IDA, one covering the port 
and one the highway, made at the same time? 

Sir illiam - Or e could divide the highway project between the Bank and IDA.' 

Mr. Diamond - Perh~s the case has not been put properly to the SLC. The fact 
is that the information we have leads us to doubt that Honduras can carry out 
projects and, therefore, whether they would be able to get the Bank-type credit. 

Mr. Dem th - The trouble is non-availability of loBal currency so why does an 
IDA loan help? 

Mro Havlik- The debt ser ·ce an foreign export earnings picture are not 
particUlarly good considering their pro pects so it af ects their future payments 
positiono An IDA loan should also aim to help the local currency situation 
so hat. 

Sir William - Is there anything to the argument that the economy is ver,y small 
and vulnerable so that we should therefore go ahead with IDA in this case? 

Mr. Aldewereld - There is something but the question is whether we have reached 
that point yeto 

Mr. de Wilde - There is nothing in the argument of smallness ut there may be 
omething in the quastion of vulnerability, but we have gone ahead on other 

countries with vulnerable economies . 

}~. Alter - Honduras is at a very primitive level so that they will need e~ernal 
cap~ or some time. 

Mr. Demuth - The low level of debt reflects the low leve of economic development. 
If and when they move, or begin to move, the debt service to earnings ratio would 
move "'rery fast and they may quickly get themselves into an unsound position if 
all borrowing is done on a conventional basis. · 
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Mr. Havlik - They are at a low level. The nower loan the Bank marie last year 
was the irst real step made in power developrr!ent. The same may be said for 
the highway loan. Investment in the economic and social overhead is generally 
ver,y low~ Therefore the projections of $10 million borrovting a year are extremely 
modest. If we double this figure , which should be aimed at, we get up to a 
ratio of 12-13% on debt se~Qce to earnings. For undeveloped Honduras with a 
vulnerable economy, lending on conventional terms with this magnitude of debt 
ervice is not ve~ rudent. 

Mr. Rosen- I don't think it is a quest·on of Hondura 1 creditworthiness to 
servic debt but a question of hm--r much debt they can service in relation to 

the investment requirements for a development progr This case does not seem 
to have been made . There is nothing in the paper about investment requirements 
for an economic program and we have to look at the entire program. 

Mr. Broches - Thia mornine Mr. Larre urged that we wait until a country exhausts 
its creditworthiness before using IDA financingo That seems to me to be too 
extreme a position to take and I assume that we agree that we should not wait 
that long before shifting to IDA but here in Honduras we seem to be goi g too 
far the other way. In this case, we think there will be pressure later for IDA 
financing but we cannot see the need now so there is really no justification for 
now moving into IDA financing . 

Mr. Aldewereld - Since the Bank is, in effect, over-capitalized at the moment 
and IDA under-capitalized this move would give grounds for criticism. 

Mr. Ro en - vJhy don't we make a Bank loan? 

Mr. Rist - Because the Finance Minister was told it would be IDA. 

Sir William - Is it possible to inform the Board that t~ts is not an ideal IDA 
case but to develop the argument that Honduras has an ambitious worthwhile 
development program which could not be covered entirely by Bank financing~ 

~r. Diamond - I agree we must fill out the economic sto y. 

r~ Cavanaugh - Will other poor countries a prove of this action? 

Sir William - Yes, I think they will because they want to see IDA get started. 
Possibly tfie richer countries may object. 

1Vhy cannot the $200,000 for the highway planning survey be financed by the UN 
Special Fund? 

Mro Diamond - We considered that and dropped the idea because of the time needed 
pecial Fund projects approved and the danger ol delay to this project. 

Mrc Demuth - I am concerned that we are getting into elaborate transportation 
surveys for every small country o 

Mr. van Helden - This would not be a real survey. Here highway planning is 
required to stop them from buildine roads l-ri thout any plan. It is more in the 
nature of engineering than a transportation m1rvey. 
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Mro Alde1-rereld - Th:is is not a transportation study. 

Mr. Demuth - This survey then would certainly fall within the range of UN Special 
F\Uid projects o 

Sir William - So why don ' t we use them to save IDA funds? 

1-Iro Havlilf - We were concerned about the timing and also w8 did not want the 
complications of the UN operation. If we ar going to think in terms of a Bank 
or IDA mix, this is something the 13ank could do . The amount is smallo 

Mro Diamond - On the amount of the financing, the rationale for $9 million is 
that in Jordan the SLC said that we could go to 70% of a project ' s cost. We 
arrived at the $9 million by taking two-thirds of the total cost . The Finance 
Minister, in replying to the offer of not mor than 60%, asked for financing for 
75% to 80% on the plea that he could not cover the local currency cost. He was 
talking about a lower set of figures . He does not kn that we have amded some
thing for continr.encies . I don ' t know 1-rhat he 'll do lTh he comes up her to 
Washineton but he may be able to raise some money out of the existing DLF loan 
as I understand this will not be fully utilized . 

Mr. Demuth - In the case of Jordan, we said that the IDA investment should be 
limited to 70% in order to get a government interest in the reject . There is 
certainly no sense in bringing in other funds from other organizations in order 
to reduce the Government ' s investment. 

Mr. Diamond - In Jordan, the Government contr ·bution came from the UoS . really. 
And here ue would consider doing much the same thing - some sort of windowdressing 
to cover the Governm nt 1s investmento 

Mr. Rosen - Is the two- thirds figure open for discussion? If this were a Bank 
operation, we would not invest up to ~To-thirds of the cost of the project without 
same justification, which is not made here o 

Mr. Demuth - If they cannot put up one- third of the cost of this project, how are 
they go~ng to carr.y out any program we were talking about? 

Mr. Diam nd - This we re~lly don ' t knowo The Finance Minister merely has said 
he cannot cut expenditu s elsewhere to contribute to this project, but perhaps 
he can. This we ould have to discuss . 

Mr. Alter - We should be clear that we have emphasized in the past that Honduras 
has trouble getting local currencr,r for its very modest program. And actually 
we considered financing local currency expenditures by the Bank . I think the 
record on this que tion is very clear . 

Mro Rosen - Do you agree with their monetar,y and fiscal policies, that they were 
doing all that they possibly can? 

Mr. Alter - Yes . !tfe think that they are taking proper steps to improve a very 
weak situation. 
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Mr. Demuth - The UN Special Fund action would not cane until December but it 
certai Dly would take time to mount the project and we could probably get agree
ment in principle with the UN before December. 

Sir William - Why not have the Bank finance the maintenance and the highway 
planning survey and have IDA o the highway extension and feeder roads program, 
drop~ing the idea of the UN financing the survey because of the timing factor? 
How does everyone feel on that? 

Mro Lejeune - I would say that it is not an ove~vhelming case for IDA . 

Mr. Stevenson - I w~uld be happier if we could say that the whole program were 
too muCh for Bank financing and therefore vre were using IDA financing for this 
projecto I dah 1t think the split between Bank and IDA helps very much . 

Mro Broches - Why not add the maintenance progr~ to increase the amount to be 
covered? 

Mr. Dia.."'n.ond - It is not a real maintenance program but a part of a program. We 
thought we had a bigger maintenance program but we could not get good cost 
estimates so we only have this ather pecial nart of the maintenance program. 

Mr. van Helden - It is a little more than that . The extension to include the 
entire maintenance program would get us into financing recurrent operating 
expenses which we do not think are suita ~e for long-ter.m financing . The 
maintenance items that are included in the project are special one- time expendi
tures ratre r than the annual recurrent type . 

Mro Diamond - I did not mean that we should finance the recurrent expenditures 
but merely that we did not have the f"gures on the total maintenance program to 
present to justify the need for IDA financing now. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I don ' t see why we have to break down the project and th parts 
to be financed by Bank and IDA . In the Roseires Dam project we are not allocat
ing the section to be financed by the Bank and the section to be financed by IDA. 
There 'tve are allocating all expenditures pro ratao We could if we wanted put all 
local currency into IDA and divide the rest pro rata between the Bank and Germany. 

Mr. DeJj.uth - The solution of dividing up very small projects would look strange . 
Why not take the highway roject for the Bank and then do the port with IDA. 

Mro van Helden - It vTill take quite a while to bring the port project to the SLC -
at least 6 to 8 months . 

Mr. Diamond - It will be the end of the year for the port at the best . 

l1ro Rosen - What 1 s the next proj ct? 

Mr. Havlik - They are talking 1vith other agencies about other projects including 
other roads , but they hinge on this loan. There is a water supply project for the 
capit al city. The IDB has recently had a mission down there which may produce 
something. The agricultural reform law and an agricultural bank law, recently 
passed, may lead to same IDB loans but we don ' t know what types . In total, these 
various projects may add up to , 25 million. 
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Sir William - There are three ways to handle this highway project: 

(a) to have IDA do it. That leads to certain dissent around the table. 
(b) to have the Bank do it. I think there might be some support for that. 
(c) to do a combination. The merit of this suggestion is that we have told 

them that there would be IDA financing. 

Whether we make the combination on the basis of portions of the project or 
percentages of the total cost does not seem to matter. 

Mr. Broches - That leaves the problem of the 75% to be settled. On the question 
you raised, I would .. feel more c0l'l1fortable if there were a blend. 

Mr. Lejeune - I favor a blendo 

Mro Rosen - The blend is better than IDA but I favor the Bank over a blendo 

Mro Stevenson - In the absence of evidence of a substantial borrowing program, 
I have to accept the mix but I would much rather put forward a story of an 
investment program which indicates the necessity for both Bank and IDA financing 
and justified going ahead with IDA now on this project. However, it may not be 
possible to put forward this &,ory. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I am for the blend. 

Mr. Demuth - I don't want to vote at the memento I think we nehd more facts. 
If we looked at the entire program for this year and the reasonable prospects 
for the next two years, then we may be able to make a case for IDA nowo If we 
cannot get these additional facts, I would be for a blend. 

Mr. Rist - I like Mr. Demuth ' s position. I don't know what the difficulty is 
with the bigger program. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I think IDA would be wrong for such a rich bo rower. 

Sir William - v1hat negotiating difficulties would you have j_f we got ah ad on 
this basis? 

¥~. Diamond - None, I think, subject to the question of the percentage we are 
wi!!ing to finance. 

Mr. Graves - From a publicity standpoint, I think that it is wrong if the IDA 
financing were mixed with the Banko It would be better if the first one v.rere 
all on its own. However, I realize this is not a prime consideration. 

Sir 1~illiam - How long will this operEition take? 

Mr. Diamond - Our only problem is local currency and as they are in a hurry, I 
don't see a long negotiation. 

Mr. Broches - We do not have Loan Regulations for IDA yet. They ar e supposed 
to go to the Staff Loan Committee tomorr~A (March 8). 

Mro Aldewereld - The 1vork will not start on the project until December, so we 
might delay. 
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Mr. Rosen - If the Honduras project comes up first, we are likely to have this 
morning's discussion all over again. It might be better to have a different 
operation as the first IDA operation. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The big road program in India of $40 million will be ready in 
about five weeks . 

Mr. Rosen - Why not put both to the Executive Dire tors at the same time? 

Mr. Diamond - It is true that the work will start in the fall but the decisions 
must be taken now. Moreover, we have a Parliament problem. If we donYt go 
ahead now, Parliament will adjourn a.nd a later operation will require a special 
session. 

Mr . Aldm-rereld - The Indian road project will probably be ready for SLC in about 
five weeks . It 'v-on't go to the Board probably until after the Consortium so 
that means early in May . 

Sir William - On the local currency, will Honduras be able .to find it or not? 

r1r. Diamond - We think that contributing two-thirds of the total cost is 
reasonable . This would mean we would be financing a ver,y small amount of the 
local currency cost . 

Mr. Rist - I get the impression that the Government would get local currency for 
this project by cutting investment in other projects, which seems to be an 
unsatisfactory arrangement . 

11r. Diamond - If the other projects are all very low priority, is that too bad? 

Mr. Broches - What does the $9 million cover? 

Mr. Aldewereld - The $9 million represents 68% of the total cost of the project 
and would cover all of the foreign excha~e cost and 10% to 15% of the local 
currency costs . 

Mr. Demuth - Is this project define ; or nart of a road program? If the latter 
is the case , wou d it be possible to make the loan a percentage of the larger 
program? 

Mr. van Helden - No, this is a self- contained project . They have other projects 
u der way but not a part of a single road program. It would be very difficult 
to pick up the other small scattered projects they have . 

Hr. Diamond - The higher percentage would be hard to justify. >Je may have 
trouble satisfying them with our offer to financ two-thirds of the cost of th~ 
program and there is another question as to '\orhether they can satisfy us that 
they will be able to get the funds to cover the local currency cost . 

Mr. Broches - That raises the question of whether 1-1e should go ahead at all . 

Mro D uth - Why should they be unwilling to supply the local currency? Is it 
because they can find the money only by cutting back on other projects which 
they think have higher priority? 
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Mr. Alter - Or they think that they can get the money we are talking about 
somevrhere else 1rrithout giving in'? 

Mr. Diamond - The Finance Minister said he cannot increase the revenues and he 
cannot reduce the projecto It is impossible to stretch out this little road in 
tim ~ 

Mr. Rist - It is disturbing that they have already cut down and can't find the 
local currency. Why don't we send them across the street? 

Mr. Broches - If they can't cut down other projects, can they do a program? 

Mr~ Rosen - That is the trouble. I think we are lost without information about 
the entire program and the resources available to carry it out. 

Mr. Diamond - I suggest we go ahead on the basis of two-thirds of the cost. If 
the Finance Minister sticks, we will just have to come back to the SLC. 

Sir William - ~fuat percentage of the budget would this amount to? 

Mr. Diamond - The cost is about $1.5 million a year out of a budget of $41 million. 
It is about the bigeest item in the budget. 

Sir Willi&; - Do we think the project is too big perhaps and should be reduced 
to l·rhat t ey can handle? 

Mr. van Helden - The standards have been reduced down to a minimum and they have 
to build the scheduled distance in order to get anywhere . 

Mr. Diamond - Honduras is going to be very suspicious about the cost figures 
because we have added to the figures since they saw them. It may be that about 
$2 .1 million will turn out to be an over-estimate if the contingencies are not 
needed, in which case the picture would be brighter for them. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The amount we have added for contingencies is part of the 
pr1ce we have had to pay for speed on this project. We don't have all the 
information that we need to Make more accurate cost estimates and in order to 
be on the conservative side we have to cover the worst possibilities . 

Mr. Demuth - On tha technical report, I have a question about the need for a 
covenant on the priority of the project. How can we say this if we do not even 
know whether they have a program? 

Mr. Aldewereld - We doij ' t know that this is the highest priority but we only want 
to avoid having them abandon it after they have started it. This is merely a 
practical policing measure. 

Mr. Demuth - I see the practical value of this but what happens if they make 
another loan for an equally high priority project? How do we enforce this 
covenant? 

Mr. Diamond - We have no doubt th~t this is near the top of the priority listo 

Sir William - Does anybody have any ideas as to wh~t size the IDA loan should be 
in the Bank/IDA mix? }~ . Black, in reporting to the Board, mentioned $6 to $8 
million for the IDA investment in the project . Perhaps we should say IDA $7 
million and the Bank $2 million. 
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Mro Aldewereld - That is not a very good mix. If we don't use 50/50, a mix 
ra~ses more questions than it solveso 1he statement Mr. Black made was not very 
definite . It was very qualified and we could deviate from that without any 
trouble o 

Sir William - I think that this should not be the first IDA project, if there is 
any t.-1ay of a voiding it . 

Mr. Black told me a moment ago that we should not go to 75% of the cost. 

Mr. Diamond - We will just came back to SLC if we get stuck on 68%. 

Sir William - I will advise Mr. Black that we should have a split of IDA and 
Bank financing, say!ng to the Executive Directors that after looking further 
into the creditworthiness of Honduras we have decid d that IDA financing should 
not be used f .or the entire project. 

Mr. Rist - Can we bring in the port and split this also? 

Mr. Diamond - No, it would not be ready in time . 

The meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.mo 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Monday, February 20 , 1961 at 3 :00 p.m. in Room 1006 

CEYLON 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61- 7 

Mr. Cargill - The Government has been running a heavy cash deficit for some time 
and borrowing from the Central Bank which has resulted in running down the 
foreign exchange reserves . No corrective action was taken until the new Govern
ment came in in July and the caretaker Government increased the problem by 
increasing rice subsidies . So far the action of the new Government has been 
peripheral. The,y have applied some custom duties and embargoes, which have got 
them in trouble with GATT, and they have attempted to reduce private credit. If 
these measur es were to be successful in cutting down imports and Government 
expenditures were not reduced, the result would be serious domestic inflation. 

The Fund had discussed this problem with the Finance Minister and has calculated 
that Ceylon might be able to bring the budget back into balance with these 
measures taken and certain others; but I don't agree . The Fund did not ask for 
an elimination of the rice subsidy but did push for the imposition of a sales tax. 

In November and December the reserves continued to fall and are now down to about 
five weeks of imports at the 1960 level. The only favorable thing in the picture 
is that the Government now in power has a majority which it could use to take 
the necessary corrective action, if it so desires . 

Sir William Iliff - Do I understand correctly that they have maintained price 
levels oy drawing on their reserves but that that cushion is now gone so that in 
order to avoid inflation they will now have to reduce expenditures? This means 
cutting subsidies which is probably politically difficult or cutting down on the 
development program. I take it that raising revenues is not a real possibility. 

Are we all ~ite happy about lending, given this situation? 

Mr. Schmidt - Could we strengthen the hands of the person who might be in a 
position to take corrective action by refusing to make this loan? 

Sir William Iliff - Have we ever taken the line that we might not lend any more? 

Mr. Cargill - Yes I did with the Finance Minister last fali when I told him that 
there would be no further lending after this loan until the ·financial ituation ~~ 
had been straightened out. 

Mr. Basch - In 1954 - 1955 the situation was almost as bad. The Bank then 
warned them that no further Bank action would be taken until they took steps to 
correct matters . Strong action of the Finance Minister then reversed the unfa
vorable situationo The reserve situation was not quite as bad then and the 
political situation is probably more difficult now. 

Mro Cargill - The political situation is one thing we are sure of now. The 
present Finance Minister is a real tough character and ~ould not hesitate to 
take action, I believeo 
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Sir \'/illiam Iliff - Does anyone say "no" to a loan now? 

Mr. Leje1Ule - \fe cannot say "no" on the basis of the creditworthiness. The real 
question is one of timing. How do we best use our association to make them take 
the necessary corrective action? 

Sir William Iliff - Assuming we do make a loan, what representation do we make? 
WoUld Mr. Black write a letter saying what we think ought to be done? 

Mr. Cargill - The trouble with that is that we should have done that after the 
economic report was prepared in March 1959. Right now we don't have the facts 
on which to base a detailed criticism. We could speak with more convi1ction if 
we had an economic report. I think we should tell the negotiators how we fe a 
and then Mr. Black should write. 

Sir William Iliff - I don't want them to think we are not concerned. 

Mr. Bachem- We do intend to tell them that we won't do any more loans before an 
econo.m1c mission has had a chance to look at the economy. 

Mr. de Wilde - That is not enough. We should point to the troubles and outline 
the actions necessary to correct them. The situation appears to me to have gone 
beyond the st~ge where we can merely say we want to take a look at the situation. 

Mr. Cargill - I think we should inform them that (1) we are alarmed, (2) no 
further operations will be possible until we have made a study and then only 
after we have reached an understanding on the necessary action to correct the 
situation. 

Mr. Le~une - Is it too late for a mission to go back and gather a bill of 
partie ars on the economy? 

Sir William iliff - I don't think that is necessary as now we only want to sound 
a note of war.ningo 

Mr. Cargill - Actually the leverage this loan might provide is limited. Ceylon 
cOUld be creditworthy with proper management for quite an increase of debt and1 
if they s~aighten out, they may be borrowing a good deal more. This loan is 
small in relation to their potential program. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Mr. Wheeler has written that the Ceylonese are thinking of a 
#250 million multipurpos project. He sent a newspaper clipping which reported 
the Bank's plans to finance this big project. 

Sir William Iliff - What is the timing for the present operation? 

Mr. Cargill - We propose to invite negotiators right way. They will arrive 
nere in two or three weeks and we might have a loan in a couple of months 
perhaps. 

The Permanent Under Secretary of the Ministry of Finance will probably head up 
the mission, but we are not sure of this. 
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Mr. Nurick - We think generally that it's better to make loans to the executing 
agency, in this case, the proposed Board rather than the Government. If we make 
a loan in this case to the Government because the Board won't be ready and the 
Board later takes over the execution of the project, what will happen to the 
project agreement? 

Mr. Cargill - We would lend to the Government under any circumstances whether 
there was a Board or not. The Government will not let any of the autonomous 
boards borro11 directly. We are going ahead now simply because they need power 
badly. If we knew the Board were coming along shortly, it would be possible to 
tie everything up before making a loan to the Government, but we know that the 
Board isn 1t coming along soon. The trouble arises with the transfer of personnel 
from Civil Service status, which will have to be settled by another law. There 
is no difficulty about the bill to set up the power authority but the bill 
regarding the transfer of Civil Servants has not been cleared by the Cabinet and 
difficulties are expected. Both laws are expected to go through eventually, 
but we do not kn how soon this will be. 

Mr. Schmidt - The Area paper points out that, in connection with the last loan 
we made to Ceylon, they agreed to set up a power authority. What happened? 
Why wouldn't they do this? 

Mr. Cargill - They did, in a side letter, and they presented a first draft of 
the bill for the power authority for our approval about 18 months ago. About 
the time we looked at it the Premier was assassinated and no action has been 
taken since because of the unsettled political situation. 

Sir William Iliff - Also the question of the take-over of municipal power 
authorit1es has caused a problem, I believe. 

Mr. Cargill - That is not too serious now. Last November the Bank dropped its 
insistence on that and the law as now drafted does not make the take-over of 
municipal operations mandatory except in those cases of faulty mans ent. 

Sir William Iliff - In the best of conditions this problem of setting up 
autonomous agencies is politically difficult for the central Government. They 
have had a lot of other things to consider in Ceylon in recent months so we 
cannot expect snap action on this matter. 

Mr. Bachem - The Government has pleaded with the Bank some years ago not to make 
the creat1on of a Board a condition of a loan. I don't think that it would 
advance the creation of the Board to make it now a condition of the loan. The 
Ceylonese just don't want to be bullied by the Bank and probably would balk if 
we should insist. 

Mro Nurick - I don ' t understand because the technical report recommends that we 
should insist on this point. 

Mr. Cargil - That is a point for discussion. I don't think that we would get 
it if we insist . 

Sir William lliff - If the Board is not set up, what would happen as far as the 
production of power is concerned? 
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Mr. Cargill - The Board will not make much difference. There wm1ld be the usual 
delays and difficulties but the,r would get the power. The important thing about 
the Board is that they would be getting their own commercial accounting system 
and their own procurement. At present, the power operation is under the federal 
budget which is bad but the creation of a Board is not going to bring about a 
fine situation overnight. They will be a long time working up to the proper 
shape. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Mr. Cargill has just expressed very accurately the views of the 
Technical operations Department as to the results of creating an independent 
Board. There would not be any quick improvement but1 with a separate organiza
tion, we might see gradual improvement over a period of time. 

Mr. Ca~ill - I think that we should not make this a condition of the loan but 
we sho~d ask for assurances that they intend to go ahead with the creation of 
the autonomous Board. I am probably as upset as anybody else about the troubles 
and delays that have been encountered over the Board, but the fact is that the 
one purpose in making a loan now is to get the work started. The Ceylonese under 
the law cannot place orders for the equipment or work to be done without having 
the funds assuredo If we make the formation of the Boand a condition of effec
tiveness nothing is going to get started. 

Mr. Nurick - The report does not say that this should be a condition of effec
tiveness. The time for the creation of the Board is left for decision. 

Mr. Cargill - My objection to that is that if the Bank insists on the creation 
of a Board, the legislation will never get through the Parliament. We should have 
a letter giving an expression of intent. The Government can do no more than that. 

Mr. Lejeune - Is one project more important than the others? Could we split the 
loan into ~o operations? 

Mr. Cargill - No. Construction on both must start right now although the construc
tion per!od differs. Also, tenders for the Norton Bridge project were received 
some time ago and have twice been extended for a six-month period. The Ceylonese 
have recently been holding the prices irm on the basis of promises to the 
suppliers that the Bank was going to finance this project and their initial 
payment was going to come shortly. If there were further delays this price 
arrangement would collapse. 

Sir William Iliff - As I see it, the purposes of the loan would not be 
frustrated if there were no autonomous Electricity B but t agreement to 
form such a Board is desirable; therefore, the best thing would be to get an 
undertaking as to the date on which a Board should be set up and if the~· 
Ceylonese cannot be be persuaded to make this undertaking, we should accept an 
expression of their intent to form a Board. 

Mro Nurick - I agree there is no magic in having a Board, but the Bank makes a 
b:l:g fuss about boards and is taking strong position on this point with Ghanao 
Why do we not follow the same course here? 

Mr. Aldewereld - I still think we should insist upon a date far the formation of 
the Board. This whole matter has been an example of bad planning from the very 
beginning. We have been unhappy about the Board situation since 1953 and I think 
that there should be a covenant in the Loan Agreement about this. 
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Sir William Iliff - Do we part with the Ceylonese on this point? 

Mr. Nurick - I think that depends on the reasons the.y may be able to advance for 
not having a Board. The argument about the Bank bullying does not appear 
sufficient to me. 

Mr. Cargill - It's not just a question of bullying. Technically, we cannot get 
an agreement from them because it is a matter for Parliament to decide. 

Mr. Bachem - The important thing is to get legislation which would allow improve
ment of the procurement and accounting practices--not so much creation of an 
autnnamous Board. The Board act is, however, a practical way to get this 
legislation although there may be other ways. Therefore we should not insist 
on passage of the present act if we can get other assurances that the necessary 
reorganization will be carried out soon. 

Sir William Iliff - Could th~ get the improved organization without the Board? 

Mr. Cargill - Mr. Rosen thinks so. I am not sure I agree, but it's not a clear
cut case. My feeling is that they are all geared up for the new legislation 
now so why stop them? They have given us assurances in the past and will again 
in the future. We will do a lot better if they can go th Parliament and say 
that they have discussed this matter with the Bank and that they have decided 
to go ahead. If they should decide not to go ahead, then we should break with 
them. 

Mro Piccagli - Some of the people in the Bank question whether the Ceylonese are 
sincere in saying that they are all ready to form an autonomous Electricity 
Boordo 

Mr. Cargill - I don't understand what they base that thought on. It is true 
that the Ceylonese have been slow but there have been many good reasons for their 
slownesso However, now we hear that the.y are going aheado 

Mr. Squire - But we should realize that they did have a Board at one time and 
dropped it back in 1947. The question is ·whether they are now going ahead of 
their own free will; 

Mr. Cargill - That is a matter of judgement. However, they have applied this 
board mechanism in other fields recently. The Government was very much against 
autonomous boards earlier, after money was stolen from a board, This has not 
been true for the last four or five years or so. 

Sir William !tiff - Assuming that the Ceylonese will not agree to a covenant but 
will accept a letter of intent on this point, does anyone think that we should 
part? 

Mr. Nurick - Let's wait until we know the reasons for their objection to agreeingo 

Sir William Iliff - For the sake of argument, let's suppose they gave no reasons. 

Mr. Nurick - Then I don't know. This would be a matter for management to decide. 
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Sir William niff - All right. That is all the answer I want. 

Mro Lejeune -What is their objection to the Board? I don't understand what 
the hurdle is o 

Mr. Cargill - There is no hurdle for the bill on the Electricity Board. The big 
question is the transfer of personnel from the Civil Service status which is a 
separate matter. 

Sir William iliff - There has been political chaos in the country for about two 
years and the capable Government has been in office for only a few months. 
They certainly should be allowed same time to commence to take action. 

Could we have some expansion on this question of procurement1 

Mr. Aldewereld - It is a matter of repeating an order for the equipment purchased 
for the first unit of the Grandpass thermal plant. The first unit was 
purchased with international competitive bidding, but the Ceylonese wished to 
repeat the order with the suppliers for the first unit without additional 
competitive bidding. Normally we insist upon competitive bidding except where 
the fact of standardization is important. Here the big question is that of 
timing. If we were to insist on competitive bidding, it would delay the construc
tion of the project and upset the whole point of the loan. On the other hand, 
we may have difficul t:ie s with the Executive Directors over our lack of 
consistency. The arguments are valid for going ahead here; but in Thailand, 
where a similar situation has arisen, we do not propose to agreeo The question 
of standardization and of spare parts is of some concern here, but is not really 
vitalo 

Mr. Squire - The Ceylonese will save over a year by going ahead without competi
tive biddingo If they do not go ahead immediately, the project should not be 
built at all. 

Sir William nif'f - I understand that eventually the physical assets would be 
transferred to the Electricity Board and that the investment the Government has 
made in these assets would be converted to equity capita1. 

Mro Squire - That is our general understanding. The existing investment we are 
sure woUld be transferred to e qui ty. We are not quite sure as to future invest
mentso 

The meeting adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

GMS/mrd 
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Rough Notes of Staff Loan Committee Meeting held on 
Wednesday, February 15, 1961 at 3:00 p.m. in Room 1006 

VENEZUELA 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/61-6 

Mr. Schmidt - Since the paper was prepared, the Eximbank has announced a 50 
million seven-year loan to Venezuela to finance ~ imports to be used for many 
purposes, particularly by enterprises which are Government owned or controlled. 
The Eximbank loan was to have been in addition to a $100 million standby with 
the IMF but the latter is still waiting to look at the Government's financial 
program before considering a new standby credit. 

Mr. Alter - There have been many changes in the political picture since the 
rast meeting of the SLC . The Cabinet was changed last fall and constitutional 
guarantees were suspended in Decembero The elimination of the URD Party from 
the Government three months ago has probably strengthened the prospects for the 
present Government as the URD Party was not a stable member of the Coalition 
and was splitting itself. The situation is not clear but there now appears to 
be a greater probability that Betancourt will stay in power. The Government has 
moved to the right in the last six months but is still left of center. 

Mr. Knapt - As I see it, there are two reasons one might argue for not going 
ahead wi h the high ay loan: first , concern over the political situation, and 
second, concern over Venezuela ' s break with IMF over stabilization. 

I cannot see backing out of the highway loan on the basis of the political 
situation but I don't know about the second point. 

Mro Alter - The Fund is now waiting for the Finance lfinister to come up with a 
budget program for the coming year . The trouble last year over devaluation gave 
the Fund some concern but now the Fund feels that the Finance Minister is trying 
to formulate a satisfactory program and the Fund expects to go into the standby 
arrangement . The big question is whether there will be devaluation. This, I 
think, will depend upon the prognam the Government comes up with. If it suggests 
a big program, much above 5. 5 billion Bolivares annually, it is doubtful whether 
the Government could manage without increased receipts brought about by devalua
tiono If, however, they stay within the 5o5 billion budget, the.y may manage 
without devaluation. It is quite probable that a halfway step will evolve . 
Until the Fund knows more about this, they are not concerned. 

The mission did not urge devaluation unless a decline of petroleum revenues 
should occur. It suggested that devaluation might be desirable but not immedi
ately. This question is partly one of timing, to get all the various groups 
concerned to accept the devaluation. 

Mr. Knapp - Does anyone think we ought not to go ahead on the highway loan? 

(No answer.) 

HOti soon will it be ready? 
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Mr. Wheelock - It would be six toeight weeks before we have the information 
necessary to proceed. 

Mr. Knaf -What does the Fund think about the Bank going ahead with this loan 
or abou the Eximbank loan? 

Mr. Schmidt - Mr. d 1 Canto has informed us that he thinks we should go ahead. 
They have no quarrel with Venezuela at the moment and do not feel that the Bank 
loan should be used as a weapon in their relations with Venezuela. I understand 
that they lmew that the Eximbank was going ahead with its loan. 

Mro de Wilde - This appears to me to be a case where credits, no matter where 
th~ are received from, might strengthen the move for stabilization. 

Mr. Alter - Actually the loan should not make much difference as the amount is 
relatively small but a loan from the Bank would help, the Venezuelans think, to 
improve the external reaction. Bank support could be a factor in bolstering 
external confidence. 

Mr. Knapp - Then we approve going ahead with the highway project. I am a little 
worried about going ahead before the general financial program has been worked 
outo We previously told the Government that we would go ahead with the highway 
project only if a sound financial program were worked out. Going ahead now may 
mean to them that we were no longer interested in the program. We would have to 
make it very clear to them that our interest in the sound program has not 
decreased one bit. 

Mr. Schmidt - Yes, that is right, but we expect that the program question will 
be settled before we make the loan. 

Mr. Knatp - We said at the last meeting that we coUld lend $30 million to 
Venezue~ and that we should go out and find a project for $30 million. The 
high.-1ay project was found but has subsequentlJr grown to 40 million. That is 
not qfite the right way to operate. I agree that we cannot contract back to 

30 million now but I just want to throw out a warning on this procedure. 

Mr. Squire - The $40 million highway project is a well-balanced project and 
needs $46 million in foreign exchange . We could reduce the loan by agreeing to 
contribute only a part of the fore~ exchange but we do not want to see the 
project hurt by cutting back on the amount of the foreign exchange. 

Mr. Wheelock - Actually the project has not grown . We thought we had a $30 
million projecto As more complete information has been received the cost 
estimates for the project have had to be revised upward. 

Mr . Schmidt - The lesson appea to be that w~ cannot accept cost estimates 
where we have a limtton the amount we want to lend; or, we must take projects 
such as a group of roads , from which we could easily cut out physical sections 
in order to reduce the amount of the loan without hurting the project. 

Mr. Stevenson - Is this project something additional or something that the 
Venezuelans Would do anyway under their investment program? If, as you say, 
it is the l atter, why don ' t we give them $30 million as previously proposed and 
let them finance the balance? 
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Mr. Kna~ - They already know that we are thinking in terns of $40 million. 
That wo d be di.fficul t. However, Mr. Squire's idea of financing only part of 
the foreign exchange cost rather than chopping down the project is certainly 
proper. In this case, let's go ahead with the $40 million. 

Mr. NuriCk - Are the arrangements for tax anticipation ayments by the oil 
companies known? 

Mr. Alter -We don't know what method will be used ultimately but we do lmoi' 
the various ideas that were being discussed when the mission ~as there. The 
present proposals are only for the purpose of reducing the lag between the date 
taxes are due and the date of collection. If this process goes on it may 
become a matter of borrowing in the future. 

Mr. Nurick - The latter would give us a negative pledge problem. I think it 
woUld be better to find out what the siutation actually is. 

Mro KnapE - I agree we will have to clarify this. My understanding is that to 
meet the budget deficit the Government contemplates taking two actions, both of 
which are in the nature of one-shot operations. The first is merely that the 
oil comp · es would accelerate the time of payment. The second is just a matter 
of blackmail--the oil companies are asked to contribute a sum of money which will 
auply against future tax payments. 

Mro Alter - I inferred from what Mr. Collado told me that the oil co panies 
wanted to help the Government although they do not desire to see the ueatisfactory 
Government financial condition continue. They did not consider that~hey were 
being balckmailed. But, they may have changed their minds since I talked to him. 
Up until now the Government has been merely advancing the payment date of taxes 
that were due. 

Mr. Knapp - What about the business of oil companies guaranteeing notes? 

Mro Alter - That is the same thing. That has been the system they use to make 
payment. The oil companies guarantee Government notes which are held by the 
commercial banks until maturity and are then repurchased by the oil companies 
and used to meet tax payments. 

Mr. Nurick - That is exactly what we objected to in Chile and in Peru. In Peru 
they stopped after we objected. 

Mr. KnapE - Aside from the negative pledge question, these methods of acquiring 
funds appear to be stopgaps eating up future receipts and not a long-ter.m 
solution to a real problemo Consequently they shori+d be discouraged by the Bank. 

Investment Program 

Mr. Alter - The Four-Year Program of the Government is of the same magnitude as 
that recommended by the mission but the sources of financing it are different. 
The mission recommended additional taxes and the Government assumed higher 
receipts than does the mission from existing taxes, but this, of course, ha 
been changed by subsequent developments. There are substantial differences in 
the composition of the two programs but both recommended large amounts for the 
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fields of transportation, water supply, industrial credit and agricultural 
credit. The mission recommended greater amounts for investment in the steel 
mill while the Government's plan provides for a greater inveument in the social 
sector than did the mission. They are similar in their major emphasis on private 
inve tment and investment in transport, particularly in highways over railroads. 
The differences between the two programs have not been as great in actual 
practice as they were in conception. Actual expenditures have been closer to 
the mission's recommendations than the Government's plan w~s originally, except 
in regard to the agricultural settlement scheme where the Government has been 
moving faster by Presidential decree and contrary to the ideas of the Government 
Planning Board. 

Mr. Kna~ - What is the connection between our report and the approval of their 
plan by arliament? What happens to our report next? 

• Alter - vle don't really know. It depends on the Finance Minister. We will 
publish our report and the Finance Minister says he ~dll present a Four-Year 
Program shortly. We presume that this question is , being considered now in 
Caracas. 

Mr. KnapP - I think that during the next four-year period they could cover a 
$200-$)00 million deficit by borrowing without much trouble but they certainly 
would be using up their credit at a fast rate and perhaps they should go more 
on a pay-as-you-go basis and reserve same of their borrowing power for later. 

Mr. Alter - We recommended an increase in taxes of Bs. 200 million a year. 
This they have not done as yet. 

Mro Knapp - There still is a good argument for increasing taxes, it seems to me. 
The case made in the report against increasing taxes and of holding them at the 
present rate for pump-priming purposes seems rather weak to me. My question is 
whether they may be hurting confidence by increasing inflationary tendencies 
rather than successfully priming the pump by holding taxes~e they are. 

Mr. Alter - The Venezuelans feel that the prewent compensatory fiscal policy is 
necessary to encourage domestic investment. 

This admittedly is a very tricky matter and one where the chances of failure are 
great Jbut so far the business community has been ap lauding the Government. 
This whole element of business confidence is very important in Venezuela. 
It the Finance Minister gains sufficient confidence of the business community 
to hold the capial flight, he may be able to carry out his compensatory fiscal 
policies without disastrous consequences, but on the other hand he may go too 
far. It is risky but we think that we have to let them try it and that it is 
not out of place for them to try it. 

Mr. de ilde - I sympathize with Mr. Alter's reasoning. The Bank oan may not 
te large in relation to the deficit but if it helps confiience of the business 
community it may have a much greater effect than the amount would indicate • 

• 
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:f\fr. Knapr -With capital fiight already under way I only question whether more 
deficit inancing is the right polic.y. My impression is that it would increase 
lack of confidence in the Government and increase the capital flight. 

How much effort are we going to make to establish a relationship where we would 
be exercising leadership? We ar prepared to lend and to consult on the rest of 
the rogram I take it. How far is this to be a consortium operation? 

Mr. Schmidt - We plan to talk to them about just that. We feel that we should 
be willing to move if we find that we can be effective. From our talks so far 
we think that they want us to giv them help getting other finance and in the 
execution of their projectso In connection with helping them to find other 
finance, we have in mind leading them to the point where they might be able to 
go to the private market. 

We cannot say anything definite about relations with Venezuela until we have 
talked to them but we think we could be of help. There certainly will be a lot 
of projects and a lot of money investedo As for mechanics, we might have a 
resident mission consisting of an economist towork on financial plans and 
external financial arrangements and a technical man to work on the execution of 
projectso These two might be supplemented from time to time by specialists as 
the case requiredo For instance, we might send an expert on agricultural credit, 
which seems to be a field for advancement in Venezuela. 

Mr. ~natE - It seems to me that we have never had veryoordial relations with 
Vene ue a. Perhaps there ne r has been any necessity for this. Certainly a 
first loan should help to improve that situation nd if we can get on a good 
basis, there is a lot we can do. Certainly we could do something to bring them 
closer to the private market . They are a prospect for priv te finAncing i any 
country in South America is. Also, I think we should pry loose the 18% on the 
increase in the capital subscription as part of the highway loan deal. · 

Mr. Schmidt - I agree but there will be a problem if devaluation is contemplated 
and art of the 18% is out on loan. 

SINGAPORE 

r o Knatp - I take it that the amount of possible projects in vi is not great 
enougho raise any question about creditworthiness. This report speaks of $20 
or $30 million being a reasonable amount for the Bank to lend. 

Mr. Edelman - $30 million would cover all th t is in mind at the present time 
and there is no creditworthiness question about thato $30 million would appear 
~o be in their minds also as this is the figure they gave for loans from "the 
IBRD or similar sources" in the Development Plan. 

Mr. Knapp - What about the U.K. guarantee? 

Mr. Cargill - Geoffrey Wilson has a letter from the U.K. saying that they are 
p repared to guarantee Bank loans to s·ngapore and I understand he is prepared 
to , h .sam in writing to the Bank. No amounts are · stated in the letter 
but discussions in London turned on figure of $30 million because that was the 
figure given in the Plan. There is nothing sacred about the figure, of course. 
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Mr o Knapp - I would like to ask whether everybody thinks the Bank should make 
a loan to Singapore, given the uncertainties of Singapore's constitutional stat s 
due to the transitional stage of Singapore. 

(This led to a lot of irrelevant discussion on the similarity or lack of it of 
the political status of Singapore to other Overseas Territories.) 

Stating the question in another way 1 does ··not anyone object to the loan to 
Singapore with a U.K. guarantee? 

Rr. Lejeune - Singapore has unusually large reserves and a very small debt, 
maldrig its position rather unusual but its population is rising very rapidly and 
there is a potential unemplqyment problem. The question is what would happen 
after 1965. Would the running down of reserves and increasing debt put Sin apore 
in such a position that it would not be able to face successfully a decline in 
per capita income and empl~ent in the 1960's? 

Mr. Bachem - My only answer to that is that we hope the industrialization program 
will be successful. That is the best answer unless, or course, unification 
with Malaya works out. 

Mr. Sdmidt - What are the possibilities for that and what are the alternatives if 
they don*t? 

Mro Bachem - It is conceivable that Malaya may become Chinese-dominated, thus 
removing the obst cl to unification. 

Mr. Car~ll - At the present time the Chinese make up about 40% of the popula
tion in~aya and they are not likely to become a dominant group in a short 
timeo It is c9nceivable that shifts in the representation of the 40% may permit 
them to bring greater pressure on the Government to relax its position towards 
Singapore but there is nothing definite that can be forecast about this. 

Mr. de Wilde - My impression is that the situation is not quite as stark as 
Mr. Lejeune has put it. There may be a temporary decline in per capita income 
but Singapore should be able to take that in its stride considering the level 
it has now achieved and its other more intangible assets. We are banking on 
its geographical osition and the ingenuity and adaptability or the people. 
This definitely would be in the nature of a character loan. 

Mr. Knapp - Do we send this report to the Government nov1? 

Mr. Car~ill - We did not think we would send the report to the Government now. 
We wOUl write to tell them that we were sending a mission and the mission might 
hand it to the Finance Minister informally. 

Mr9 Knapp - I take it then we would give it to the Executive Directors only 
when a project comes along for financing? 

Could you giv us a little more about this Israeli tie-up? 
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Mr. Edelman - At the moment that business is at the stage of diBcussions with 
an ex-DUtch businessman, Mr. Kahin, and his company. He has done technical 
planning in the Netherlands and later in Israel. As .far as we lmow he has not 
as yet accepted the Israeli offer to head the proposed Ecohomic Development 
Board. 

Mr. Knap~ - I understand the Israelis are giving technical assistance around the 
world ~ I realize that they probably have a pretty good pool of technical 
advisers but this is the first case where I have noticed that they have offered 
general economic adviceo From the results of our mission to Israel I concluded 
that they were not much good on this point. 

Mro Cargill - The Singapore Government has also contacted Mr. Arnon, Director 
General of Finance o.f the Israeli Government, so that these discussions they 
are now having with Mr. Kahin are in the nature of a start and the continuing 
relationship might be with the Government. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m. 

GMStreet/mrd 
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Mro Kna~- Before considering the drafts I would like to ask whether anyone 
has any fference of opinion about the policy itself. At the last meeting 
some of the things said by Mro Cope and Mr~ Rosen led me to believe that they 
might have some question about the poli~o 

Mr~ Cope - I do not object to the policy but I do not think that it should 
s n or all time . We should review it from. time to time to see whether it 
i still appropriate . At the present time I have no objection. 

Mr . Rist - There is one point I did not get the last timeo I thought that we 
a e premium for prepayment not only because we might want to sell partici-

pations in the loans but because it is a logical position for lenders to take 
and always has been and that th Bank, as a recurrent exception, might waive 
the premiumc My question is whether it should not be left at that, which leaves 
it on a day- to-day basiso There was some discussion the last time which made me think 
that some around the table think we would always waiv the pr miumo 

Mr. Kna - Noo Your first sta t as eorr cto Th poli y is to waive, 
epen J.ng upon the circumstances existing at the time as a "recurrent exception" 

but there is nO) commitment to waive. Any statement would be merely an expression 
of intentiono 

Mro Rist - All righto I was afraid that our agreement last time might be 
interpreted as agreement to continue to waive . 

Mro Cope - There are three things involved: the expression of intent in the 
I:oan Regulations, the fact that it is our present policy to 1-raive, and the fact 
that we have always done so. These three things put together lead to the 
impression that we would always do so in the future although we did not agree 
to do soo I am against the inclusion of this expression of intent in the 
contract because in conjunction with the other two things~ the borrowers may 
believe that it will be our policy to waive the premium always$ By removing 
one of the points I mentioned we might weaken this impression. 

Mr. Knapp - Let us discuss the alternative papers now. On the poli~ statement, 
r WOlU~ike to consider this as though it would not be issued by the Executive 
Directors. 

Mr. Cope - I prepared the draft and I did so on the basis that it would be 
issued by the Executive Director merely because you had said that it would be 
issued by the Executive Directors 

Mro Knap~ - The idea of a poliqy sta~ent by the Executive Directors appears to 
be an openinl for further troubl • They might ask for review of policy from 
time to ti • I wonder therefore whether the statement could not com from the 
Manage men 
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Mro Broches - I am not sure we can make that distinction between the Management 
and the Executive Directors. This would be a Bank statement. Can the Management 
make a decision of this type without the Executive Directors' approval? Also, 
the present policr,y is a policy of th Bank which was approved by the Executive 
Directors when they approved the earlier Loan Regulations. If we take the 
section out of the revised Loan Regulations 1 the Executive Directors in approv
ing the revised Loan Regulations would be approving the change even though they 
did not have the opportunity to approve any statement on the policy. 

Mr. Schmidt - Would it be possible to use the statement as a ~1ide for loan 
regUlations rather than as a published statement of policy? What ! have in 
mind is that it could be used by the people concerned only when needed. 

Mr. Knanp - That argues for not having a statement at all. At the last meeting, 
the point was made that thPre have been cases where some sort of a statement was 
necessary. 

Mr. Cope - s this is not an issue in the case of eve~J loan but is something 
that we have to explain to every borrower going through and explaining the Loan 
Regulations, I think there is a clear case for omitting this from the Loan 
RegulationsQ 

Mro Schmidt - That is also true of many other things in Loan Regul tions. 

Mr. Rist - The issue we are discussing has been raised because of the change in 
the Loan Regulationso Couldn't this ·issue be resolved by changing the Regua1tiorn 
and giving the Executive Directors an explanation of the reason for the change. 
I think this explanation would be relatively easy to draft. I don't particularly 
care which of the suggested alternatives for Section 2oOS(c) is included. 

Mr. Knapt - That would leave the Bank's policy unannounced to the borrol-rer as 
none o he three alternatives cover the policy adequately. H ever, it is 
referred to indirectly in Alternatives II and III. 

If we do have a statement of policy, I would supgest some changes. I disli~e 
the r ference to the Executive Directors and thiruc the statement should 
changed o make it one of the Bank. Also, I th nk para . 1 sho d have an 
additional statement that it is the Bank's established policy to sell loans out 
of its portfolio. 

I also c~nsidered adding something to cover the point that the benefit to the 
borrower if the Bank waived the premium on prepayment is a privilege and that 
if this benefit were lost through sale of all or part of the loan to the 
mar t t e borr ·rers would not have any reason to objecto However, on second 
thought, I don.'t think that this should be inll1 ded. 

l1r. Rist - I agree Hi th that but I think that the bit about the Bank t s polioy 
to sell should start the statement. 

Mro Cope - I like the suggestion of including a clause about the Bank's 
policy to ell bonds out of portfolioo 

Mro ICna - I don't agree with Mro Rist's suggestion to shift the statement 
abou possible sales to the beginning of the statement. The decision to c!arge 
a premium is not based solely on the possi i ity that a loan might be sold to 
the market. We m ght not ant to waive the pr mium for other reasons, therefore 
it would not be corr ct to hang tb argument solely on the mark t angle. 

Mr. Co e -Let us look at th alternativ suggestions for Section 2.05(c)o 
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Mr. Broches - Alternative II is the closest to the policy statement. 

Mr. Knapp - rds "subject to the Bank's policy of selling loans or portions 
thereof to other investors" appears irrelevant to the Section to me, so I have 
trouble with Alternati e II. Alternative III is ~erely a combination of I and 
II. I prefer Alternative I but think it could be strengthened by adding the 
words "and are still held by the Bank. Thi would be a repetition but for the 
purpose of emphasizing the distinction. 

Mr. Cargill - I suggest w drop the word "sympathetically." Have w ever 
considered anything unsympathetically? 

Mro Cope - The "notwithstanding" clause at the beginning of Alternative I does 
appear to me to be a logical link so I think that I is the best but I still 
prefer the policr,r statement ideao Having this in the Loan Regulations makes 
it seem contractual whereas· I think it sho~d be handled on an ad hoc basis as 
the occasion demands . -- ---

Mr. Broche r - Unfortunately there is a 1 ng history behind thi Section. 
Origina ly it was put in to reassure borrowers on the one hand.and, on the other, 
to cover us ~here premium were payable for prepayment of the Bank's bonds. 
In 1952, the words "in the light of all circumstances then existing" were 
substituted for the earlier 1 nguage specifically to me t the prob+em of selling 
bonds fron the po:btfolio. With all the back history, any changes we make now 
raise the qu stion as to why we are making the change. 

Mr. Stevenson - I have never had y trouble with the existing prov1s1on. 
Perhaps we are stirring up more trouble than the whole thing is wort • I realize 
th t a policy statement such as this in Loan Regulations seems a bi odd. I 
suggest we might go back to the original version. 

Mr. Cargill - I do not have m11ch of any 1n1on. I was not in on the earlier 
discussions and feel reluctant to express an opmnion but I have not had any 
difficulty with the existing provision. 

Mr. Schmidt - We have never had any difficulty, therefore I would suggest to 
eave ~ as it is or to ke as little change as possibleo 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I would prefer to leave it alone. Some time back when I was 
concerned with explaining the premium to borrowers, this was an answer against 
the borrowers' criticism of the premium but I have not been concerned with that 
problem lately so I don't have any strong feelings. 

Mr. Rist - e have said that a policy statement should nd0 logically be includ d 
in the Loan Regulationso Therefore it would not be an improvement in the 
situation if we retain the existing Section 2o05(c) which includes this policy 
statemento 

Mr. Clark - It is not at all illogical to have a policy statement in the Loan 
RegUlationso Having a statement is logical but the statement of policy which we 
have is illogical. 

Mr. Broches - It is a sly way of referring to the Bank policy to sell bonds. 
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Mr. Knap - In the existing wording of 2.05(c), the first sentence is too broad. 

w ean it is the policy of the Bank to encourage prepayment of loans held 
by the Ba I vrould agree that we hould stick with the existing Section, other
wise we would be opening up more trouble . 

Mro Clark - Is the statement as you modified it true? Is it the policy of the 
~ank to encourage prepayment of loans held by it? What about Pakistan? 

Mr. Knapp - Yes , even in Pakistan we are basically interested in seeing them 
pay up early. 

Mr . Broches - I 111 change the first sentence to read "prepayment pr.ior to 
maturity of portions .. of its loans retained by the Bank for its own account . " 

The meeting adjourned at 3:30 p.m. 

GNStreet/mrd 
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COLOMBIA 

Mr. Knapp - Let us look first at the Economic Reporto 
say about that, Mro Avramovic? 

GA (' r 

Do you have anything to 

fr . Avramovic - I have nothing to add reallyo e minutes of the SEC were 
airly complete . There was a lot of discussion of what the present situation 

means for the future; b11t it is really a little too early to say anything with 
accuracy. 

There· is one new development. The world coffee crop in 1962 is expected to be 
very big compared with this yearo By world crop we mean Brazil. This develop
ment has been discounted somewhat in the report as the price was assumed to go 
doHn slowly. However, in the light of the new report on the coffee crop, one 
might be more pessimistic about the b lance of payments prospects of Colombia. 

Hr. Knapp - It seems clear from the report that the Government continues to 
pursue sound financial policieso They have paid off an impressive amount of 
debt. 

Are there any general corrunents? Would the Economic Report go to the Board? 

Mro Schmidt - I think we generally send these economic reviews to the Board to 
keep them informed. 

Mro Cope - With this record of debt r et i rement, there is a good chancre of 
gettlng an 18% releaseo 

.~. Schmidt ~ We mentioned this the last time we talked to Colombian officials 
and got a good reaction. 

Mro Knapp - tfuy do we make loans without getting agreement on 18% release? I 
think we should put the pressure on now for this. 

Mr . Schmidt - I agree to the idea of applying pressure, but I would not want to 
e y ~portant projects because of disagreement over the release of 18%. 

Mr. Knapp - One of the attached charts shows that on January 1, 1960 Bank 
fending to Colombia had slowed down but that it would pick up fast until 1963. 
The $6.3 million of the 18% is rather small in relation to the amount we ar 
considerdng for loans . 

!1r. Schmidt I agree we should push for this release. 

Mr Knapp - I have one comment on the level of imports in 1959 discussed on polO . 
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1-ir . DomingtJ.ez - P. 10 says that import levels had been high in 1960 and there 
was a consequent balance of payments deficito Neil inform tion indicates that 
the balance of payments in 1960 was about eve , This ~rill require a change in 
para Q 22 . Actually what had happened is that balance of payments did not drop 
but reserves have as debt vJa s paid off. 

Mro Knapp - I suggest that some figures in paras o 22 ana 23 uould help the 
reader ' s understanding of this problem. Table 15 shows that import payments 
wer e up $100 million in 1960 over 1959, which does not check ~th figures p,iven 
elsewhereo 

Mro Dominguez - Table 15 is based on fiscal figures rather than physical trade 
and therefore reflects delays due to supp~iers ' credits, etc. The physical 
trade figures are more reliable for the long run. 

Mro Knapp - It seems obvious that the Government has been trying hard and has 
made a good record in the face of a poor outlook for coffee . 

Mr. Dominguez - Further improvement is possible as cotton export forecasts are 
now p more than we had thought earlier. 

LPt ' s recerve discussion on the actual total figure that the Bank 
-..--...-~.a .. ri But, we are agreed, I take it, that Colombia is creditworthy for 

additional external loans . 

(No dissent) . 

Have they also been using restraint in borrowing from others? 
rD& 

Mr. de Vries - The ~ is considering a line of credit of 1 million for private 
cieras and some more for water supply projects. · 

Mro Knapp - But Colombia is not plunging ahead with suppliers ' credits . 

Mr. de Vries " Commerical bank credits are up but these are for it ms hich 
shoUld be financed by that type of credit. 

V~o Aldewereld - And that may indicate improvement in the general economy. 

Mr. Cope - There are some interesting fi .es on bond yields o Colombia appears 
to be almost within striking distance of a oint market operationo The yield on 
Japanese bonds is not far from the Colombian bond yield figures . 

Mr. Knapp - I distrust these figures on bond prices somewhat . 

Mr. Stevenson - Are there to be any changes in the figures on the ratio of debt 
e~ce t o export earnings as a result of the comments of the SEC? 

Mrc Avramovic - We could drop the figures after 1962 as they are obviously 
unreEllistic. 

Mr. Knatp - The drop from 10% to 6% in these figure may change between now and 
1963 bu they do show that Colombia now h borrat·ring room. Certainly these 
figures , or absolute figures as to the debt level, are important . 
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Mr. Stevenson ~ My idea was only that the SEC had commented that there should 
be less stress on the figures and o on the basic factors; a comment with 
which I agree . Really, I only wonder whether changes have already been made in 
line with the SEC comments . 

Mr. Dominguez - Yes. 

Mr. Knapp - I want to raise the question 1-1hether we consider Colombia as an IDA 
customer on the basis of the level of the living standard and the direction in 
which the econ~ is moving. Personally I question whether it should be o 

Mro de Vries The c~rent balance of paYWents trend is based on the confidence 
of external creditors, which could deteriorate rapidly following faulty govern~ 
ment action, and on coffee prices, rhich might slip fasto It' true that the 
per capita income figure is around $250 but the figure is unreliableo 

Mro Schmidt • This is something to keep in the back of our mind but I had inot 
considered Colombia as an IDA customer at the pres nt timeo 

Mr. Basch - Colombia ha a problem of managing to maintain the equilibrium of 
the Government budget . This is important because the budget is the basis for 
about 40% of the investment program and of course it has a bearing on the 
consideration of Colombia as an IDA customer. 

Mro de Vries - My big concern is whether the Government has the ability to 
finance the large investment program, necessary for political and social reasons, 
without severe inflationary forces developingo 

Mr. Knapp - I do not think that is an adequate argument for more financing 
through IDA. They could go faster with their developMent if they got more funds , 
to be sure, but I think Colombia is high on the list of countries which should 
rely on normal sources for investment funds . With the ~ank p tting in the 
money at a good rate, there isn't much justification for more from IDA. 

Let ' s look at the Area paper. Let ' s check off all the projects. 

Highways 

This is an old item. The transportation survey and the mention of a soft loan 
are the only new points. 

Steel Mill 

This again is another old item o Do we know yet whe!her this plant is economical 
and efficiently operated? 

Mr. Armstrong - The information have is indirect and incomplete . We are 
still waiting for the report being prepared for the Koppers ' company. We 
understand that there have been some stained relations be~een Koppers and the 
Colombians which may be greater if their port i delayed further. We do not 
know whether Koppers is actuellY operating the plant or merely preparing a 
report on its operations . However, we have been told that the estimated f ost of 
the project has grown from 12 million to 25 million sine we first heard about 
it . 
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Medellin Power 

Mr. Knapp - This one is urgent . The sum is certainly bigo 

Railways 

Mr. Knapp -We have moved a long wa.y from our previous position. At 1 . st 
report we had questions about the financial administration, the accounting 
system and pretty nearly everything about the project . Now 11e are talking of a 
loan early in 1961. Have all theso problems been resolved? 

Mr. AldeHereld ,.. The track is not entirely clear, but a four-man mission went 
down to study t hese problems of efficiency and has recommended necessary c anges o 
Secondly, they are now talking of a transportation survey. I don ' t think we 
need wait for the final report of the transportation survey, but can go ahead 
vThen the project is r eady, assuming that the motive power and rolling stock 
investments are justified. 

Uro Schmidt - In preparing the paper we are not considering, we assumed that 
the Loven report would clear up these matters so that we could go forward . 
B t , we would not go forward any faster than the project justifies. 

Mr. B:roches .... I thought there was so much ~~Trong with the railroad that we 
Wfflted to take another full look _ _. We have already made two interim loans o 
Should we be making another before having our good look? 

Mro Knapp - I thought so too but the Bruce PaJme report seems to be favorable , 
sa~rrng that although there was room for further improvement of the financial 
and statistical records , they provide a satisfactory basis for financial appraisal 
of loans whic could be made earlier in 1961. 

Mr. Aldewereld - e are now organizing a large expansive study. But the 
emergency of the motive p~rer and rolling stock situation might justify going 
ahead before the survey is complete. 

Mr. Schmidt - It ' s true that we had a question whether the financial picture 
was accurate . Bruce Payne checked and said it was; thus wiping away one of 
our big doubts . And then rates have been increased 30%. Consequently, if 
dieselization is urgent and economically justified, I think we can go aheado 
It ' s now down to a "fiU.e$"tion f technical appraisal o t he project o 

~~. Demuth - In Argentina the emergency project put forward by the management 
of the railroad differed greatly from that which came from the mission after it 
had had a look at the ituation. Is there any danger of the same thing happen
ing here? Are we satisfied with t _e emereency project put forward y the 
railroad? 

Mr<> Aldewereld .... The question is whether we trus t MadigCln-H:,rland Corp . ut we 
certai y cotud consider these projects as an P- eption to ee whether they 
are sound. 
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l Power Plants at Cartagena and Rio Prado 

Mr. ~napp - Don't we have enough without these two small projects? 

Mr. Schmidt - They need power at these places. The question is whether we can 
tell the Colombians that we have enough power projects and don't want to take 
any more. If we feel that way, maybe the.y would be something for IDA. 

Industrial Development Bank 

Mr. Knapp - What are· the chances for this in 6 to 12 months? 
-Mr. Schmidt - The chances are ve sma~l. 

Mr. Demuth - It's a long chance for anything coming out of this at all. We 
will kriow a little more in a few weeks but nobody is optimistic. There is a 
problem of regionalism, distrust between Government and private interests, and 
between sections of the latter. 

Mro Hoffman - Could the present organization borrow from the Bank? 

Mro Knapp - The Government guarantee problem has prevented that. 

Mro de Vries - The Government legally can guarantee now and the director of 
one of these institutions has said he would ask for a Government guarantee. 

Mr. Demuth - The trouble is that the orgariizations are small and not satisfac
tory for Bank operationso Perhaps the.y are better prosp cts for the !DB. 

Medellin ~later Supply 

Mr. Schmidt - This is in the list because we thought that if the Bank is going 
to start doing water supply projects, it could do this one because it is a good 
one. The IDB says that it's too big for them to do alone. W have been think
ing of a joint arrangement, with the IDB lending pesos received from Colombia 
in payment of their capital subscriptions to the IAB. 

Mr. Demuth- I don't think we should encourage that sort of thing. 

Mr. Schmidt - There might be other sources of funds. They certainly need 
long-term financing. · 

Mr. Armstrong - The figures on foreign vs. local capital requirements are not 
very accurate. We do not know on what basis they were calculated. 

Mr. Knapp - If anybody wants to out water projects, now is the time. 

Mr. Aldewereld - In the Philippines we threw out water because it was iden
tilied with power we were financing o The same policy might be applied here, 
although in the Philippines it was the same water being used for power genera
tion and water supply. Here it is not the same water but rather the same 
organization. 
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Mr. Cavanaugh -We have better things to do with ,_our funds. 

Mr. Cargill -We certainly have enough things to do with our funds. 

Mr. de Vries - I thought the Bank was going to consider water projects. This 
one is easy to swallow as the rates are high and can be raised higher, it's 
industrially important and a generally attractive enterprise run by an 
organization whiCh we are already financingo 

Mr. Cavanaugh -My question is where do we stop and also I think it would hurt 
the Bank*s ability to sell bonds. 

Mr. Knapp - Mr. Black says it would not. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Could we discuss where we draw the line? 

Mr. Knapp - That has always worried me, particularly in Latin America where 
there are so many water supply projects which might be presented to the Bank 
if we start on them. However, having decided to go ahead on water supply 
projects, we just have to piek and choose. 

Mr. Demuth . - I never understood that position about the danger of being fiooded 
1dth projects. With a limit on the am t we are willing to lend to a particular 
count~ w have to pick the most economical projects within the creaitworthiness 
limit. The argument of too many proj ects is true of power or anything else. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Where do we put this water project in importance in relation 
to power. 

Mr. d Vries - The water project is very important in this area. There are 
three important industrial areas in Colombiao Th other two have found finance 
for their water supply and this one has not. I consider this among one of the 
top priority project in Colombia. But I would have to put railroads a~ the 
most important. 

Mr. Kna¥P - Why are we only considering a joint operation with IDB on this 
project Why not on the others? 

Mr. de Vries - The Colombians figure that this project ha a high percentage of 
local. currency. They know we do not do local currency financing so they thought 
of the IDB. Also, the amonnts involved for same of the other projects are too 
big for IDB. 

Conclusions 

Mr. Knapl - The chart shows possible Bank operations in two steps: Step No. 1 
is ali r ght, but I think ther is too much in Step No. 2 and the figure of 
$12 million for the development bank is too high. The total figure of $100 
million _seems awfully fasto What doe that do to debt service? 

Mr. Broches - If the IDB aims to do the development bank without a Government 
guarantee that might take it away from us. 
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Mr. s - The second chart shows debt service, assuming: loans wer made 
for projects we have discussed. 

Mr. Knapp - ~ is an awful lot 1. seems too mu€h. Why do we not consider 
the small power projects for th IDB? 

Mr. de Vries - We cannot estimate when any particular project will be ready or 
what new projects will come along so we have to list all the 'possibilities. 
But, that does not mean they will all necessarily mature in the next 12 to 18 
months. Also, the small power projects may turn into bigger oneso That has 
happened before in Colombia. 

Mr. Schmidt - These are all good, high-grade, priori~ projects. We always 
think we can go faster than we actually do so that it's not necessarily a matter 
of lending all of this at one time. Moreover, the projects will have to go 
forward whether we do them or not, and I think it is better that they be done 
under us. 

Mr. Knapp - don't have to do all the projects in every country. That argument 
may be used for eve~ project. How about these small power projects? 

Mr. Schmidt - The question is whether we decide to stop doing any more power. 
That decision does not appear to be justified on the basis of the creditw~thiness. 
These small projects have come up and we have to consider them. 

Mr. Knapp - How do we justify so much work on these projects with many other 
demands on our time and manpower? The total amount o mon suggested here for 
Colombia is high and has some important b a 9n h ~ q~e mon, but the 
manpmfer question is important too. 

Mr. Aldewereld - The country has made progress. I am not certain, but all 
these projects appear to be good. This will put a big demand on our staff' 
which already has big demands on it. The two small projects require as much 
work as big ones. The question is whether it is worth a 7 million loan. 

Mr. Brochew - It isn't a creditworthiness problem but rather how thinly we can 
spread our manpower. It's a pity to give the impression of turning down small 
projects but on the other hand I don't think a decision here means that we 
were turning down all small projects. 

Mr. Demuth - I agree with Mr. Broches, and would like to say also that this 
method of presentation gives a useful view of operations for a year or two and 
we should not penalize a country because two years' operations have been lumped 
in one package, making it look big, whereas actual loans will probably not reach 
the total figures. 

Mr. Core- I agree on the point about manpower. Can't we ~ say we envisage a 
rate o lending of this magnitude over two or three years, leaving projects to 
be completed depending on the work load. 

Mr. Knapp- If projects are all ready, we . can't stop now on the basis of 
creditworthiness. Let's not proceed on the two small projects. We do have to 
place arbitrary limitations on our load. We will discuss it lat r. 
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Mr. Schmidt - If we are not going to do these projects, we have to tell the 
~olombians so that they van make other plans. They have gone through a goOd 
deal of trouble to prepare the projects well. 

Mr. Knapp - What if the six others come in? We can •t do everything and 
dartagena is really nothing. 

Mr. de Vries - The Cartagena power company figures on selling a substantial 
part of the increase in output to fertilizer plant which will not be built 
unless theEe is power. ·The Rio Prado project is in a region where the Govern
ment is making a real effort to help people settle on new lands as part of a 
social improvement program and we would like to contribute to this useful program. 

Mr. KnapE - I would not want to approve it now. The problem is two more projects 
in a ric 1bill of fare•. I am not worried if some of the projects go out 
because that would get something off of our plate. 

As for the amount, I take it that we agreed that we can leave the amount below 
$100 milliono 

Mro Demuth - $93 million would not be excessive from a financial standpoint. 
If Colombia came in with two good projects of $50 million each, we could not 
object on a creditworthines•basis. The problem is not the amount, but rather 
one of manpower and work load. · 

Mr o Knapp - I agree it is more of a manpower problem. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:30 p.m. 

GHStreet/mrd 
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Mr. Knapp - This meeting co.es about from the fact that this subject was on the 
agenda of the Lost Weekend but was not discussed for lack of time . The meeting 
has been postponed once in order to make some revisions in the paper . Just 
putting the thoughts down on paper has probably been very helpful as a useful 
exchange of ideas. I understand there has been a good deal of discussion on the 
paper already. It certainly is an interesting paper. 

Mr . Aldewereld - I had two reasons for wanting to undertake the study of this 
subject . The first stems from our difficulties in preparing the technical report 
on the Japanese railways project . The second is that we have been applying prin
ciples in the past which perhaps may not have been consistent o I hoped the paper 
would give us a chance to see whether the princip es vre: have been applying have 
been correct . 

Mro Knapp - I would like to ask Mro de Wilde about the minutes of the SRC meeting 
on this paper and to give us an oral report of that meeting. 

Mr o de ilde - Because this paper was changed considerably after the meeting of 
the SEC on an earlier draft, the minutes of the SEC meeting were not particularly 
relevant o I will attempt to give an oral report but I may go beyond the S ~C in 
some respects because of my personal predilection for raising revenues o 

This personal position is based on three considerations: (1) there is rather a 
prima facie case that if revenues are low, the cost/benefit ratio may be low; 
(2) if investment resources are lrnr, it is dPsirab e to examine all possibilities 
for increasing production of investment resources by higher revenues for se f
supporting projects; (3) if pri s are low, there is some danger of encouraging 
investment for production of eo nmnically unnecessary consumption of services or 
goods . 

The presumptive yardstick set out in the paper is satisfactory as a guide of 
operations, but we must examine each application of the yardstick for possible 
departures either up or d~o There is, for instance, a case for charging what 
the traffic will bear where there are monopoly profits, if investment resources 
are low in comparison with investment possibilities. 

There are, however, limits to the application of this polic~r in some cases because 
of competition and, in such cases, other means of raising revenues must be found 
rather than increasing rates. 

cceptance of lower revenues depends, I think, on whether a project should be 
subsidized, or stated in another way, whether the subsidy should be countenanced 
by the Bank . A subsidy may be desirable if the resu t would to maximize over-
all production . For example , subsidization of fertilizers or water supply might 
result in an over- all increase of agricultural production . Also it might be 
advisable to countenance subsidy to offset other subsidies, for example, to sub
sidize agriculture to offset subsidies given to develop industries in an under
developed country. Finally, subsidies granted to benefit the community as a 
whole rather than the users might be considered as acceptable; e . g. , education 
and water supply subsidies . 
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There are, however, two difficulties in applyin~ the yardstick proposed by the 
paper . The first is that of determining a cost of capital . This is not the cost 
in terms of borrowing but in terms of the scarcity of capital and its possible 
use in other areas of development . Much study by the Bank is still required in 
this field . 

Secondly, where a project is the extension of an old project, there is the diffi
cult problem of calculation of asset value on which to determine the rate of return o 

This whole matter is one of codifying basic practices of the Banko The general 
position of the paper is all right; but the real problem is one of departure 
from the yardstick set up by the paper and the extent of the departure . 

- On the problem of measuring the cost of capital, do you think that 
is in the right range~? 

Mr . de ilde - I think the range should be broader than that, say 5% to 12% . The 
5% figure may be considered low but it is a question of supply and demand for 
capital hich may balance out at some point in the range . Capital is general y 
scarce in underdeveloped countries but opportunities are also rare with a con
sequent low cost of capital . On the other hand, a very high supply of capital 
combined with a high demand may result in a high cost, as in Japan . The rate 
m~ balance out at any point in the range . 

Mr o Cope - The discussions alone on this subject justify the paper . 

I agree with what ~r . de ilde has said as to the difficulties of this problem. 
It seems to me the paper takes too narrow a point of view . I want to make three 
points: First , the real uestion is what is a reasonable rate of return . This 
question is not covered in the paper . I understand that TOD has been doing some 
re~earch on this and it would be helpful to know what rate of return had been 
expected on all the projects we have financed at the time we made the loans . 

Secondly, the paper is fairly strong on power projects but gets a itt e shaky 
on railway projects where technical changes have begun to cause financial difficul
ties . I agree with the general idea set out in the paper but the paper is not 
very useful for rail~ay systems which are going downhill . It leaves out a whole 
range of projects on which we need guidance . Para . 37 speaks of "prospects of 
earnings and adeuqate return on investment on proper valuation of assets o1 This 
is not much he Po Historical cost is no good and revaluation to present values 
of assets in a declining industry or project is not verv useful because in truth 
the as ets wouldn ' t even be built today if we were starting fresh. This whole 
question is one of very complicated economic analysis. I think the paper should 
pay more attention to economic principles rather than to descriptions of situations 
e have encountered . I suggest that the conomic aff set down principles for 

the guidance of Bank operations . 

Thir -y, because of the history of the paper with numerous revisions, it has 
several ambiguities which should be edited out . 

Mr . ldewereld - The paper was prepared on the cases r.S seen and the difficultie 
enc untered and not on the basis of general economic principles . I agree ara o 
37 is not very helpful o This point was discussed in the S C meeting . The ques 
tion of the less dvna ic industries is admittedly difficult . If we were not 
examining an old railroad but were asked to fina~ce economic transportation, we 
might now recommend bu:ilding a highway instead o But the mere existence of the 
railway leads to a conclusion to hold the railway, but the question is at what 
rate of return. What is the value of the old assets? e can capitalize the 
return we expect to get, but, this is not a very helpfu answer. 
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Mr o de \1ilde - In this connection, the paper suggests that in some cases it may 
be necessary to revalue assets . But often the situation is one of over-vAluation 
and the question arises whether we should seek a return on the old investment . 
A devaluation may be necessary which would show a much higher rate of returno 

Let's assume a situation of inflation and serious price distortion . The question 
may arise whether it is possible for rates to be put up for the purpose of in
creasing the return without reducing revenueso Under these circumstances, revalua
tion of assets may be only a rationalization for a rate increase and not a change 
to reflect the true value of the assets . 

r o Knapp -My view is that if a project s ips into financial difficulties, this 
fact alone compounds the unsatisfactory situation because the general efficiency 
of the project is damaged by a drop in standards. For example: payrolJs become 
infl~ted; thP capital eauipment is allowed to run downo This is a good reason 
for catching the problem before it slips into real financial difficulties . 

Mr . Cargill - ~ all agree to eliminate deficit cases but the correction of the 
financial difficulties to which you refer may require other means than rate 
increa~es. 

Mr. ldewereld - This is a complicated problem. In Australia they added diesels 
to their equipment to solve railroad difficulties. 

Mr . Cargill - A really interesting case would be that where there was a deficit 
for a whole enterpriseL but a new addition is justified. 

_r . Knaup- That case is discussed in the paper. 

r . Eroches - There seem to be two problem : first, determining what rate is 
proper; and, second, on what basis this should be calculated . Could one calcu
late a renewals fund necessary to keep the project on an existing level? 

Mr o Aldewereld -That is exactly what they are doing in all the ex-U.K. countries . 
Calculations eive the present revaluation cost and that is used as a depreciation 
charge . The Japanese have revalued all assets on present values and so they 
automatically use replacement cost for their depreciation charge . Other peop e 
achieve the same thing by charging the current rrices for depreciation . This is 
why the rate of return fi~es are not comparable for di ferent projects o 

Mr . de ilde - The chance of insisting on adequate depreciation depends on the 
monopo istic status of the enterprise . Some projects just couldn ' t cover adequate 
depreciation charges with their revenues . 

Mr . ldewereld - That ' s righto But the quPstion is, if they cannot, whe her the 
railroad shou d be built at all. 

- If the railroa s followed Mro Broches' su _gestion of charging at a 
they probably ould not earn anything on their capital investment o 

r . Knapp - I think that a project should meet a lowest standard of covering 
operating cost and depreciation. This would give protection against the internal 
financial rot I mentioned earlier. Above that, it becomEea fisca question or 
the government or ag~ncy or cempany responsible for the project . We cannot 
generalize except to say that we sho d get the mpst we can . 

However, we mi~ht accept lower standards if we could get agreement on a forward 
program to achieve the satisfactnry level within a reasonable time . Uruguay 
would be a sample perhaps o 
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Mr . Aldewereld - The paper tried to cover thato I would go as far as to say that 
we might accept a railway losing money, assuming an efficient operation, if the 
cost of providing service by other means would be ~~eater . For example, the con
struction of a railway extensian · mignt result in a loss on investment in the 
total ·old and new facilities but the cost of a highway would be much higher. 

relative 
Mr. de Wilde - Investment in transport is a question of the/return on the marginal 
investment in roads or railroads. 

Mr . Knapp - What about a section of the road going off to some isolated area? 
If they don't need transportation for this area, they shouldn't build either 
railroads or roads. 

Mr. Schmidt - In Latin America the railro~ds r1m at an operating deficit and we 
must insist upon reforms before we can go ahead. Once we have achieved that 
point then I would agree with the principles in the paper . 

I have a question, though o This paper does not say anything about a margin for 
future expansiono Although the loan covenant does. Are we now saving that rate 
should only provide an adequate return on investment. 

Mr o ldewereld - The answer is n~ • The paper says 1 return to include enough to 
cover investment in gDowing industries.' 

Mr. Knapp -We have dropped out the involunta~r savings point since there is no 
eA~erience of a rate high enough to impose their savings. 

Mr . Schmidt - But we have had rates which permitted reinvestment. 

Mr . Diamond - I do not know of any cases where the return was higher than the 
cost of capital, but in Costa Rica cettainly the 7% figure was arrived at not 
from calculations of the capital cost but by calculating how much was needed in 
the ~ of rate increases to provide 40% of the estimated cost of future expansiono 

r . Knapp - That is a good persuasive approach; a good argmaent to meet invest
ment requirements or future needs. k are unce~tain as to the exact cost of 
capital for each case. As a practical matter we worYcd out what was needed for 
reinvestment, knowing t at the return figure would probably fall within the 
range of the cost of capital. 

Mr . Cope - That is all right as a practical matter but lvhat if there is no 
expansion program requiring reinvestment~ 

Mr. ldewereld - Fortunately we are not faced with that problem as we are dealing 
with the industry in the usual caseo Horever, Mro Diamond is right. If the 
calculation of the amount needed to cover LO% of the cost of exnansion had come 
to a 20% return on investment it would have been all wrong. 

Mr. Stevenson - If the application is pragmatic, we certainly cannot say that 
the general policy is all righto Consequently, I suggest a change in para. 50. 

~~o Knapp - Your suggestion is appropriateo 

Mr . de lilde - One would have to prove that there is no better way to raise money 
if one objects to this policyo As a practical ma~ter, it is all right. But, 
don't let 1 s kid ourselves that it's anything else but a practical guide G 
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~r. Lejeune - The rate clause in the Costa Rica Loan Agreement provides that 
rates are to accomplish three things: (1) cover costs, (2) provide a return on 
investment , and (3) provide funds for future investment . A side letter says the 
rate of return is to be 7 • Why? 

Mr . Cope - The provision of the Loan greement should refer to the rate of return 
on investment and not to what should be done with the return received on the 
investmento 

Mr . Lejeune - The covenant deals with cash generation and disposal. I think 
that it should noto 

ldewereld - I agree we ~nll have to have another look at that provision~ 

~r o de lilde - This problem arises if we want a rate of return above the rate of 
the cost of capital for the project . 

Mr . ldewereld - The amount of ploughback was admittedly determined by various 
factorso LO% of the cost of future expansion would be good for one project while 
25% would be good for another . Therefore, criticism based on that score is justi
fied.o However, the criteria as to the rate of return should be uniform. 

r. Diamond - Often there isn't enough economic guidance on this point for TOD 
when preparing their technical reports. 

_ro Aldewereld - The r eports should have some evaluation of the rate of return 
on investment for each project that we consider. 

Mr o urick - How can it be done without any capital market? 

Mr . Diamond - I don't think that that problem is any more difficult than deter
mining the justification for providing 40% of the cost of future expansion out 
of present revenueso 

Mr . Aldewereld - The ltO% figure is based on technical and financial factors 
which can be evaluatedo 

Mr . Diamond - But there are other factors for determining the return on canital 
which coUld be considered. 

Mr . ldewereld - I agree re should take these other factors into account. If a 
project earns a reasonable rate of return we cannot insist upon a rate increase. 
There is no connection between rates charged to customers and the needs for 
financing future expansion. 

~r . Knapp - True, there is nothing to justi~ insistence on providing for future 
expansion but it is persuasive and practical advice. 

Mr . Cope - I a~ee that it is advice and not something for insistence . In 
ustria, for ins~ance, we would not have been successful if we had insistedo 

Mr~ Diamond - Parao 19 speaks of electrification taxes and mentions that such 
taxes going back into the industry from hich they were derived would be all right o 
I don't see why it makes any di ference whether the proceeds go back into the same 
industry or not provided they go into the over-ail investment of the country. 
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Mr . de ilde - I agree . There are two questions really: (1) whether the 
tax should be considered as part of the revenues of the enterprise, and (2) 
whether all of the proceeds of the return on the enterprise should be devoted 
to the extension of that enterprise . 

Mr. KnapE - If the funds received by the Government go into additional investment 
such as power, alJ right . But are there any such cases? 

Mr . de Wilde - Many cases in the Middle East. 

Mr . Knapp - But the receipts of the governments in the Middle ast are just 
taxes and not part of the return on the enterprise . 

Mr. de Wilde - In the cases I am thinking of , the tax is part of the return on 
the investment in the project . 

Mr . Cargill - Whether the proceeds are earmarked for reinvestment or not, the 
rate of return should certainly be calculated before deducting taxes . 

Mr . Knapp - I was talking about additional taxes over and above the return on 
investmento A tax increase (including excise tax) is not properly included in 
the return on the projecta 

Mr . de ulde - ssuming a country wishes to penalize domestic consumption of 
power, it can raise the price of power or the tax . In that case it is entirely 
a question of a return on the investment . 

Mr . Knapp - If the proceeds are going to be invested, I would consider that a 
return on the investmento I gather that others don ' t agree with this o 

Mr . de 1ilde - Dividends don ' t go into investment but they are certainly to be 
included in the return on the investment. 

Mr . Knapp - Throughout the section of the paper on irrigation there appears to 
be a theme of subsidizing agricultureo 

Mr . de Wilde - The facts of the matter are that in underdeveloped countries 
industry has been subsidized so that most underdeveloped countries have to have 
a subsidy for agriculture for offsetting this . 

l1r o Y~app - I agree with the first sentence of para . 49 and with the first part 
of para . 50 . 

the 
Mr. de ilde - We find that the policy is applicable to/power field possibly 
because of the monopolv situation of power. 

Mr. Knapp - so power is a fruitful resource. 

I do not believe that this paper should go any further now. It was a very useful 
paper for discussion and not a holy writ o It has served its purpose . 

Mr o Schmidt - Could we follow through b. having a discussion on covenants 
covering earnings and capitalization? This would be helpful . 

Mro Knapp - There was a paper on that some time ago . Perhaps i did not go out o 

Mr . Schmidt - I will look at that . 
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Mr o Diamond - There is one thing to follow through , and that is the considera
tion of the rate covenant o 

r . Stevenson - I am till concerned about parao 50 as to whether it is a general 
policy or the policy which is generally applicable to the power field . 

Mr . Knapp - Generally revenues should aoverccost and earn an adequate return but 
exceptions will have to be made in the fields of agriculture and transportationo 

Mr . Ripman -A study of the lvhole question of subsidies would be worthwhile . 

Mr . Knapp - I agree . Could the Economic Staff come up with a paper on this 
subject? 

Mr . de dilde - There are three questions really: (1) the problem of incremental 
investment; (2) the determination of the cost of capital; and (3) the question 
of subsidies . All these would be quite a jobo 

Mr . Knapp - I think the Economic Staff could do a paper on subsidies and it should 
not be too much of a job to round up figures on the producitivity of capitalo 

Mr . Aldewereld - In the future the TOD reports cou d indicate the cost of capital 
for the project under investigation. 

Mr o Knapp - That seems something for the economic reporto 

Mr o de lilde - Really there should be guidelines set up bv the ~conomic Depart
ment to assi~t in determining this cost. 

'tAro Diamond - 1hy do we not have an economic reviel-r of TOD papers made by the 
Economic taff'/ 

Mr . Knapp - Such a review should be by the ~rking Party operation, but we hav 
to remember that the economist cannot come up with a fast figure for each project . 

Mr . Lejeune - I assume that the same criteria that we have discussed here wou d 
apply to IDA projects o 

Mr . Knapp - Normall we ould give Bank and ID. projects the same treatment, 
except in those cases where borrowing from the Bank was not feasible because the 
project could~ot service a Bank loan and we would not t to lend to the govern-
ment . Under~c1rcumstances we probably would lend to the government and the 
government would end to the borrm.rer on conventional terms 0 

The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p . m. 
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l-KAT. Knapp ... The main topic for consideration seems to be the project. The 
amount ha been left a little indefiniteo The Area p per speaks of $80-$100 
million1 hile the echnical Report is based on a project of 70 million. 
This will1 of cours have to be worked out latero The amount does not make 
much difference t t he railroads as it is small in comparison with the amount 
of the total progr m-- of the railroad. 

The outlook for the bond issue now appears rather pessimistic but it has not 
been finally settled o ay or the other. We will review the matter later 
with the Japanese, bearing in mind that the figure of $100 million is rather 
a large1 round target for possible criticism. So, e will consider a figure 
a cut bel thato 

Mro Aldewereld - This project is distinctive in many ways. It has been a very 
long time in preparation. It is probably the best railroad project the Bank 
has ever hado The tilization of equipment, the efficien~ of operation and 
serV:ice speeds are high. The company enjoys very good labor relationso The 
investigation has been very completeo Perhaps the report is a little optimistic 
but still if' one makes allowances for that, the technical, managerial and 
economic aspects of the project are very good. 

The financial aspects are somewhat peculiar. The assets wore revalued in 1955 
with the result that the retum on the investment for the whole system would 
range bet een zero at the st rt and 3% at the end of the const ction · , 
but the return on the lin to e financed by th ank is est te t "5 • 
However, • ompa. s favorably · th the Indian railroad which uses hi to 
asset valu and depr ciation based on historic cost. 

Information h been received w hin the last 24 hours that rates will be 
increased 15%. This . would raise the return n total investment up to about S%·.·. 
This changes the financial picture considera ly an:l will aid further by making 
additional borrowing possible . 

1-h'o Kna - Will we have a rate covenant in the agreement? 

Mr o Aldewereld - No o 

Mro Rosen - vle are dealing with a sophisticated, competent managenent. We 
have been talking rates and return on investment rith th since the fall of 19.58o 
They know all about this question, our feelings on the question and how to 
correct the situationo A rate adjustment took place last Jul~ which will raise 
revenue omewhato A rate increase requires approval of the Diet and, 
consequently1 the Railroads and Government are not able to give a commitment. 
They have been working slowly on thi prob1em, including several sessions with 
members of the political parties. They are asking for a 16% increase, knowing 
that they will not get that, but they think that they will get sorrething 
satisfactoryo I think it's better to let them handle this in their way rather 
than for the Bank to make demands on rate increaseso 
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Mr. Knapt I don't question that; in fact, I was ready to accept the 
inanci~ situation before the 15% rate increase, given the existence of the 

s histicated management. 
T" 

Mr. Broches - What is the usual position of railroads for handling depreciation 
to calculate the return on investment in the U.So , for instance? 

Mr. Aldewereld - In the u.s. the railroads calculate depreciation by using 2% 
of historical c ostQ 

Mr. Rosen - The u.s. practice is not a fair test without looking into the 
ent~e background of· the question. 

Mro Broches - I was thinking of South Americao Do we have another standard for 
Latin America? Can we make the necessa~ adjustments here in order to make a 
satisfactory comparison? 

Mro Aldewereld - This picture here is obviousa.y strange at first sight. The 
rate of return of 25% on the line tobe financed by the Bank ttnder the prop~ed 
loan and the 1% return onallr.ailroad property means that some properties must 
be losing money and should be written off. The fact is that this railroad ' 
would have to go through 1he financial wringer to get an adequate picture. 

Mr . Knapp - Is fu~ revaluation of the assets contemplated by the railroad? 

Mro Wallenius - No further revaluation is being considered at the present time 
as not much inflation has occurred since 1955 1~hen the last revaluation took 
placeo The railroad is now using a depreciation ~ate of 2.1% of the book valueo 

Mr. Knajlp - In para. 51 \ve may be ove~doing the argument that the return would be 
better on the basis of the original cost. The para. might be interpreted as 
meaning that we think it would have been better if there had been no revaluation. 
To the extent that depreciation funds are needed to meet the cost of necessary 
renewals, a revaluation of the assets is desirable. 

Mr. Aldewereld - I agree, but the same thing can be accomplished without revalu
ation of assets if depreciation charges are based on need rather than on 
historical cost of the assets . 

Mro Stevenson - I have a feeling in reading this report that I don't know fnr 
sure exactly what is going on, but I do think that it would be better to say 
that the return on investment is adequate under the circumstances r~ther than 
to say that it is lowo 

Mr. Rosen - ifhe rEp'ort writers cannot say that it is adequate if it is not in 
various parts of the railroad systemo 

Mr. Broches • We can say that the figures on the rate of return are inconsistent 
With those of other railroads the Bank has examined and then give an explanation 
of why vle think this railroad is as good or b e:bter than the others . 

Mro Rosen - I agree with the idea of giving an explanation as to why we think 
this is as good as the others . 
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Mr. Aldewereld ~ I am afraid that if we were to readjust the figures in an 
effort to make a comparison with other railroad projects, we might give the 
Japanese, other than the Railway, the wrong idea. They might use the Bank's 
revisions for some other entirely different purpose which we might not approve 
which would be detrimental to the interests of the gapanese railroadso We 
want · to avoid this sort of trouble if we can. 

Mr. Rist - Looking at the problem from a broader angle, the situation of the 
whole railroad system having a low rate of return raises the ~estion of 
subsidizing of the railroadusers. 

Mr. Rosen - The simple figures on rate of return that we have been discussing 
are not meaningful gene rilly. Basing our case on them may cause trouble in 
connection with other railroad projects. There are many other immeasurable 
criteria involved here such as the crying need for transportation and the 
extreme cost in terms of money and time of highwayoonstruction in Japan. All 
of these factors, l1hich are peculiar to Japan, have to be considered; or we 
will be in serious difficulties when other railroads are camsidered which have 
a better rate of return than this, but do not have these general favorable 
factors and are really not as good. 

Mr. B. King- I think that one must separate the project andihe railroad 
enterprise. This report does not concentrate enough·· on the project and the 
high rate of return on the project , which is very significant and would have 
a large bearing on the question of considering other railroad projects. 
Secondly, I think we Should make up our minds whether we think revaluation is 
good or bad. In this particular case, I think it's good but there may be 
other railroad projects where revaluation is not justified. 

Mr. Aldewereld - Rate of return in railroad projects is a more difficult, or 
at least a more obvious problem where the gJOJ h rate is 3% compared with 
perhaps 10% for the power industry. In a mature railway system such as this, 
the problem shows up. In a fast-growing, dynamic situation, such as many of 
the power projects the Bank has financed, the inequities an.d inaccuracies of 
revaluation progressively diminish in the growing picture. 

Mr. Knapp - This problem rate of return is to come up in a special paper so_I 
think that we have discussed it enough at this meetingo I agree with Mr. K~ 
that a 25% return on the line is good but the enterprise is also important · 
as· the railroad would be the borrswer and must be able to service the debt. 
The fact that our project earns an adequate return ¥dll not solve the 
borrower 1 s financial problems. "" 

Mro King - But they are two different things. 

Mr. Knapp - It's not so easy to separate these two things however. In Chile, 
for instance, the north section of the Bailroad was bad. We discussed the 
possibility of setting up a separate borrower for the southern part of the 
system but were unable to make any satisfactory arrangement to meet this problem. 
We have to look to our borrower for repayment. 

What is the situation on competitive bidding? Are they just going to go through 
the motions or will there be real competitive bidding? 
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Mr o van Helden - The railroad kneti about this problem as they were familiar 
with the Bank ' s discussions on the Japanese roads and apparently decided to 
accept the Bank's position without further comment . For most of the goods, 
it ns an academic problem because they know that Japanese producers can compete 
with producers in other parts of the world. 

~1• Aldewereld - Since the Japanese producers are beating the rest of the world 
in the world market at the moment, this does not appear to be a problem. 

Mr. Yillapp - What is our position on security? 

11r4 Aldewereld - We would stand pari passu with other borrowers . 

Mr ~ Broches - The railroad follows the usual Japanese practice of medium-term 
notes which are refunded at maturity. This would mean ~:that we need the usual 
standby commitment which was worked out for the Aichi loano 

Mr. Knapp - I take it that we accept the railroad project as ba.ni:able. 

(No dissent.) 

4f 
The meeting adjourned at 11:~ a .mo 

GMStreet/mrd 
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LOAN REGULATIONS 

CONFIDENTIAL 

SLC/M/60-39 

Mr. Knap¥- Before proceeding to go over the draft word byword, we will have 
a commen by the General Counsel. 

Mr~ Broches - We are sorry about the four-year delay in revising Loan Regulations 
but we hope for speed from this point forward. First, because the new regula
tions should be ready for the many new loans coming along, and second, because 
a schedule of orientation lectures on Bank procedures is coming up shortly. 

Several very useful comments on dr fting have been received already and probably 
more are to come. I don 1t think it is necessary to discuss pure draft:iing here 
at this time. 

Mr. Knapp - I agree that we should not discus pure drafting changes but the 
very nature of this work necessitates a rather detailed reviewo Are there any 
general comments before proceeding to go through the paper page by page? 

Mr. Rosen - Is there any purpose or general theme to fu.e changes which lutve been 
made J.n the Loan Regulations? · 

Mro Broches - No. The purpose of this revision is only to clear up past changes 
and to achieve uniformityo There is no intention to cov r new points although 
that possibility was given passing thoughto There have been no suggestions for 
new points from the Legal Department or from the client of the Legal Department. 
The Loan Regulations haYe been very useful but the previous issues went about 
a far as we can go to cover the various pointso The danger of not reading 
carefully a provision because it is included in Loan Regulations must be measured 
against the ease of using Loan Regulations to cover those points which apply 
to all agreemen $ 

Mr. Rosen - There still is some boiler plate in the Loan Agreements. I wonder 
whether same of this could be transferred to the Loan Regulations; for instance, 
the repayment provisions. 

Mr. Broehes - Since we have to put dates of repayUent in the Loan Agreements the 
other repayment provisions can go into th loan agreenent.s. Also there is some 
boiler plate in the loan agreements because we want to discuss theee points 
with the pr pective borrower. 

Section 2.01 

Mr. Stevenson - Does this section cover development banks? 

Mr. Broches - No - deliberately. We considered separate regulations for develop
ment banks or including them here as exceptions, but have dropped bothHeas 
because each development bank loan would require individual treatment. 
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Section 2.05 (b) 

Mro iliff - What is the difference between "pari1' and "portion"? 

l!r. Broches - There is no difference but we have reserved the word "part" to 
apply to development bank loans and therefore did not want to use it here. 

Mr. iliff- The word 11portion11 carries the meaning of share as in a widow's 
portion. 

Section 2.05 (c) 

Mro niff - The phr se "any request of the borrower to waive ••• " should be 
certain!y "of the borrmrer that the Bank waive ••• " 

Mr. Rosen - I would suggest that we take the whole section out since it gives 
the borrower the wrong impression that he is entitled to this waiver. Under 
some circumstances the Bank might not wish to waive the premiums and our 
position may change although circumstances do not change. 

Mr. Broches - We have tried to make it clear that the benefit t th borrower 
coUld oil!y come about if cirmumstances l-Ta nted it at the time. I agree with 
Mr. Iliff's suggestion. 

Mr. Cope - I have already asked to have this section removed as a change of 
policy, but agreed after discussion l~th the lawyer that a revision of Loan 
Regulations is not the proper place to make uoh a c ge of policy. 

Mr. Rosen - This is a very important question, particularly when the Bank sells 
strips which include longer maturitieso I think it is better to explain this 
to individual borrowers and handle it case by case rather than include it in the 
Loan Regulations. 

Mro Kna¥p - Nobody thinks we should change now our policy of waiving the premium, 
do they 

(No dissento) 

A burrower may misunderstand the nature of the benefit. They may receive it but 
they would not have any argument if we explain that we can sell participations 
in the loan and that we would not, therefor , be able to waive the premium on 
the portion of the loan sold~ 

Mr. Rosen - That is a good argument for not having it i the Loan Regulations. 
When I explain this provision to prospective borrowe s, I a ways say first that 
the Bank will try to sell the loan paper and then I mention the possibility that 
the premium might be waived if the loan is prepaid to th Banko All of this 
can be explained better to individual borrowers rather than in a form which 
would be suite,ble to all borrowers. 

M r. Knapp - I agree with your method of explaining the provision to borrowers 
but don 1t understand why that means that the provision should be removed from 
Loan Regulations. 
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Mr. Rosen - It was explained earlier that we agreed to leave out of Loan 
Regulations those things which we have to explain to and discuss with ~he 
borrowers. 

Mr. Knapp - By including it in the Regulations we make it a part of the record. 

Mr. Broches - If we take out this section, its omission will come up for 
discussion in the Boardo It would be difficult to e~lain to the Board that 
the removal does not reflect a change in poli~. 

Mro Rist - The Loan R gulations are part of the loan agreements. Under the 
Loan Regulations the .. ' rrower has the right to Jrepay, but the Bank may waive 
the premiums. This is not a contractual relationship and therefore need not 
necessarily be included in the Loan Regulations. 

Mr. Broches - That's correct. But it is a statement of policy which puts on 
record the Bank's answer to a question which borrowers may ask about the 

J premiums. 

Mr. Cope - This is the only policy statement in the Loan Regulations; the 
only place where Bank's poli~ is mentioned. 

Mr. Iliff - I am afraid if we leave it out now and the omission is noticed, we 
will be in trouble. 

Mr. Kn~tp - I prefer the original language as the wording in the revision; 
hwithou prejudice," is pretty weak. 

I would like to make a different suggestion. Could the Bank make a policy 
declaration and refer to this declaration in the Loan Agreement? 

Mr. Rosen - It would be better to give them a declaration without the reference, 
otherw~se the borrowers would go away thinking that they had a right to prepay 
without the premi~. 

Mr. Broches - Not a right, a privilege. 

Mr. Cope - I prefer no reference in the 1 an documentso Then there is nothing 
bjridllig. 

Mr. Broches - Since this is a policy matter and not a contractual relationship, 
it is true that it does not have to be in the documents. On the other hand, 
this question should not be left to an oral explanation. That leads to greater 
dangeBs of misunderstanding. I agree we could give them just a standing policy 
declaration without the footnote. 

Mr o Knapp - A footnote in the Loan Agreement would not bind us. 

Mr. Iliff - Why not leave it the way it was? 

Mr. Cope - We have had trouble about this and may have fur8her ~~sunderstandings 
if we don't make a change. 

Mr. Cavanaugh- Our troubles have arisen from the .policy more than from the 
wording. 
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Mr. Rosen - Our troubles could be answered by putting both policies in the 
Loan Regulations, that is, that we will try to sell and we will consider 
va ving premiums on the portion of the loan we do not sell. 

Mr. Aldewereld - My suggestion would be to keep it here but to blow it up 
along the lines suggested for clarification. 

Mr. Broches - I have no objection to putting the Bank's policy of selling bonds 
1n a pos~t1ve way, but i did not do it here because it would be out of context 
in a section dealing with premiums. 

Mr. Cope - This seems to be a clear case for removing the section from the Loan 
RegUlations. 

Mr. Uiff - There would be trouble, I am afraid, if we did. 

Mr. Broches - It would be the same if made the subject of a Board statement. 
I am willing to consider wording in the Loan Regulations to make the Bank's 
position on selling loans positive. 

Mr. Cope - That still does not answer Mro Rosen's questj on on "in the light of 
all circumstances then existing. 11 Some time we may not wish to consider 
s~thetically waiving the premiums. 

Mr. Knapp - Let us consider another draft of this section and a draft policy 
statement of the Board at a subsequent SLC meeting. 

Section 2.06 

Mr. Rist - Do we need this section? 

Mr. Broches - Yes, to indicate place of payment. The suggested changes are 
merely to make it confonn ·th the bonds. 

Mr. Rosen - Do lie have anything anywher about the five-day period of early 
payment for service on loans sold as participations? 

Mr. Broches - No. 

Mr. C vanaugh - W have never had trouble over the five-day r quirement because 
the borrowers would hav to get other paying agents if w d not perform this 
serviceo It is always expl ined to them that th~ have the alternative of 
finding other payment agentso They are not forced into this five-day arrangement • 

• ro en - Since re have to explain this to borrowers always, it might be 
helpfUl to have it written down in the regulations. 

Mro Broches - Normally we sell our loans by giving participations in the loAns. 
Under this arrangement there is no relationship between our borrower and the 
purchaser of the participation. We are not really a paying agent but a paying 
agent would usually require that it be in funds to make payment. '\ole have avoided 
difficulties by the informU arrangements made by Mr. Cavanaugho 
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Mro Rosen - But we don't have the right to request this early pa~ent. 

11r. Cavanaugh - That is correct, but we do have the right to ask for bonds and 
could sell the bonds rather than participations, thus avoiding for us the 
problem of making payment to the participants. That would be much more 
expensive for the borrower. 

Mr. Knapp - If we cover this question of early payment in the Loan Regulations' 
it would raise the question of why we do not provide for a reduction in the 
interest payment to cover the same period. 

Mr. Broches - I would urge avoidance of public discussion on this issue. 

Mr. Knapp - As it now stands, there is no def ult if borrmvers do not pay 
five days ahead of time since payment is ~ merely on an informal arrangement. 
If this were made a part of the Loan Regulations, failure to pay would 
constitute formal default. Let's leave it where it is. 

Section 3.02 

Mr. Knapp - The wording seems strange to say the n of goods payable". 

Mr. Broches - The 't-lord "goods" here means including service.s, but if it is 
amb~guous it should be changed. 

Mr. Cope - I would rather see this whole section recast to provide for payment 
of costs or expenditures on the project rather than for goods but I agree that 
it is too late to make this change at this point. 

Mr. R.osen - Does this wording consti t11De a change of polj.cy? 

Mr. Broches - No. This is wording only. 

Mro Cavanaugh - We have always had this policy. We have always been able to 
effect withdra als in the currency in which the goods are paid for or in the 
currency of denomination. We have charged the loan account in another currency 
where we have bought the cur ency in whichihe goods were paid for with the other 
currency. 

Section 3.05 

Mro Ramm - Should this section cover the currency in which the charge for 
special comMitments is payable? We foll~t the practice of charging the currency 
of denomination in erery case. 

Mr. Knapp- I suggest we change the word "charge' to "charges". 

Mr. Broches - I would prefer to have this point written into the special 
cot"'ll'llJ. tments themselves. 
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Mr •• Knar -Why is the Treasurer ' s Department anxious to tie their hands on 
this?erhaps we might want payment in currencies other than the currency of 
denomination. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - I am not arguing that it should be in the currency of denomina
tion but merely that there should be agreement somewhere as to the currency of 
the charge. At the present time the individual agreements merely refer to the 
loan agreement for ruling on this point. The loan agreement does not say 
anything. 

(All agreed to Mr. Knapp's suggestion to change the word "charge" to the plura:Jl 
where it occurred in thissection. ) 

Section 4.03 

Mr. Rosen - I suggest that the first clause of the second sentence 

(Mr. Knapp and others agreed.) 

deleted. 

Mr. Cavanaugh - Would that 1man that the borrowers would be in default if they 
did not submit applications promptly? 

Mr. Broches - Yes. 

Section 5.01 

Mro Broches - This section has beenrohanged to include amounts committed as 
well as disbursedo 

Section 5.02 (e) 

Mr. Uiff - This is rather drastic wording. 

Mro Broches - This is a classical definition of insolvency and w want the right 
to move fast when suspension is necessary. 

Section 5. 02 (i) 

Mr. Broche - This section which has been a part of recent loan agreements 
provides that any action of omi sion between the date of signing and th 
ffective date which would violate th negative pledge or other provisions 

of the Loan Agreement would consitute gro ds for suspension. 

Section 5. 02 (j) 

Mr. Knapp - The language seems cumbersome to e and should be revised 
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Section 6.11 

Hr. Broches - This section attaches to the bonds held by the Bank the same 
rights the Bank has und r the Loan Agr.em nt • Another ubsection will be 
added to cover the cost of the exchanging of bonds. 

Article X 

Mr. Broches - A paragraph dll be added to define "Guarantee Agreement". 

Schedule I 

Mr. Broches - This Schedule has been changed to conform with the change in the 
Loan Regulations and to cover the situation where bonds are issued for only a 
part of a loan. 

PERU - AGREEMENT BETWEEN DLF AND BANK 

Mr. Knapp - As the propos d agreement bet een DLF and the Bank on th Peruvian 
highways loan might be applicable to other loans I thoug we ought to discuss the 
draft of the agreement. 

We welcome ELF collaboration end ·cooperation on projects and we particularly 
welcome their agreement to let us do the administrative job. But, there is 
some danger that they may be passing over too much power to us which might 
conceivably lead to undesirable Congressional queries and investigations of the 
Bank's activities in the future. We have tried to cover this point in the 
present draft, in which DLF is not re · ved tlf its agency responsibilities but 
allows us to do the administrative work. 

Mr. Diamond - Before starting the discussion, I wish to mention a recent develop
manto We l'Bve found that the proposed DLF loan to Honduras provides that no 
equipment, no matter who finances it, can be purchased by Honduras from countries 
listed in the u.s. Code. In effect, this means Iron Curtain countries. This 
restriction would not cause any trouble now because the Bank is even ore 
restrictive, but the u.s. Cod may be changed in the future, putting us into 
trouble. 

DLFhas suggested that for the Honduras loan, a side letter would be agreed 
with the borrower that this provision would not apply to procurement fj_nanced 
by- the Bank. For the Peruvian highways loan, DLF has suggested, and we are 
n~T consid ring, the addition of a paragraph to the letter of agreement to 
cover thi point. · 

Mr. Rosen - That would not be sufficient since the letter of agreement is 
between the Bank and ntF while Pen and Honduras are the signers of the loan 
contracts. We certainly cannot agree with DLF on omething which affects the 
borrowers. 

1-ir. Broches - Legally you ar right. "W wonld, of cours , show the change "k> 
the borrow rs. 
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Mr. Diamond - For future loans, DLF would limit its restriction to the procure
ment of goods financed by DLF funds . 

Mr. Rosen - Do we need this agreement with DLF? We have financed projects 
jointly with other groups, the private market for example, without such agree
ments . Why do we do it for DLF and not for the private investors? 

We have refused to enter into undertakings to furnish the private investors with 
data such as we are now agreeing to give to DLF. 

Mr. Broches - There is a difference here. The DLF has the rights under its loan 
agreement with the borrower to do the things which we would be doing f: D them 
under this procedure . We are only simplifying the ad~nistration and not 
giving the DLF anything new. I do not think that the private mark t has the 
same rights . 

Mr. Rosen - Such rights could be put in the agreements made between the private 
market and the borrower. My objection to this i s that it looks like an agree
ment between ~10 u.s. agencies . 

If this procedure is ever considered for use in connection with another loan, 
we should ask the bor rower whether they have any objections . 

Mr. Cope - I h ve doubts about this arrangement and share Mr. Rosen ' s objection. 
This seems to b much too far- reaching in putt5~g us in a position of having t o 
consult with DLF before taking acti on. 

Mr. Stevenson - t ':would happen if we were the minority? 

Mr. Broches - The same thing probably, because DLF has asked us to do this . 

Mr. Diamond - DLF gave us a draft which said in effect that the Bank undertook 
to do ail this administrat ive work for them in return for their relinquishing 
their responsibility for action. This, we thought, went much too far and we 
have taken it out and tried in this present dxaft to put the agreement on a 
friendly basis . · 

Mr. Rosen - But para. 5 goes further than thato 

Mr. Cope - And para. 8 limits the right ~r independent decision. 

Mr. Knapp - I don ' t agree with that. Para . 8 only says we would consult . The 
draft only puts down on aper those things which we would do anyway to cooperate 
with another creditor even if there were no agreement . 

Mr. Rosen - It is all right to consult in that way but this draft might be taken 
an just friendly coopePation. 

Mr. Knapp - I don ' t see it that way. Looking back over the background history 
of this thing, should we not elcome the fact that other agencies accept our 
leadership? DLF came to 11s with a proposal for just that . The difficulty was 
that the proposal was too good. They wante us to~ke the whole responsibilityo 
But, the fact that the proposal was too good does not weaken the fact that 
benefits accrue to us from cooperation with DLF • . 
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~~. CoEe - We had the benefits •thout any agreement and here we wrnud be 
l):lnding ourselves to do something af ecting the borr ers who have not agreed 
to thi action on our part. 

Mr . Knapp - I agree t~th that part of it. The borrowers would have to agree 
to this agreement. 

~. Ald ereld - Three things strike me. First, adminstratively the prepara
tion of a single report rather than two is certainly better· for the borrower. 
Second, the borr~rer has to approve the arrangements. Third, there is some 
danger that para. 5 may cramp the Bank's style if DLF should want something 
which the Bank did not want. 

Mr. Broches - We have agreed with DLF on every point in the draft agreement. 
Each party has what amounts to veto rights, under its loan agreement with the 
borrower, which are already in effect and because of this veto, DLF and the 
Bank both have-to-approve eventually all questions which way ariseo It is 
better that the Bank and DLF should discuss the questions before giving their 
respective opinions. 

14ro Rosen - That is perfectly true but a good deal of this type of consul t~tj_on 
~s done anyway through our normal relations with DLF. Therefore, I don't 
understand why it is necessary to have this formal agreement. 

Mro Clark - Without a written agreement DLF will blow up way beyond the point 
reached ~n the paper in order to protect itself. 

Mr. Cope - I am not objecting to having an agreement but rather to what is in 
the agreement . 

Mr. Broches- - There are two kinds of clauses in the agreement. The first 
covers those things uhich both the Bank and DLF do not want to go beyond a 
certain point, that is, the degree of responsibility that the Bank undertakes 
vis-a-vis DLF. The second covers those things which both DLF and the Bank 
would do anyway, such as to talk over points of mutual interest. Having put 
the first kind in th$ agreement we felt we had to record the second kind, when 
DLF wanted it . Hat-vever, it is perfectly true that this second group would be 
taken care of through the nor.mal relationships between the tro organizations. 

Mr. Knapp - Two point have come out in the discussions which are worthwhile, 
I think, and could be clarified by adding a preamble to the letter of understanding. 
One, the agreement has to be approved by the Borrower in each case, and tl'ro, 
anything we agreed to do under the agreement with DLF wmuld not be a restriction 
on our rights because DLF already has the power under its loan agreement with 
the borrower to do for itself what we are agreeing to do for it. 

Mr. Diamond - If a joint lending operation were cont lated, this type of 
document would be discussed with the prospective borrowers. How ver, at the 
present time we have no intention of using it where another creditor comes into 
the picture after our loan is signed. 
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Mr. Knapp - We might use it for Development Bank loans i.f DLF came into the 
picture later. · 

Why couldn ' t we use this with other lenders? 

Mro Rosen - Since the terms on which various lenders join with us differ, I think 
that the agreements made with the various lenders should vary. It may be that 
with some lenders we would be able to make more favorable arrangements without 
any formal agreement at all . 

l-1r o KnapE - Perhaps you are right but with an agreement we might be able to 
prevent eavy-handed· action by DLF. 

Mro Rosen - Right, but that does not answer the problem of tieing ourselves to 
them. 

Mr . Aldewereld - .I see one place where this agr eement might give difficulty. We 
picked the Panel to study Thin Arch Dams. If such circumstances arose again, 
DLF might disagree with our choice. 

Mr. Diamond - The thin arch dam problem is not relevant. It is not the same 
thing as the Panel was hired by the Bank whereas the agreement with DLF is 
concerned with contractors hired by the borrower. 

Mr. Knapp - To sum up the discussion, I take it we are agreed that this type of 
agreement should be made if approved by the borrower and that a preamble should 
be added to note th~_approval of the borrower and to clarify that this is only 
a procedure for co~tation between the Bank.and DLF, both of which must 
approve borrower actions under the terms of their respective agreements with 
the borrower, and, therefore, it is not a restriction on the rights of either 
the Bank or DLFo 

Let ' s hold in abeyance whether this agreement will serve as a model for use 
with other lending organizationso The question will certainly come up soon 
agafr), perhaps in the German case. 

Mr. Cope - I don ' t want to think of this as a model- for anything . 

Mr. Cavanaugh - The agreement , as I understand it, would require that we 
explain to DLF if we refused disbursement on a borrower ' s application for 
withdrawalo 

Mr. Diamond- That is right. I don ' t understand your objection. The Mr.e surer ' s 
Department has agreed that we would not give information to DLF gratuitously but 
if Peru asked that we give information to DLF, we should do so. 

Mr . Broches - DLF wanted us to say whether they should disburse . We have agreed 
to do no more than to tell them whether w had decided to disburse . That does 
not limit our rights. 

Mr. Kna~p - The spirit of it is that we would tell DLF of the disbursements we 
made an we would explain any discrepancies betweenthe amounts applied for with
d!rawal and disbursements made by the Bank, if they asked for it . 

The meeting adjourned at 4:55 porn. 
GMStreet/mrd 
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